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Monday, f Dairy, except Saturday. $ Daily,
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Bangor. Maine.

Branches at Old Town, Machlas and Dexter

Mrs. Katherine Staples is in Boston
business.

on

Miss Lenora G. Higgins has returned to
Portland to teach.

Roy C. Haines left Saturday on a busitrip to New York.
The county commissioners left to-day
for a trip over the county roads.
There will be a regular meeting of Irene
chapter, O. E. S., Friday evening.
C. I. Staples returned last Thursday
from a business trip to New York.
ness

Mrs. Charles L. Smith has gone to Carmel for an extended visit with relatives.
Moses I. Mayo and wife have returned
from a week’s visit to relatives at Bar I
Harbor.
C. E. Monaghan will open a dancing
school at Society hall the first week in
October.
Mrs. I. L. Halman and family left Sunfor their home in Brookline, Mass.,
for the winter.

day

Buiok and Cadillac
11

the two makes of ears for which we are the
sellinR
n,e features of these cars are such that no
intending
:ss* r should tail to become familiar
with them. Weave
l>re|mreif to show every detail.
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Eugene E. Monohon, of Northeast Harbor, is visiting his grandmother, Mrs.
Augusta Wisweli.
B. S. Jordan, of Framingham, Maes., is
at the home of his parents, Isaac Jordan
and

LIGHT DELIVERY TRUCKS

15 Models--$550 to $1850.

wife, Beechland.

Vincent and wife, of Boston,
guests of Mrs. Vincent’s parents,
A. W. Austin and wife.

Harry C.

are

the

Miss Florence Smith, who has spent the
vacation at her Ellsworth home,
returned to New \ork last Thursday.
summer

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,
Water Street,

GARAGE

—

Ellsworth,

and every tool needed to do

Maine.

repairing with all speed.
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Married Life in Ellsworth.
At the Methodist church next Sunday
morning, the subject of Rev. E. D. Kiser’s
sermon will be “The Key to Complete
Life”. In the evening he will speak on
“Married Life as Viewed by Ellsworth
Residents”.
Dr. Kizer submits the following questions to which he invites answers:
1. Do you believe that the family income should be divided between husband
and wife?
2.
What do you view as the most serious fault that destroys marital happiness?
3. Should a wife be consulted when the
husband desires to join a club or lodge?
4. Has the wife sole right to determine
punishment for the children of the borne?
5. Do you think that woman suffrage
would demoralize home life?
6. Is a home happier when the wife
does all her own housework or not?
7. What causes the most differences in
a home?
8. Who should build the fires?
Everyone invited to reply. If desired,
Address replies
name need not be signed.
to Dr. Kizer, and send as early as possible.

Ralph M. Holmes left Mondaysfor Middletown, Conn., to enter upon his duties
as instructor of physics at Wesleyan uniSudden Death at Swan’s Island.
versity.
Joseph Walker, of Atlantic, aged thirtyMiss Bertha I* Giles, who has spent the eight, died suddenly about midnight Satsummer here, returned to New York last
urday, under circumstances that led the
Monday to resume her work and studies authorities to call the attention of the
in music.

DEPOSIT YOUR MONEY

UNION TRUST COMPANY

year.
last Sunday evening Hanoock hall was
comfortably filled with an audience which
listened with great interest to an able address by Rev. R. B. Mathews, of the Congregational church of this city. The
speaker quickly disposed of the rumor,
current about town, that he was to vote
“yes” on the question of repealing the
prohibitory amendment. He was followed
by Rev. P. A. A. Killam who made a brief
bat convincing address. Rev. E. D. Kiier
offered the prayer and pronounced the
benediction.

lair at Amherst.
This will be the nineteenth annual exhibition of the Northern Hancock agricultural society, and the management
promises the best ever.
Nobody is ever disappointed at the Amherst fair. The management always does
its best to make everybody have a good
time, and always succeeds. The display of
agricultural products, of live stock, etc., is
always good and promises to be so this
year.
There will be many attractions. Holden
and Eastbrook will cross baseball bats on
Tuesday, and Sullivan and Eddington on
Wednesday. The ubiquitous merry-goround will be there. There will be horsepulling, a baby show and toot races, and
the well-known Brownie troupe ot acrobats will also be present.
The Ellsworth Falls band will play on
the grounds, and Monaghan’s orchestra
will furnish music for dancing. There will
be a ball in the hall both evenings.
If stormy the fair will be postponed to
the next fair days.

effect June 26, 1911.
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Rev. P. A. A. Killam made a short address.
At the business meeting, Canfield Fullerton was elected president for the ensuing

OFFICEBS
John A. Peters, President
Henry W. Cushman, Vice-President
Henry H. Higgins^Treasurer
M. Gallery, Secretary
DIRECTORS
William F. Campbell
Fred A. Chandler
Alfred B. Crabtree
Henry W. Cushman
Lucillus A. Emery
Myer Qallert
John U. Ora ham
Henry H. Cray

Up-River Fair Next.
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 28 and 27,
are the dates set for the popular up-river
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ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Stoves wanted.
Carlton 8 Donnell—Barber chairs for sale.
Charles H Wooster
Notice of foreclosure.
Maine Central Railroad
Fair special to
Calais/
The Card Co—Post cards.
Exec notice—Est of Elijah P Emerson.
'*
—Est of Lewis F Gray.
Admr notice —Est of Daniel or Daniel F
Davis.
Admr notice—Est of Walter P Robinson.
—Est of Katie A Eckstrom.
-Est of Hannah M Sargent.
Probate notice—Est of Eliza Ordway.
—Est of Calvin Y Huckins, et
als.
Harry C Austin A Co—Furniture and under-

—

important as acquiring the valuables*
*n
place. Our modern Safe Deposit
Vaults offer just the sort of protection YOUR
vuluable papers, etc., deserve; you will find them
conveniently available, even though you do not
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BANK,
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Hours: 9 to 4.
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Fire and Burglar-Proof
Vaults of the

NATIONAL

Private Rooms for Box Renters.

music, recitations and speeches
enjoyed. Feeling reference was made
by the speakers to Oapt. George Fullerton,
president of the association since its organization, who died daring the year.
were

—

assure

Miss Marion L. Woodward left Sunday
for New York, where she will teach the
coming year in the New York Institute
for the Deaf.

WITH THE

Eugene Hale
W. A. Havey
Barney B. Havey
Frank L. Hodgkins

Hancock Co.

Savings

We invite you to become a depositor with The Union Trnst Company of Ellsworth. You have only to glance over the list of oar officers and directors to
know that your money is safe under their supervision.
The managers of this
institution are well known for .their probity and business success You need
have no hesitation in entrusting your business or your savings to their care.
We take pleasure in offering you all the facilities of our institution and we
trust that you will avail yourself of them, and will favor us with your banking
business.
_

UNION TRUST COMPANY
—

CITY GOVERNMENT.

LAKEWOOD.

Annie Qninn has been visiting at BaySpecial and Recessed Meetings Held
side.
Yesterday Morning.
The Ellsworth board of mayor and alRalph Sargent is hauling hay to Bar
dermen held two meetings yesterday fore- Harbor.
noon—a special meeting to canvas the reJohn Tourtelotte is at work for Simon
turns of the special election, immediately Garland.
followed by a recessed meeting to take up
William Ballantyne, who has been here
matters deferred from the last meeting.
several weeks left Friday.
Aid.
Eldridge,
Smith,
Mayor Leland,
Joseph Mercer and wife visited in BlueAustin and Brady Were present.
hill several days last week.
The election retains were tabulated, as
Norris Moore and wife are receiving
printed in full elsewhere.
The recessed meeting was then opened, congratulations on the birth of a son,
and the following letter in reply to the born Sept. 10.
Ambrose W. Garland and Madison
suggestion of the treasury department for
diverting the drain across the postoffioe Garland have employment at the Green
Lake hatchery.
lot, was approved and signed:
Ellsworth, Mb., Sept, 19,1811.
Shirley Sargent has returned home to
Mr. F. W. Rollins,
attend school. He has been visiting his
Acting Custodian Government Building,
grandfather at West Brooksville.
Ellsworth, Me.:
Large numbers of people are here daily
After
consideration
and
careful
Dbar Sir:
Inspection of the facts referred to and pre- going on the heath after meadow cransented to this board by your communication
berries, which grew here in abundance
1
at the meeting on Sept. 4, we find that in view
of the fact that there is no existing sewer
from |Hancock to Water street, down Main
street, and that the building of one would
cost a number of thousand dollars, and there
seems to be no other way, except this one,
that would take care of the water at certain
times of the year, the board, not having the
available means at this time to carry on this
work without increasing our city debt, and
that such a work should be provided for at
the annual meeting in March by appropriation, therefore we do not feel that this
board should act upon there commendation
of the government, as asked for in your
communication of Sept. 4.

this

Linwood Hoyt has been making extensive repairs on his house, and expects
to move in soon. Mr. Hoyt’s father is a
painter, and a fine piece of workmanship
has been done in graining the room to
be occupied as a kitchen.
GREEN LAKE.

Respectfully yours,
Charles H. Leland, Mayor,
George P. Smith,
John P. Eldridge,
J. A. Austin,
Edward F. Brady.

The matter of the Beechland school was
then taken up. A letter from State Sup*
erintendent of Schools Smith was submitted to the board, in which he said:

summer.

School opened Sept. 5, with Martin A.
Garland again as teacher. New windows
and curtains have been put in during the
vacation, making the schoolhouse in far
better condition than last year.

Mrs. Bennie Higgins is poorly.
Aleck White is working on the railroad.
as

School began Monday, with Miss Smith
teacher.

C. P. Bennoch is loading
& Robinson.

\» w
75

regular

semi-annual dividends.

ings at the Congregational
on Thursday, Sept. 21, at
BANKING

SOFT HATS

Tha early Fallaad Winter nytra here
that ap to data Act that hea marked
each aeaaoo'a deaaionm ad ei the lanwaa I amana flc Haffimd Hath.
MadeiaBodee iararer 30 yarn. We
yoa a perfect ft aad aatyfch

ELLSWORTH

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

up

their motor boats before long.

FALLS.

The aldermen also voted to allow the
Greenly Smith heirs $5 for workon private
way for £he years 1910 and 1911, and Dennis Reynolds $10 for work on private way
lor the same years.

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Friday, Sept. 15, at Society hall—Dance.
FAIR DATES.

Wednesday
21—Eden

and

Thursday, Sept. 20 and

fair.

Tuesday

and

Wednesday, Sept.

26

and 27

—Amherst fair.

RESTAURANT-"

FERNS

for

Stationery

Store,

Experience.

Personal

attention to all details. Telephone
mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St, Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 6—9

/

tended to.

Miss Alberta Thomas his been hen
The Ellsworth festival chorus will meet
from Eden for several days, visiting her
at Society hall to-morrow evening. DiThe praaent Is a goed Amato secure desirable
sister, Mrs. Edward P. Lord.
raetor-ln-Cbief Chapman 5111 be present.
ferae of different varieties kt
M. H. Haynes and family have moved
As this ia the bnly opportunity hs will
I horns from their oottagv at Green Lake,
ELLSWORTH dREENHOUSE.
have for visiting the chorus, a full attendwhen they have been lor some time.
Telephone 43.
ance is Important. All interested, though
Mrs. F. H. Lowell and son Erdman, of
not members, are cordially invited to be
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Thrrytown, N. Y., who have been hen for
present.
the summer, left Saturday for home.
Tablets, let, Pencils, Pert, Erasers, fanpiiltln
Miss Ella F. Jordan left last week to
leeks, ntc.
E. A. Flood and wife with Edward
resume her work as teacher in the Bowditch school at Jamaica Plain, Mass. She Flood and wife went to Tmmont Monday
Card and
took with her many of the curios col- for a few days’ visit with Dr. Thomas B.
lected by her father, the late Cept. Alonzo Tapley and wife.
Ellaworth. Me.
17 Water Street,
Master Robert Holden, of Bar Harbor,
Jordan, in his many voyages about the
world. These curios Miss Jordan will who has been visiting his gnndmother,
lor
the pres- Mrs. Harriet Heatings, left Saturday for
plaoe in the Boston museum
ent.
Boston to attend school.
The Fullerton family reunion was held
Miss Mildnd Black, of Bangor, who has
at Bayside grange hall Friday, Sept. 8. It spent several weeks hen among relatives,
DAVID FRIEND.
Reasonable Prices was an enjoyable gathering. After a returned home Saturday. She was accomOood Work
Ask lor the Dlrlgo dloves.
bountiful dinner in the lower hall, the panied by her brother Morris, who came
EHs worth company assembled in the upper hall, over Friday.
Main Street,

Bellatty's

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES.

'•

Bacon

Hon. George F. Cotterill, of Seattle
Charles Gray and family spent Saturday
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 27 and
Adjourned.
28—North Ellsworth fair.
Wash., delivered an able address in be- and Sunday at Orono with relatives.
movement
at
Hanof
the
no-license
half
Mias Mildred A. Treworgy was home
COUNTY.
Beech laud School to Open.
cock hall last Wednesday evening. A from the Eastern Maine genenl hospital
A special meeting of the school board
17—Ellsworth Free Baptist
Sept.
15,16,
audience
was
ia
atbat
small
appreciative
Sunday.
was held this morning to take action on
quarterly meeting in Waltham.
tendance.
Mrs. Benjamin Willey, of Boston, was the vote of the city government, instructwaste paper, hare Saturday, the guest of Mrs. Harriet
If
the
collecting
people
Beechof
school
No.
the
opening
14,
ing
Board by Day or Week.
magazines, and old paper of any kind Hastings.
land. The following waa passed:
Rooms to Root.
wish to have tbs Thursday club tend to
Mrs. Percy S. Moore and son Frank went
Whereat, the city government has by Its vote
Cor. Main and Hancock Bten Ellsworth their homes or it, please notify Mrs.
to Biuehill last week tor a visit of several instructed the school board to reopen school
Arthur I. Saunders, and it will be atBE SURE
No.
14, closed by vote of this board with view
weeks among relatives.

House and Porch Decorations.

Reliable Clothing Co.

or

ELLSWORTH

a

Ellsworth, Me.

Largo, Beautiful

garantaa

Twenty

for

I RON F

L.&H. DERBIES

Years'

2.30

card of races. The races will include
vestry I
2.30 class and a free-for-all.
The

p. m.
club extends a cordial invitation to all
who would like to join.

ROOKS:

16 State Street,

In Rich Veleun, nobby rf«n in pay
and brawn feha. Tha man who waam
•nL.flcH.ia the man who cane.

church

cars

George and Thomas Crossman are loading for M. Quinn.
“It is my opinion that under the clause of
Miss Annie Rowell, of Lubec, is visiting
which you write, a school committee has the
Fred Grace and wife at the hatchery.
right to close any school it believes too small
coroner and medical examiner to the case.
for profitable maintenance, but that a town
Bert Spencer and wife are visiting Mrs.
It is intimated that death was due to might give instructions to the contary, and Spencer’s parents, Arthur Moore and wife.
poison self-administered, but whether by these instructions the committee would be
Reuel Higgins is renovating the Robas to
with suicidal intent or accidentally has bound. There may be a question
and
whether such instructions would be binding bins house, recently bought by him,
not been determined.
after the committee had compleded arrange- expects to move there soon.
Coroner H. C. Austin, of Ellsworth, who
ments for closing the school.”
Mrs. William Wilson, who underwent
was called on the case, summoned a jury.
In the case in question, arrangements an operation at the Eastern Maine general
An inquest will be held Thursday.
had been made for closing the school, so hospital, is improving slowly.
Mr. Walker was a former resident of
Smith’s letter left the
The water is falling an inch or more a
He that State Supt.
He
leaves a widow.
Winterport.
of jurisdiction of the city govhad been employed as a blacksmith at question
day, as the gates are never closed Sundays
ernment still in doubt. The same quesor week days.
The cottagers must haul
Atlantic, but had not been working of

Bank—

\

Albert E. Maoe
Frank C. Naah
John A. Peters
Bion M. Pike
Henry W. Sargent
Elmer P, Spoflord
O. W. Tapley
John O. Whitney

L. Elrie Holmes
John R. Holmes
R. B. Holmes
Arno W. King

R. S. Leighton and wife, who have been
visiting relatives here for several weeks,
returned to their home in Everett, Mass.,
last Saturday.
Mrs. Mary Jordan Leighton, of Beachland, leaves next Saturday for a visit of
four weeks among friends in Bangor, Bostion had been submitted to eminent legal
late at that trade.
authorities, and they also differed as to
ton, Springfield and New York.
the correct interpretation of the law apNorth Ellsworth Fair.
Clayton M. Ward, of Portland, a former
The annual fair of the North Ellsworth plying to the case. The aldermen, howprincipal of the Ellsworth high Bchool,
He left Farmers’ club-will take place Wednesday ever, assumed jurisdiction, and voted to
was in Ellsworth Monday to vote.
instruct the school board to reopen tfife
yesterday for Cherryfield for a short visit and Thursday, dept. 27 and 28.
The management promises a fine ex- school. The school board has not yet
the fair.
In business 37 1-2 years and has paid during
hibition of produce this year, with a good taken action.
The Thursday club will resume its meetOLD RELIABLE

No. 37

<%Dberti0cment0.

where

—

When $3.00 per year

will

NEW

1911.

CLOTHING £

of economy, and while this board questions
the right of jurisdiction of the city government in this matter, the law applying to the
ease being a matter of donbt and differences
of opinion In the minds of eminent legal authoritica^nd to avoid further controversy, we
accept the vote of the city government, whioh
Is responsible for the management of the
city's financial affairs, as fcthe sense of that
body with regard to the economy whioh the
school board hoped to inaugurate, and it is

therefore

Voted, That school No. 14 be opened for the
ensuing school year, beginning Monday, Sept.
18.

Voted, That the secretary communicate
the foregoing vote and preamble to the city
government.
Its selection of a teacher was referred to
the superintendent of schools.

Teacher—Johnny, who

the greatest
man that
ever lived? Johnny—I don't
know for sure, but I think it was ma's
first husband.

to take

advantage of the

Special Sale
OP

LACE and MADRAS

CURTAINS
now

going

on

at

AUSTIN & CO.’S
THIS SALE CLOSES

Saturday, Sept. 16.

was

H. C. Austin & Co.

iDbntiatmtnt.

Jilutnal Brnrtit dolomn.
BDITED BT

Itt Motto:

Topic.—Living Christ hi ths horns.—Eph.
Edited br Mr. Shaman H.
Tl. 1-18.
Doyl*. D. D.
Christ should be Bred by ths Christian In every relation of Ufa. The Individual life should be adorned by the
grates and virtues that characterised
HU own life, and In our various relations with those who'are shoot us ws
should exemplify the teachings and
of our religion. Bat if there
is one place above another where ws
Dead to have emphasised the Important* of living Christ It Is tn the bom*

principles

~

In no social relation in life la H easier
to neglect the Chrtri life than In the
pnsna, and yet no sphere of life Is more
Important not only tn Itself, but In Its
bearing upon all the other relations of
We should therefore earnestly
nib.
pray for grace to !tvs Christ tn the
home.
The home was a sacred place to
In tbs gospels we hare freChrist
quent pictures of Christ in tbs bonus
and In every Instance His presence
meant helpfulness or comfort or spiritual blessing. His first miracle was
performed In the home and Incidentally added to the peace of mind of His
To
Mends upon a festive occasion.
the borne of death He brought great
joy by raising the dead, and to the
home of sickness He did likewise by
healing the sick. Hla prayers In ths
home were a spiritual benediction, and
nowhere do we have a better view of
Hb loving character than In tha Interesting scenes In the home of His
Mends, especially in the home of Mary
and Martha and taaaiua at Bethany.
Frequently He was honored In the
home, and we should honor Him In
ear homes by making them Bethels
where He delights to dwell.
To live Christ In the home we most
cultivate the Christian graces that
should adorn life In the horn* Among
those we may emphasise especially
leva and patience and self denial. Love
should be manifested In the home. The
great difficulty Is not that love does
not exist among those bound together
by the tenderest natural tie* bat that
It Is not manifested. Let some crisis
some to a member of the family and
bow quickly the presence of lovu Is
Bat In the humdrum
demonstrated.
marine of life bow easy It U to Deglect
the tokens of affection. Bat it should
not be so.
Losing words and deeds
should have a prominent place tn every Christian home. Patience is also a
Where are we
needed home virtue.
move impatient and yet where are patience and forbearance no much needad?
The Christian spirit of self denial
ahonld also hare a prominent piece
Nor ahonld it be
In the home Ufa.
tee one aided. There Is too much of a
tendency In all our homes for some
to sacrifice too much sod others too
■tile. Parents and wives should not
do an the sacrificing, nor should one
Vet It Is too often
tether or sister.
The good natured are imposed
so.
gn. There efaoold be no imposition,
bat the true spirit of motosl self dental tor the best Interests of all.
lb Hve Christ in the home the Christian duties peculiar to the home life
mast be performed. Children should
shay and honor their parents. The
duty of training the children tn the
nature and admonition of the Lord
and governing them In love and not In
wrath devolves upon the parents and
shookl be faithfully performed by
fhsm. The servants In the home ahonld
he faithful to their duties as if they
were serving Christ, and the same spirit should characterise the attitude of
the various members of the home toward servants.
Workers In the home should not be
drudges, but should be treated with
Let us
kindness and consideration.
cultivate these Christian home virtues
and graces and faithfully perform the
dudes that devolve upon ns In the
home, and our homes, more frequently
than they are, will be types of heaven,
Let ns “learn first
our eternal borne.
to show piety at home,” and our Influwill
be ell the greater
ence for Christ
outside the home.

terobangeof Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

j
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FAILURE

LIES.

The failure of every sooiety
that has failed. oo far as I know,
can bo traood directly to a lack
of the prayer mooting pledge.—
Pronoie E. Clark.

1!

I

1

] ^

reaeon.

The Change of Life is the most critical period of a
woman’s existence, and neglect of health at this time
•
invites disease.
Women everywhere should remember that there is no
other remedy known to medicine that will so successfully
carry women through this trying period as Lydia E,
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, made from native roots
and herbs. Here is proof:

Patient in suffering,
Loving toward all,

Knack, Mass,—"1 cannot express

Hands ever read
To help those who fall.

bad creepy sensations and could not sleep
nights. E was finally told by two physicians
that I had a tumor.
1 “I read one day of the wonderful cores made
nby Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
land decided to try It, and it has madamea well

E. C. 8.

fiiri'ii

Dear M. B. Friendt:
Like myself, you will appreciate the
original poem, written by E. C. 8., for ila
title is our motto and its sentiment
worthy to live by. We thank the writer
for embodying in verse the (“helpful and
hopeful” spirit which has bound together
so many of us in friendship *and symoar

number i, in

(great

know

sor-

when

came.

In the harried walks of life men often meet
and pass without notice; but one who never
failed to speak to every passing dog, no matter how forlorn a cur it might be, may be glad
to meet and commune with spirits of that
kind in the higher life—and between snch
friends there would be no embarrassments
And who knoweth that the spirit of the one
goeth upward and the other downward?
Germane to the subject, certain soliloquies
of “The Preacher" are Interesting: “That
which befalleth the sons of men befalleth
•
*
*
•
so that man hath
beasts
•
•
*
*
no pre-eminence.
All go
unto one place."

A large number of M. B.’s were at the
Bluehill fair Sept. 7, and exchanged greetFOLEY’8 KIDNEY REMEDY (Liquid)
Is a great medicine of proven value for both
acute and chronic kianey and bladder ailo
meats.
It is especially recommended telderly people for its wonderful tonic and reconstructive qualities, and the permanent relief and comfort it gives them. Sold by all

nil

iwoman.

my neignoors ana

menai

aeciare

u

ANOTHER glWIUB CASE.

many heart, ache (or “NaillU”
in the lou ot her only daughter. The sad
new, reached most ot u, by The Americas of last week.
The following very truthful and intereating writing by "Our Captain” will
commend itaelf to every reader. It is well
to have attention called to the faithfnlnesa
and good traits of animals. It is a move
in the right direction that the matter of
kindness to dumb creature, i, being
brought into school instruction to quite
an extent, and that "Black; Beauty” and
kindred book, are recommended and used
for school reading.

wanaerer ana not tne last to

«

Corn wallrllle, N. T.—“t hare been taking
Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vegetable Compound far
tome time for Change of Life, nervousness, and
a fibroid growth.

and

San Juan, Aug. 27.
The many lessons we are given of being
kind to one another are good, and we should
ever strive to practice them; but the lessons
should always include kindness to others than
the human family. One who is exceptionally
good towards animals may safely be trusted
to use his own kind well.
Many years ago, Just as the church service
of a Winter’s evening closed, a fire was seen
towards and beyond tt e north end of the village. One heavy-footed man, believing tte
fire to be his humble home, stumbled along
in the crowd and the darkness with the cry of
anguish upon bis lips: “Oh, my dog, my
dog!” When he learned that the fire was not
his home, where the dog was locked in, he
knelt in the snow and wept, and thanked Ood
for the life of his dog.
It follows without saying that this entirely
uneducated and hard-working man was an
excellent neighbor, and through all his life
was most helpful and considerate towards all
mankind.
I have seen a good deal of men and less of
animals, but believe there is is very little
natural m«4fi|||as in the latter; such faults
as he may hasp are/generally acquired from
treatment. Jfan sometimes appears to think
that his hogfe or his ox should know more
than himself, and while that may be the fact,
his own lack of reason may spoil the natural
intelligence of a good and patient animal.
God has given into the hand of man the lives
and welfare of many creatures. It is a sacred
trust and the man will be held accountable.
And the wilder animals, so long as they do
not encroach upon the safety and welfare of
mankind, have natural and God-given rights
to “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness”. There is something wrong in the
heart of any man who at great pains seeks
them out simply for the sake of slaughter.
And what is yet more inhuman, “the sport
of kings”, when half a hundred dogs, trained
to evil and prepared by starving, followed by
half as many rich mounts o’er hill and vale
and hedgerow, league upon league, pursue
one small, harmless, frightened and palpitating creature, each rider striving to “be in
at the death”.
Brave sport indeed for a
Christian people; none other, nor savages
ever practice it.
The tame dog, by nature and from long and
close association, comes nearer to us than
any other animal, and is the only creature
that loves man more then his own kind, and
no other is so appreciative of kindness or so
hurt by censure. If there be a heaven for his
kind he cannot be happy there if it be not
shared by his master.
On return from last voyage I noticed, with
sympathy, that Uncle Dudley’s dog was dead(
So was ours, the spaniel “Dandy”; with his
long and wavy coat of sable silk—in life, the
Adonis of his kind—pre-eminent in obedience
and intelligence, loyal admirer, with those
human eyes of love, for years the first to greet

»

has worked a miracle for me. Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vegetable
Compound la worth its weight In gold for women during this
period of life. If it will help others you may publish this
letter.**—Mrs. Nathan B. Greaton. 51 No. MainSt^Natlck^Iass.

pEthy.
Another ot

t

wnai

| went through daring the Change of Life before
! E tried Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com*
Impound, I was In such a nervous condition I
| could not keep sail. My llssbe were cold. 1

It dark the shadows,
Lie round to-day,
Hope that to-morrow
Sunny may be.

row.

“Two

doctors advised me to gs to the
hospital, but one day while I was away visiting^
I met a woman who told me to take Lydia B.
Plnkham’s Vegetable Compound. I did so and I
know it helned me wonderfully. I am eery
thankful that I vai told to try Lydia E,L22^|<LU|
Pinlttaam’s Vegetable Compound.’*—Mia. Wm. Boufhton,
Cornwallvllle, H. T, Greene Co.

The makers of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com*
pound have thousands of such letters as those above—
they tell the truth, else they could not have been obtained
for love or money. This medicine is no stranger—it has
stood the test for years.

1

For 30 yean Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy tor
female ilia. No sick woman does Justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, mm»
has thousands of cures to Its credit.
UMa Mrs. Pink ham Invites all sick women
■V to write her for advice. She has
guided thousands to health free of charge.
Address Mrs. Plnkhaufc Lynn. Mass.

tags and enjoyed chats together. I may
not mention all who were there, so do not
(eel slighted, dear M. B., if your name
Bhould happen to be left out. The omission would be unintentional.
It was a great pleasure to me to have N.
L. H. come and make herself known to me
as we had not met personally before.
Besides her were Lyall, Ford, B. J. A., Zilla,
Charity, Ann, Troubled Housekeeper,
Beulah, Narcissus, C., of Massachusetts,
Idora, Aunt Jana. We were not together
all at once, but were on the grounds.

It—Meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona grange with NicoUu
grange, North Ellsworth.

Dear Aunt Madoe:
I have been thinking for a long time I would
write to the M. B. column, as 1 enjoy reading
it so much, but have not done so and now I
have some clippings which are so true 1
thought you might make use of them at this
time when so much is said on the rum question and so many papers are being sent
around by those who want the stuff more
plenty in Maine.
If you cannot use them yon can send them
to Dell. I feel sure she would think they are
all right, as they are, of course, but you may
aot have a place for them in the paper. You
:an say they were sent by
A Fribnd.

issue will have been settled before this is printed, but the work of
the rum-seller will go on somewhere. We
hope and trust it will not be “legalized”
so that
a
“signboard” can be used in
Maine. One of the poems follows:

The-question

at

THB SIGNBOARD.

I will paint you a sign, rumseller,
And hang it above youa-door;
A truer and better signboard
Than ever you had before.
I will paint with the skill of a master,
And many will pause to see
This wonderful piece of painting,
So like the reality.
I will paint yourself, rumseller.
As you wait for that fair young boy,
Just in the dawn of manhood,
A mother’s pride and joy.
He had no thought of stopping,
But you greet him with a smile.
And you seem so blythe and friendly
That he pauses to chat a while.
I will paint you again, rumseller,
I will paint you as you stand.
With a foaming glass of liquor
Held out in either hand;
He wavers, but you urge him;
“Drink! pledge me just this one!*’
And he lifts the glass and drains it,
And the fatal work is done.
And I next will paint a drunkard:
Only a year has flown.
But into this loathesome crepture

MARIA VILLK. *41.

Mariavllle

grange met Sept. 3 with
member* present. Daring
recese games were played and boxes sold,
causing much sport. At the next meeting,
8ept. 16, it is suggested that the brothers
a box supper, and
bring boxes for
the sisters buy them.
Work began on the hall Monday,
Sept. 4, and it is hoped that they will have
good success throughout the entire work.
At the next meeting the sisters will dll
the chairs, and it is suggested that all the
sisters bring something tor a program.
The program was well rendered.

twenty-nine

Madox.

Once Dow led Tuesday (or Little Deer
Isle, to teach.
Mrs. Mary Powers, of Deer Isis, is visiting friends here.
Maud Bobbins, who has been in Brooklin lor a few weeks, is home.
Mrs. Knowlton, of Palermo, is expeoted
Saturday. She will teach at North Stonington.

Sadie and Albena Walker, who
Castine through the summer,

have been in
home.

Mrs. Anthony Bye and Mta, C. M. Pert
Bockport Saturday, for medical

copy of this circular will be sent to any
resident of Maine on request addressed to
the Maine agricultural experiment station,
Orono.

For

on

your

partarobn inquire oi

Uai'IroafcB an)) Steamboats

Eaitera Steansbip Con
Bar Harbor and Boston $4.78
One Way. $8.00 Bound Trip.
Bluehlll and Boston $4.50 One
Way. $8.00 Bound Trip.

Sedgwick and Boaton $4.00 One
Way. $7.00 Bound Trip.
Simner J T Mon, lam Bor Harbor a JO
p m, dally, for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Southwest Harbor, Stonlngton, North Haven
and Rockland, connecting with steamer for
Boston.

Steamer

dally,

Boothbay

leaves Bluehlll 1.30 pm,

for South Bluehlll, Brooklln, Deer Isle,
Ssrgentvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boaton.
Steamer Catherine leaves Sedgwick 3AO v m,
dally for Herrtek*s Landing. South Brooks*
vllte, Rggetnoggln, Dlrigo and Rockland, con*
necting with steamer for Boston.
RETURNING

Eddie Dickens and wife sre receiving
congratulations on the birth of twins, a
girl and boy, born Sept. 6. Mother and
babes are doing well.
Briar.
Sept. 11.

Steamships Bclfaii and

Turbine Steel

Onmden.
Leave Boston5 pm,

daily, for Rockl&nd.

Leave Koekland 5.15 a m, or ou arrival of
steamer from Boston, dally, for Bar Harbor,
Bluehlll, Sedgwick and Intermediate Landings.
E. L. SMITH, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. HBBBICE, Agent, Bluehlll.
E. J. Ratos, Agent, Sedgwick.

-'

Schedule in Effect June 2d, 1911.
BAB BABBOB TO BANQOB.
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B. W. Judkins is selling goods on the Mt Desert Ferry.
road, taking the place led vacant by the
death of Joseph Judkins.
Washington Junction.
Guy Cleveland, who has spent a few
days w ith his fsmily here, has returned to
Millinocket, where he is employed.

lightning struck Speeder’s automobile?” “Well, Speeder claims it was hi
automobile that struck the lightning!”;

borrow

O. W. T.piev, sw'j,
Pint Nit'l Bank Bide.
A. W. Kixo. PrMM.nl

T. E. McCormick has moved his family
to Whitman, Mass., where he has employment as night clerk.

treatment.

H.

can

rent, and In about ten years you
will

employee

A circular on the “Proper Growing and
Handling of Potato Seed Stock”, has just
been issued by the Maine agricultural experiment station. This paper discusses
the change* iiyjp potato because of its
change of habitat, the vigor of northern
grown seed stock, the common diseases of
the potato and the methods of avoiding
them, together with the requirements of
good quality seed. Methods of improving
a strain of potatoes so that
they shall be
true to name and tyjw are also given. A

went to

Mr. Van White and family, who have
spent the summer in their cottage here,
have returned to their home in Belmont,
Mass.

RENT

you

OWN YOU* OWW HOME.
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For bowel complaints in children always
Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and
iarrhcea Remedy and castor oil. It is
certain to effect q cure, and when reduced
with water and sweetened, is pleasant to
take. No physican can prescribe a better
remedy. For sale by all dealers.
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MORRIS MCDONALD,
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PAY

when

*

School commences Sept. 5. The school
this village is taught by Essie Gray, of
Deer Isle.

__________

Share*, SI each. monthly pay
meats, SI per ihare,

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Month!v
and Interest together
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for

the camps, who then shot himself, dying the next day. Brooks had been to
Otkland during the day, buying supplies,
and returned to the camps in the afternoon, drunk. Mrs. Burrill discharged
him, and a quarrel ensued, ending in the

in

7.

open.

HALL QUARRY.

Nellie Walker will teach at Castine.

fept-

DOW

WHY

RAINBOW, 2U9, NORTH BROOKSVILLR.
Rainbow grange met in regular session
with a large number present, including
many visitors. During the evening there
were short addresses, songs, recitations,
dialogues and reading*.

shooting.

u

A NEW SERIES
IS

Sept. 4, 96AO.

an

earn

Qlmrtk Loai aid Bnillus’i

at

SOUTH DEEB ISLE.

“So

is what your money will
Inverted In shares ol the

View

Mrs. Edwin Carman is ill,

are

6%

508, Ckntrb.
grange held its regular
meeting Sept. 7, with twenty-two present.
After the business session the lecturer presented a program of instrumental music
by Mae Harper, violin; Herbert Butler<
harp; Ida Hodgdon, organ. The grange
will hold a social and sapper 8ept. 18.
Proceeds from sale of ice-cream and cake
ockan view,

Ocean

Oakland, aged twenty-five,

Anrr

Miss

MLTRUEl

PENOBSCOT, 240.
Penobscot grange met with s good attendanoe Friday evening and conferred
the initial degrees upon three Candida tee.
Tbe lecturer presented a good programAt the next meeting plans will be made
and committees appointed for entertaining the Pomona, which meets with this
grange Saturday, Oct. 7.

Mr. Msud A. Burrill, aged thirty-five,
of the proprietors of Winona Beach
camps, Belgrade lakes, was shot and killedlast Thursday by William J. Brooks, of

The sin and tha shame and the sorrow,
Tbs crims and want and woe
That are born hare in your rum-shop.
Ho hand can paint, you know;
But I'll paint you a sign, rumseller,
And many will pause to view
This wonderful, swinging signboard,
Bo fearfully, strangely true.

A,o*.

SWwrtfKmcntf

Saturday, Sept. 23—Meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange with Alamoosook grunge,
East Orland.

one

I will paint the form ol s mother.
As she kneels at her darling's aide—
Her beautiful boy who was dearer
Than all the world beside.
I will paint tbs shape of a coffin.
Labeled with one word: “Lost."
I will paint all this, ruasseller,
I will paint It trek of cost.

80

He-You know, my
dear, x l, anunknown quanUty. She-1 know
it i,
never Been one since 1 married
yon.

KITTKRY TO CAK1BOU.

The lair young boy hue grown.
The work was quick srd rapid,
I will paint him as he Ilea
In a torpid, drunken slumber
Under the wintry skies.

_

maul
JZ,
u?r i

f*'11-

^

druggists.

give

The annual church lair .u
,
Had the day been
«n.
more would have attended.
The
thank, all who helped to make
the
■oocenful. Net proceeds, .180
Bucc.ee.

DATES.

HELPFUL AND HOPEFUL.

_

intHUl

Saturday, Sept.

Helpful to others.
Hopeful foi aye.
Looking to Jesus
For hejp each day.

parting bonre

Bettor One* Are Coming.
Tbe lifetime of the Endeavor inoveMnt covers the moot Important period
la the history Of the world thus far,
while Christ
excepting tbe
was walking
What miracles
ef progress! Andtm shall measure
tbe part taken by Christian Endeavor
In pushing tbe world along?
1 have Just been reading Dr. Clark's
account of tbe first meeting In Portland. How far yon little candle throws
Us beams! I send yon birthday congratulations. Last year was a great
one, but better ones are coming. God
be with us on the forward march! I
See a light beyond the hills.—Bev.
David James Burrell, D. D., LL. D.

good

permliAu

So may we Journey,
Ever through life.
Helpful and hopeful,
In peace or strife.

month?

This column ii devoted to the Oreage, especially to the granges of Haneoch county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of geaernl interest, end
for reports Of grange meetings. Maks Utters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not ha printed except by permleeion of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, bat none will be rejected without

“Btlpful and BopofuL"

communications, and its sucoess depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communlcatlons must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by
Communications will be subject to approvaior
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Til tMUICAR,
Ellsworth. Me.

tne

V.

"ABET KADSS”.

The purposes of (his column ere succinctly
•uted in (he title end motto—Ids for (he mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It Is fer the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the in

hsyw Masting Tapis Far tbs Weak
Beginning Stpt 17, 1M1.

OTTER CREEK.
The Intent eon ot Pearl Dari.
**
died Sept. 8, and about tonr
Dr. R. L. Orlndl. delivered
an intenm
i»c lecture Sunday evenin, in the
““r*«
ol prohibition.

3mong tt)c ©rangers.

...

GeneralJManager.

sign**

fair.

bluehill

display

AGRICULTURAL

the

BEST EVER.

WEATHER

CAUSED

POSTPONEMENT

OOOD ATTENDANCE—GOOD

—

RACING

-GOOD MUSIC— PREMIUM LIST.
of one day,
In spite of s postponement
the twentieth
due to inclement weather,
anow of the Haninnunl (air and cattle
held at
cock County Agricultural society
Mountain park, BinehUl, last week, was a
-jest success, from every point of view.
The agricultural exhibits wefe by far
shown—both individual and
the best ever
in quantity and quality. For
groups, both
life of the society, the
the first time in the
was hardly sufficient.
ball space avai bale
Other Maine fairs will have to look sharp
set by the farmers of
to keep the pace
western Hancock oonnty, If this year’s
at Mountain park is a fair cri-

display
terion.

Following hia custom of several years
of New York, a sumput, E. J. Brooks,
mer visitor, not only made an excellent
exhibit himself, but hia offering of three
special premiums for beat collection of
agricultural produce induced many to
make special efforts.
exhibit was interestMr. Brooks’
ing. Last year he offered one prize for the
biggest potatoes; another tor the beat potatoes grown by one who had never before
raised potatoes from seed furnished by
bim. This year he offered a prize of flS
lor best Collection of produce; flO tor
second best; |6 tor third beat. The first
prize was awerded to Thomas Grieve; the
second to A. C. Osgood, and the third to
Mrs. Henning Fernstrom.
An object lesson which Mr. Brooks is
inculcating this year in the growing of
sorghum as a cattle fodder; its value as
such is well known, but whether it can
be grown to advantage so far north has
own

been

s

question.

Another summer visitor who is doing
work similar to that of Mr. Brooks, is Mrs.
Heuning Fernstrom, of Norfolk, Vs.,
whose summer home is at Bluehill Falls.
While she is doing much in the produce
line, her specialty is flowers. Her exhibit
this year surpassed her efforts of previous

years.

Roscoe

G. Lord

place this year

was

in his accustomed

superintendent of the
hall, and Thomaa Grieve, superintendent
of agricuLural products, was brimming
as

with satisfaction not only* with a is
exhibit but also with the exhibit as
a whole. Mrs. Elisa Herrick was, as usual
in charge of the faucy work and domestic
manufactures.
The S ipies Piano A Music Co., of Ellsover
own

worth, had two uprights on exhibition,
music, and the singing of K. D.
Pollard drew >.anv interested listeners.
Besides Mr. Pollard the company was represented at the fur ny C. I. Staples and
£. L. Staples..
Music was furnished on the grounds by
the Ellsworth Falls band, and that for the
dancing at the town hall in the evening
by Monaghan’s orchestra, of Ellsworth.
and their

The*

exhibit

of cattle

stiudard and attracted

Sheep,

swine

and

no

up to the
attention.

was

little

poultry

were

also

shown.
CATTLE

DRAWING.

7-ft. class H. H. Allen, of Sedgwick, took first money, his team hauling
4,6?S pounds; A. W. Hinckley, took second money,
his
team
hauling 4,523
In the

pounds.
ft. 9 inches class D. J. Thurston,
S-*dgwick, took first money, 3,295 pounds;
H. Staples, Penobscot, second money,
3,095 pounds.
in the sweepstakes class Will Wescott’s
team hauled 5,110 pounds, and he received
first in ney; Paul Curtis was second with
4,9Jri pounds; Eben Hinckley, Sedgwick,
ttird with 4,347 pounds. George A. Pert
had charge of the drawing contest.
Thursday’s races.
In the 6

1

2.39 Trot, 2.11 Pacr. Purse
Black Silk, blk m, by Tar ratine, W. 8. Malcolm, Augusta.

0125.

3

12

11

2

May Bee, b g, by May King.
M. Hughes, Bangor. 2 2 1 2 8
3 Pompon, b m,
by Columbo, H.
E. Dodge, Ellsworth. 1 3 3 3 2
4 Jericho, blk
s, by Columbo,
Noah Gould, Old Town—
4 4 drawn
Time: 2.28*, 2.35*. 2.291. 2.27*. 2.29*
'■=.29 Trot. 2.32 Pace. Puree fl25.
1 Lotta Mac, b
m.^by Haley, R. W.
Burrill, Bangor,. Ill
2 Doctor
Mac, b g, by Climax, F. L.
Peavey, Bangor. 2 2 3
3 Allan C, b g,
by Allen Horse, W. 8.
Malcolm, Augusta. 4 3 2
4 8ir
Thomas, b g, Lewis Speucer,
Orono.....
5 Earl P, b g,
by Vassar, R. W. Bur-

3

4

4

rill, Bangor.5 dr
Time: 2.22}, 2.22}, 2.32}
(rrecn Horae Race, 1-2 Mile. Puree #40.
1 May Queen, b m,
by Blue Will, H.
L. Gould, Bucks port,... Ill
2 Jim, b g, H. O.
Gray, Bluehill. 2 2 2
3 Kittle Wilkea, blk m.
by Bod
Wllkea, F. M. Veaaie, Bluehill.. 8 8 8
/Time: 1.21,1.1ft}, 1.15.
FOOT RACR8.

The 100-yard dash Thursday was won by
Fernateom, of Bluehill, with Warren
Kane, of BlonhiU, eeoond, Carl Wardweii,
of North
Penobscot, third, and Eugene
Grey, of Hrooksville, fourth. Time, 11
seconds.
Fernatrom also won the 220-yard dash,
*ith Gray second and Kane third. Time,
24 seconds.
BALL GAXB THURSDAY.

The bail game Thursday between North
Fenobecot and Bergentvilla was dose and
exciting, with the score a tie, 5-6, at the
end' of the ninth inning. In the tenth
inning North Penobeoot gathered a
bunch of three runs, winning the game.
A Groat Advantage to Working Men
J- A. Maple, 12S 8. 7th St., Steubenville, O.,
■ays: “For years I suffered from weak kidbeys and a severe bladder trouble. I learned
of Foley Kidney Pil!s and their wonderful
cnres, so 1 began taking them, and sure
enough I had as good results as any I heard
about. My backache left me, and to one of my
business, expressman* that alone is a great
advantage. My kidneys acted ree and normal, and that saved me a lot of misery. It is
now a pleasure to work where it used to be a
misery. Foley Kidney Pills have cured me
and have my highest praise.”
Sold by all

druggists.

#

Sargentville could not connect with the Yellow-eyes,
1; a warted Hubbard squaah,
•peedy curves of Wilson, the North 2: peck Early Northern potatoes, J; peck
Early Clark's, No 1, X. Kben Webber,
Penobscot pitcher. Score, 8-6.
one-half peck improved telephone peas,
SSHDtY’8 BACKS.
1; one-half peck Nott's Excelsior, 1; one-,
half neck white Marrowfat, 1: one-half
2.35 Trot, 2.38 Pace.
Purse $125.
peck Jacob’s Cattle beans, 3; 1 peck sam1 Black Silk, blk m,
by Tarratine,
ple one-half acre oats, 2; 1 dozen ears
W. 8. Malcolm. Augaata. 2 111
Arcadian flint corn, 3; X peck Early En2 Allan C, b g, by Allao
Horse, W.
voy potatoes, lj 1 peck Early Rose. 2.
8. Malcolm, Augaata. 18 2 8
8 P Snowman, i peck Sensation pota8 Pompon, blk m, by Colombo, H.
toes, 2:1 peck Irish Cobbler, 1; 1 peek red
E. Dodge, Ella^Orth. 4 2 8 2 bliss, 2; 1 peck Oarfleld potatoes, 1. A C
Osgood, 2 best warted Hubbard squarsh,
4 Sir Thomas, b g, Lewis
Spencer,
2; 2 best golden orange squash 1; largest
Orono
5 4 4 4
Bquash,
1; one-half bushel Oreen Moun5 D Baron, br a, by Baron Wilkes,
tain potatoes, 1; Clark’s seedlings,
1;
M. Hughes, Bangor. 8 drawn black Shenangoes, 1.
S P Snowman,
Time: 2.82f, 2.81}, 2.35, 2.32.
peck Six weeks potatoes, 2. A C Osgood,
peck potato onions, 1. Wesley Robertson,
Free For All. Purse $176.
fruit potatoes, 2; peck
1 Mercer C, b m, by Maston, C. H.
peck drought
Maple leaf potatoes*, 1; 2 muskmelon citron,
W. Springer, Augusta..
2 1 l l
1. G Young, East Surry, 4 quarts Admiral
2 Leanna, blk m, by
Princeton,
Dewey peas, 2; 4 quarts gradus peas, 1; 4
Horace Chaney, Belfast. 1 2 2 2 guarts yellow-eye
beans, 3; peck Rural
8 Annie Morphy, blk m« by ColNew Yorker potatoes, 1; peck Gold Coin
ombo, C. F, Dwinal, Bangor.. 4 8 3 3 potatoes, 2; peck Schenango potatoes, 2;
4 Daniel O'Dell, b s, by 8phlnx, E.
peck improved long carrots, 1; peck table
H. Qreely, Ellsworth. 8 4 4 4 beets, 1, Mangelwurtzel beets, 1; peck
green
tomatoes, 1,
6 Fred Orphan, b g, Fred Wescott,
E C Lord, East Surry, 4 quarts pea beans,
Bar Harbor. 5 5 5dr 1. D L
Emerton, potatoes, peck of each:
Time: 2.22}. 2.23}, 2.24}, 2.21).
Bill Deposit, 1: July 4,1; Short Season, 1;
Gold
1; Norcross, 2; Early
By capturing the 2.36 trot Friday, Black Six Coin, 1; Noxall,
Weeks, 1: Noroton beauty, 1; Sir
Silk made it three first moneys for the
Walter Raleigh, 1; Bliss Triumph, 1;
meeting, taking one race each day of the
largest. 1; sample one-half acre, 1;
rick
quarts Indian Chief, 1; 4 quarts Jacobfair, and trotting fourteen heats.
cattle, 2; 4 quarts Marrowfat peas, 2.
FRIDAY’S BALL GAME.
G Young, East Surry, peck Norcross
The ball game Friday was between Blue- potatoes, 1; A C Osgood, dozen ears rloe
hill and North Penobscot, Bluehill win- pop corn, 2. O L Billings, cauliflower, 1.
A T Gillis, peck Early Sunshine potatoes,
ning. Score, 13-6. The score does not do 1; peck Early Exetor,
1; sample one-half
justice to the game that was played. At aeze wheat. 1; best peck wheat raised In
the end of the seventh inning the score county, 1; best sheaf wheat, 2; best sheaf
oats, 2; largest pumpkinB, 1.
Roy V
stood North Penobscot, 6,
Bluehill, 4. Grindle, peck new green potatoes, 1; peck
Bluehill came to the bat determined to Sir Walter Raleigh potatoes,
1; peck cow
win, and soon filled the bases. The bat- horn, 1; 4 quarts dwarf champion beans,
X; peck green tomatoes, 2; collection of
ters were placing their hits in
good safe beans, 1.
places in the out field, and by speedy
Thomas Grieve, peck red kidney beans,
base-running, made a total of nine runs 3: peck lima beans, 1; peck Currier’s
Early beans, 1; black wax, 1; peck pea
in this inning.
beans, 2; peck improved yellow-eyes, 3;
Supple pitched his first game on the peck old-fashioned
yellow-eyes, 2; peck
local ground, and he was a great addition red-eye, lj peck pink-eye, 2; collection
to the team. His cool and
produce,
1;
peck
ripe
tomatoes, 2; dozen
speedy pitch2; best cauliflower, 2; 4 quarts
ing put confidence in the men, and they cabbage,
Yorkshire
peas,
Hero, 1. W S Hinckley,
played balf with their brains as well as Sedgwick, sample one-half oats, 1. Wm
their hands. Supple will enter Boston Conarv, sugar pumpkin, 1. Preston Leach,
college this fall, and will stand a good Jacob’s cattle beans, 1. L C Johnson,
peck Harmony Beauty potatoes, 1; 4
chance of making the college team. For
quarts pink-eye beans, 1; 4 quarts
five innings he had the North Penobscot Currier’s
W E
rustproof beans, 2.
at
his
boys
mercy. If one did not get on Wescott, one-half bushel American Neta
E T Leach, one-half bushel
1.
turnips,
a base. Supple would make some
play to Mangelwurtzel beets, 2; sample, one-half
draw a run and get his man at the next acre barley, 1; peck
barley, 1; sample
base. Mr. Supple not only has speed and one-half sere Green Mountain potatoes, 2.
E E Chase, 4 quarts yellow-eyes, 3. A T
curves of every kind, and
perfect control Stevens, peck ripe tomatoes, 1. Harry
j of the
kjall, but is cool and game at all W Candage, North Brooklin, dozen ears
I
times.
corn, 2. Llewellyn Carter, East Bluehill,
sheaf beardless barley, 2. Loren E CanPREMIUMS AWARDED.
dage, East Blnehill, Danvers oae-balf
In the following list the town is
not; long carrots, 1; Winnigstadt cabbage, 1;
given where the exhibitor reside* in Bine- W bite Globe turnips, 2. Ernest GTindle,
hill.
Early Rose potatoes, 2; peck New
ueen
WORSE DEPARTMENT,
potatoes, 1. Bertha Hinckley,
leaf oats. 1.
Walter Robinson, pair driving
horse*,
E
Dent's Yellow corn, I;
Brooks,
pair gentleman’s driving horse*, 2.
jl;
2. Mrs H Fernstrom, South BlueFred M Page, North Sedgwick, driving onions,
dozen
Gold
Bantam corn, 1; Sweet
hill,
mare
and colt, 2. Jesse
Meader, East Orange corn, 1; peck Yellow-eyes, 2; peck
Surry, driving stallion, 2y, 1. Paris CushRose potatoes, 2: peck Green MounEarly
ing, driving mare and colt, 1. William
tains, 2; peck white Marrowfat beans, 1.
Conary, Surry, driving mare and colt, 3. Thomas
Grieve, collection beans, 2; colParis Cashing, gentleman’s driving horse,
lection celery, 1; collection peppers, 1;
1.
Wilkam Grindle, Bucksport, gentlecollection
vegetables, gratuity.
I man’s driving colt, 3
y, 1. Bewail Ginn,
East Orland, potatoes—WarG A
G.'iuuii, gentleman’s driving stallion, 6 y, ringtonWhite,
beauties, 2; Mill’s Pride, 1; white
3.
HP Grindle, Penobscot, driviifg stal3;
Kidney
beans,
oats, 1• Mrs H
lion, 11 y, 2. E W McIntyre, driving stal- 1 Fernstrom, Bluehill peck
Falls, collection vegelion, 10 y, 1. Tom Astbury, gentleman’s tables, 3. H W Hancock,
4 Quarts peas, 2;
driving colt, 1; driving colt, 2. G Young. 4
quarts old-fashioned Yellow-eyes, 3:4
East Surry, draft stallion, 2 y. 1. D w
Mill’s rust-proof wax, 1. A U OsWinchester, East Surry, draft norse, 3 y, quarts
best collection produce,.2.
good,
2. LC Johnson, draft colt, 3 y. 1. Richard Giles, North Brooklin, draft colt, 2 y,
FRUIT.
H B Darling, apples—King Tompkins,
CATTLE DEPARTMENT.
1. F 8 Hinckley, strawberry, 1; Snow, 1;
E C Young, South Surry, belted Dutch Porter, 2; McIntosh Red, 1; York Green2.
Amos
F
South
heifer,
Webber,
Orland, ings, 1. A C Osgood, Greenings, 1: New
Jersey bull, 2 y. 1. S P Sumner, Jersey York pippins, 2: Russets, 1. SB Billings,
Mrs. E C
cow, 2; grade Jersey heifer, 1 y, 1. G Bellflower, 1; Crab, 1; Snow* 2.
Young, East Surry, grade Jersey qow, Barrett, Yellow Transparent, 1; Winter
of
3
Oldenburg, 1. AB
y, I,
grade Jersey heifer, 1 y, 1; Russets, 1: Dutchess
AC Osgrade Jersey calf, 4 mos, 1.
Wescott, Red Astrachan, 1. AC Osgood,
good, black Dutch calf, 1. Roy V Grin- Russets, 2. George A Morse, Gravensteins,
dle, grade Guernsey cow, 1. Geo A Morse, 1: Baldwins, 1; Ben Davis, 1; Porter, 1;
grade Dhrbam cow, 2 y, 1: grade Holstein, Northern Spy, 1; best collection apples, 1,
1. A W Grieve, grade Gallaway cow. 2 y, 21 varieties.
Eben Webber, nodheads, 1. A F Gillis,
1. Eric Closson, North Sedgwick, Holstein bull, 3 y, 1. A P Robinson, Polander catheads, 2; pink cheek, 1; the stripes, 1.
W A
cow and
Wm Wescott, grade Roy V Grindle, pear russets, 1.
calf 1.
Durham cow, 2; Hereford heifer calf, 1; Hale, South Bluehill, Japan plum9, 1.
Durham heifer calf, 1.
W S Horton, F L Candage, South Bluehill, twentyGuy Carter, Bellflower, 2;
Guernsey bull, 2 y, 1; brown Swiss grade ounce, 1.
W G Greene, Gravenstein, 2;
cow, 4 y, 1; Guernsey heifer calf, 4 mos, pears, 2.
1; grade Jersey, 2. E f Leach, grade Dur- Tolman Sweets, 2; Baldwins, 2; New
York pippins, 1. Preston Leach, Stark, 1.
ham cow, 1; grade Durham heifer 1 y, 1.
E E Chase, grade Jersey cow, 8 y, 3.
Arch A F Townsend, pumpkin sweets, 1. Hugh
Hinckley, grade Durham heifer, 2 y, 1; Barbour, Stonington, Yellow transparent,
E T Leach, New York greenings, 2;
Durham heifer, 2 y, 2. Ed Allen, Blue- 2.
hill Falls, Ayrshire bull, 1
2; plums, 1.
y, 1. W B wealthy, 2; August 1.sweet,
J F Curtis, DutBluehill
Hereford
Stover, pears,
Fanny
Falls,
grade
Hinckley,
heifer, 3 y, 1; grade Guernsey heifer calf, 2. chess of Oldenburg, 2. Everett Candage,
Daniel Emerton, yoice matched steers, North Brooklin, 2.
2 y, 2.
Wallace Hinckley, Sedgwick, best
Llewellyn Carter, East Bluehill, ChristErnest
mas
Johnson watermelons, 1.
oxen, 1. E A Hinckley, yoke steers, 3 y, 2.
Preston Leach, fat oxen, 1. Paris Cush- Grindle,, Peters apple, 1; Ghanvres, 1;
Ben
Noroton
Willihm
Davis,
2;
Longgreenings, 1;
ing, best oxen, 3.
Wescott, best
E R Dorr, North Penobscot, pair fields, 1; Wolf River, 2.
oxen, 2.
Mrs
L
A
Witham, cranberries, 1;
yearling steers, 1. Emery Howard, yoke
John Horton, pair yearling Wealthy apples, 1. E J Brooks, cantesteers, 3 y, 1
fat oxen, 2;
loupes, 3 varieties, 1; egg plant, 1. WB
steers, 2.
George Pert,
pair steers, 2 y, 1. W B Hinckley, pair Hinckley, crab apples, 2. Florence ConH H ary, Bluehill Falls, King Tompkins, 2;
steer calves, grade Durham, 1.
2; sweet crabapAllen, North Sedgwick, matched oxen, 1. grapes, 1: cranberries,East
1. G A White,
Orland, Wolf
William Paris Carter, North Sedgwick,
wine apples, 1;
2.
Russets,
1;
iver, 1;
matched oxen,
t, A nmcKiey,
seagwicK, 3 oreeuing Northern Spy, 2; Tolman Sweets, 1; Nodsheep, Hampshire Down, 3; 3 lambs, do, 1. heads, 2; plums,-8; collection fruit, 2.
3 sheep,
Wallace Hinckley, Sedgwick,
MANUFACTURES.
lambs, do, 2. J F
Hampshire Down, 2; 3 Oxford
Down
Leach & McIntyre, dressing case, handram,
Hinckley, Sedgwick,
47402, 1. Wm Wescott, Hampshire Down made, gratuity; bed, hand-made, gratuity.
buck, 1. EL Osgood, 3 Southdown sheep, Osgood Bros, 3 chairs, gratuity. Thomas
1. Ed Allen, Bluehill Falls, sow and pigs,
Grieve, exhibit mineral water, 1.
J M Snow, White Chester sow and
2.
DAIRT PRODUCTS.
1.
pigs,
POtJLTKY,
Mrs F S Hinckley, pickles, 2; jellies, 2.
E C Young, South Surry, 3 China Geese, Mrs A £ Wescott, butter, 1; jellies, 1;
Mrs George A
1. F 8 Hinckley, 2 Mallard ducks and Blrawberry preserves, 2.
Annie Smith, loaf
1.
drake, 1; 4 brown Leghorns, 1. Boy V Morse, butter,
brown
preserves, 2.
pickles,
1;
1;
1
1.
bread,
White
2
Grindle, ducks, drake,
Pekin,
H L Young, East Surry, 4 barred Ply- Mrs. F P Merrill, bread, 1; collection pre1:
aerves,
4
fowl
and
strawberry preserves, 1. Mrs
month Rook
cock, 1; Plymouth
Rock chick* and .cockerel, t; 4 buff Wy- Mary Bailey, brown bread, 2; white bread,
box fall strawberries,
Mrs
2.
Ferastrom,
andotte fowls, 1; 4 do chicks and cockerel,
gratuity.
1; 4 light Brahma fowl 1; 4 do ehlcka, 1.
FLOWERS.
Wallace Hinckley, 4 Aylesbury ducks, 1
drake, 1. Guy Carter, 4 white Plymouth
Gladys Leach, ghoat flowers, gratuity.
Rook and cockerel, 1. Wallace Hinckley, Lizzie Witham, asters, 2; wild flowers, 1.
Sedgwick, 2 bronze tnrkeya and gobbler, Mrs D £ Grindle, house plants, 1. Llew1. A C Osgood, 4 Orpington chicks, 1 cock- ellyn
Carter, East Bluehill, Shoofly plant,
erel, 1. Maynard Grindle, 2 Mallard docks 1. Emma Barrett, sweet peas, 1; E J
and druke, 2; 2 Pekin docks and drake, 2. Brooks, collection flowers^. Mrs. FernThomas Snow, I geese, 1.
strom, sweet peas, 2; pansies, 1; dahlias,
V BOOTABLES.
1; best collection cut flowers, I. Florence
S B Billings, ahaaf wheat, 1; peck wheat, Conary, plate panaies, 2, Llewellyn darter,
Thomas Grieve,
2; sample one-half sore wheat, 2; peck collection plants, gratuity.
snowflake potatoes, 1; peek Irish Cobbler, dahlias,.2; asters, 1.
2: peek Fourth of July, 2: best pumpkins,
AST DEPARTMENT.
2. ¥ S Hinckley, best peek oats, 2. A P
Guy Carter, post cards, gratuity. Doris
Soper, peek Nation potatoes, 1; peck
Early Envoy, 2. A E Wescott, one-half drier, passe pa tout card, gratuity; Mrs.
bushel table beets, 2) 1 dosen ears rioe Winchester, Burry, pencil drawings, 1;
burnt topop-corn, 1: 4 quarts red Kidney beans, 2. pen drawings, 1. Mrs. Barrett,
George A Morse, one-half peek red Kid- bacco keg, 1. H C Lord, Barry, pencil
ney beans, 1; one-half peek old-fashioned drawing, 2.

Sick

Sles,

Diarrhoea is always more or leas prevalent during September. Be prepared for it.
Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is prompt and effectual.
It can always be depended upon, and ia
pleasant to take. For sale by all dealers.
Common Colds must be taken Seriously
For unless cored they sap the vitality and
lower the vital resistance to more serious Infection. Protect your children and yourself
by the prompt use of Foley’s Rons/ and Tar
Compound and note Its quick and decisive reFor coughs, colds, croup, whooping
sults.
oough, bronchitis and affections of the throat
chest snd lungs it is an ever-rsady and valuable remedy. Soldby all druggists.

domestic manufactures.

Mrs FIS Hinckley, mittens, 1; knit
table mat, 1. Mrs S B Billings, woolen
rug,
quilt, 1. Mrs Guy H Billings, Adrawn
P Soper,
1; crocheted rug, 2. Mrs
braided mat, 2; crocheted rug, 1. Mrs G
H Morse, croeheted doily, 1; pair Irish
crocheted towels, 1; pair drawn work

towels,

1.

„„

Ellsworth,
Mrs C
Monaghan,
£
crocheted laoe, 1. Miss A A Holt, atenoil
S
Q
Mrs
1.
Hinckley,
pair
pillowcover,
Irish crocheted pillow covers, 1.; ditto, 2.
Nellie Douglass, shirt waist coronation
work, 1. Mrs Charles Greene, sola pillow
[afleta, 1. E M Btorm, Dutch collar, 1;

French embroidered collar, 1. Doris Carter, sofa pillow stencil, 3. Mrs. Irvin
Carter, pair drawn pillow cases, 1. Mrs
W G Greene, patch work quilt, 1; lady’s
gloves, 1; child’s knit stookings, 1; lady’s
knit mittens, 1. Mrs Clarence Hutchins,
Penobscot, patchwork quilt, 2. Lizzie
Wit ham, day cap, gratuity. Phebe A
Saunders, Surry, quilt, gratuity. Mrs
Lina Hinckley, piflow cases, 2: men’s
knit stockings, 1. Mrs Margaret Barbour, Stonington, centre piece, 2; piece
corcbeted worsted
Elizabeth
lace, 1.
Pierce, Sedgwick, embroidered doily, 1.
Betsy Stanley, Sedgwick, braided rug, 1.
Cora Allen, tab rug, 1; lace trimmed
apron, 1; embroidered oorset cover, 1;
lace trimmed handkerchief, 1.
Mrs Daniel Qrindle, knit bed spread, 2.
Mrs Clara Emerton, East Bluehill, worsted
quilt, 2. Mrs Margaret Barbour, Stonington, braided rug, 3. Mrs D G Means,
Bnrry, pair bed slippers, 1; knit rug, 1.
Mrs J M Young, Surry, embroidered belt,
1: patch quilt, 3. Mrs. Thomas Tenney,
Brooksville, yarn, 1. Mrs Annie Grihdle,
domestic yarn, 1; men’s gloves, 1; men’s
mittens, 1. Mrs Ernest Grindle, corset
cover, 1; crocheted doilies, 2; knit collar,
2; crocheted lace collar, 1. Emma Barrett, centre piece, 2. Rosetta Marks,
knit spread, 1. Mrs L R Cole, Sedgwlok,
embroidered doily, 2; shirt waist, 1; pair
men’s socks, 2; velvet quilt, gratuity; silk
quilt, 1. Susan Mosley, Ellsworth,
crocheted shawl, 1; ditto, 2; pair men’s
mittens, 2. Abbie Merrill, lace trimmed
skirt, 1. Mrs Joshua Butler, Sedgwick,
hand-embroidered dress, gratuity. Flor-

Conary,

ence

embrodered centre

abbtriwntnta.

IMICHELIN
: Inner Tubes
IbrMicli©lin and all (rfherEnvelopes
The majority of motorists throughout the world
are satisfied users of
Michelin Inner Tubes.

They are the bestjudges.

\Ask

piece, 1;

colored embroidered centre piece, 1;
embroidered pillow cases, 1; sofa pillow,

U*tm

MrB Fernstrom, bead bag, 1; collection
doilies, 1. Mrs George A White, East Orland, silk quilt, 2. Miss Mary Hopkins,
LA
Ellsworth, crocheted slippers, 1.
Witham, warming pan, gratuity.

IN STOCK BY

FESTIVAL NEXT.
After

the

Fairs Then
Festival.

\

Music

the

ELLSWORTH FOUNDRY & MACHINE WORKS

s.

The fairs over, the music festival at
and Portland will be the next
great event in Maine, an^ a magnificent
treat is promised music-lovers, for an
especially fine series of concerts has been
planned, introducing all new artists, with
but one exception, the list being headed
by the world-famous prima donna, Mary
Garden, whose name and fame have been
occupying the attention of musical critics
and patrons of dramatic art all over the
world during the past few years.
The festival dates this year are Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Oct. 12, 13 and
14, to be followed by the Portland festival
on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of
the following week, and Director Chapman has expressed as his opinion that this
year’s galaxy of musical favorites will
eclipse all efforts of past seasons.
Thursday night, Oct. 12, will serve to
introduce Alma Gluck, about whose voice

Bangor

and

charming persqnality

WATER STREET
t

;

THE THOROUGHLY MADE

CLARION
can

Clarion history is a
record
of
wonderful
success

much has been

She will need no introduction
to regular festival patrons, for all will
remember her work on the opening night
of last year’s festival. Thursday night will
be her only appearance. She will be supported by Mildred Potter, one of the few
really great contraltos of the concert

stage.
to

sing

at

Murphy, who has been engaged
the Metropolitan opera house

season, possesses a true tenor voice of
rare purity of tone and unusual quality.
Royal Dadmun is one of the greatest
bassos in New York. He has a voice of

be relied upon for

efficient service.

written.

Lambert

them."

covering thirty-

years. This record is the safest possiseven

I

DlC

THE HOME CLARION.

^UlU6

IOf

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me.
Sold by J. P. Eldridge,

yOU.

ESTA,B8L3,iHED
Ellsworth

■

next

unusual range, and

sings

with fine enunci-

ation and artistic phrasing. He is
to be one of the festival favorites.
The principal choral work at this
cert will

be

the

dramatic

sure

Roofing' that's

That is why so many
New England people
are disappointed when

con-

cantata

by

Dubois, “The Last Seven Words of
Christ,” with soprano, tenor and baritone
solos

and chorus.

delightful

new

There will be also some
numbers by Elgar

they buy ready roofing.

choral

and Nevin.
The second

night’s

concert will

Aquas Is New England’s roofing-This roofing is made especially

present

Elwell, the soprano, and Lilia Ormond. The first matinee will be an
orchestral program, and by special request
this will be a popular program.
Excerpts from favorite operas will be
given, including choruses from Lucrezia
Borgia and Martha, Max Meyer’s Wood
Queen and others; solos from Madame
Butterfly, Aida, Pagliacci, Romeo and
Juliet and others. This will be the only
appearance of Lilia Ormond.
Margaret Abbott, the contralto, will
sing in Bangor, and Ethelynde Smith will
sing in Portland. On the second night’s
program, Ernest J. Hill, who has an exLois

ceptionally

fine tenor

this concert also.

The

voice,

will

orchestral

sing

at

num-

bers w’ill incliide The New World Sympony, by Dvorak, and Les Preludes and
Polonaise, by Listz.

Mary Garden will appear on the third
evening, and by special request she will
sing arias from Thais, Natoma and Faust,
the latter song in costume for the first
The chorus will 3ing
on any stage.
bell chorus from
the
Pagliacci, the
chorus from the third act of Die Meistersinger, and other numbers of lighter style.
The orchestra this year will be exceptionally fine. It will be composed of the
Boston opera house orchestra under the
able concert master, Pierre Hentott.
The auction sale will take place at City
hall, Bangor, Wednesday, Sept. 27, at 3 p.
Course tickets will be on sale at
m.
Andrews’ music house, Bangor, Sept. 28.
No course tickets will be reserved
unless money aocompanies order. No
orders for course tickets will be filled
after Friday, Oct. 6.
Single tickets
will be on sale at Andrews’ from Saturday morning, Oct. 7, until noon ol
Thursday, Oct. 12, after that at the auditorium. Hours at Andrews’, 8 to 12 a. m.,
2 to 6 p. m. Ticket agent, W. I. Brown,
P. O. box S8S, Bangor, to whom all correspondence respecting tickets should be addressed.

good

enough for Kansas may not
stand New England9s climate.

(or this climate by saturating a
densely compressed wool felt
with a mixture of Bermudez
and Trinidad Lake asphalt
So it is scientifically adapted to
withstand sudden changes in
temperature and atmosphere.

It does not get brittle or crack in
the coldest weather—does not
dry out or get sticky in the hottest weather. It is waterproof—unaffected by acids, alkali or grease. So durable that it will not break
even if you walk on it.
Easy to lay. and made in V£t> 1. 2 and 3 ply.

BROWN WALES CO.,
Sole

Distributors,
Boston,

7o Purchase St.,

Flass.

time

_

The Renewal a Strain.
Vacation is over. Again the school bell
rings at morning and at noon, again with tecs
of thousands the hardest kind of work has
began, the renewal of which it a mental and
physical strain to Ml except the most rugged.
The little girl that a few days ago had roses
in her cheeks, and th* little boy whose lips
were then so red you would have insisted that
they had been “kissed by strawberries," have
already lost something of the appearance of
health. Now is a time when many children
should be given a tonic, which may avert
much serious trouble, and we know of no
other so highly to be recommended as Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, which strengthens the nerves,
perfects digestion and assimilation, and aids
mental development by building up the whole

Bystema—Advi.

Easy To Get Rid
Of Dandruff
PKrCWPgP..fc°0°»**

Dandruff means that down near the
roots of your hair there is a vast army
of little, invisible germs or microbes.
And this army never sleeps; it wages
a war of destruction night and day.
It destroys the nourishment that the
hair must have in order to grow
vigorously and abundantly.
PARISIAN SAGE, now sold all
over America, will destroy these germs
and at the same time furnish the hair
roots with just the proper nourishment to make hair grow lustrous and

luxuriant.
PARISIAN SAGE is guaranteed
by G. A. Parcber to banish dandruff,
stop falling hair and itching scalp or
money back. It is a delightful hair
dressing that wins instant favor with
retined women.
Sold for only 60
cents a large bottle by G. A. Parcher
and druggists everywhere. Girl with
Auburn hair on every bottle.

j

Subscribe for Thb American

ABP
drawing or photo, for expert nearcn and free repeal
Free adVloe, how to obtain patents, trade mariPt
eopyr%hte. efcx, |N ALL COUNTRIES.
Business direct with Washington oaves time,
money and often the patent*

IPAQCUASP

P«ta«t and Infrlnfamant Practtoa Exeltiilvaly.
_Write orcome to op pa

CHICHESTER S PILLS
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
Ladles! Ask your DruraDt for

a

A

INauiondllraud/Aflk

I II!* in Red tr.d Gold nietallic\V7
boxes, sealed with blue Ribbon. W
Take no other. Buy of your *
for0,11-< 1■iks-teh s
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WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 13,1310.
The Election.
At the time of going to preea to-day
the reeult of Monday’s election, so
far as it relates to the prohibitory
amendment, la still In donbt.
The returns Monday night and
Tuesday morning indicated that the

“yet” vote had carried the day by a
majority of leea than 1,000. The figure* given oat Tuesday night and
printed in this morning’s papers, indicated a “no” majority of about 260.
Twioe this forenoon other report*
reached
from Augusta
os, one

indicating a “yes” msjority; the other
a “no” majority, both very small—
torn than 100.
With the situation in this nnoertain
state, little more can be said than is
told in oar news colnmns.
It is oiear
that the final vote will show a very
for the side which
And whichever side wins the
democratic party will be in an emsmall
wins.

Cormponfitnc*.

American

majority

barrassing position.
If “yes” wins, will the governor
call a special session of the legislators to carry ont the program said to
have been arranged—of repealing the

statutory prohibition laws,
ing a license law?

Borghum aa • Fodder.
Bluehill, Mi., Sept. 12,1#U.
To the Fdttor of The American:
Referring to oar conversation at the
lair grounds as to sorgbam or sugar cane,
the writer conceived the idea last spring
of testing the use of sorghum in Maine as
a fodder for cattle, horses and hogs.
It is a well-known fact that this is used
very extensively in the Southwest for this
purpose; in fact bogs are pat into fields of
sorghum to fatten them for the market,
and there is nothing better for this purpose. Owing to the sweetness of the
stalk, cattle, horses and hogs will eat the
entire stalk with the leaves.
There is no reason, if this sorghum is
planted in Hancock county and State of
Maine, why the farmers should lack for
feed for their livestock, as has been the
case in past years so often; owing to the
small crops of bay, farmers have been
compelled to sell their oxen and other
cattle In many cases at great sacritloe to
them. This it one of the easiest and most
luxurious-growing feeds for livestock.
The writer planted some of the seed on
June 1 in the average field with very little
enriching, and was able to raise it at the
rate of twenty tons to the acre, when cut
green, and after it was thoroughly dried
its weight decreased to eight tons to tbs

[From the Boston GleM.j
Evened H. Qnely, of Ellsworth, the
vetenn horseman of eastern Maine, has
been a familiar figure In the trotting horse
world for nearly half a century. Hen in
his home town the sight of him in a sulky
is so familiar no one thinks of it as remarkable, yet the papen an beginning to
nfer to Mr. Qnely as the oldest driver on
the American turf to-day.
Though eighty years old he holds as firm
At Bangor recently be won
a nin as ever.
first money in a three-minute class with
Maine Todd. In this nee Mr. Qnely got
a spill, but be was on his feet as quickly as
a

boy

and

was

uninjured.

Mr. Qnely knows horses and horses
him. He ha* driven them, he says,
since he was nine yean old, and owned
them since in his ’teens, having mad* his
first horse trad* when twelve yean old.
In the old stag* days Mr. Qnely was
in the line from Bangor
interested
through Ellsworth to Cherryfield, and
was himnlf a driver. It was in this way
he first became a hone owner on a large
eoal*. Hie love for speed and noognitiob
of blood in breeding came later.
The best known hone Mr. Qnely ever
owned Is the stallion Bingen, 2.0!
which he brought to Ellsworth from Kentucky as a yearling. Mr. Qnely now has
a stable of about twenty-five at Bangor.
acre.
The height of this cane averages from
Every day ot the year except Sunday be
three to five feet; however, much ol it travels the thirty mile* to Bangor by rail
and puts in four or fivs hours working
came to a growth of six to seven feet high.
In planting this seed it was sown th* same out his horses. The afternoon finds him
as gras* seed would have been. I do not back in Ellsworth, and more likely than
believe there is another feed for cattle not exercising one of the half-dosea or
more horses be keeps ham.
where there is such an enormous producMr Oreely attribute* hit vigor to
tion to the sere. I would not have believed it, had I not assn it with my own temperate habits and outdoor life. His
eyes, and cat and weighed it personally; it on* dissipation is “pitch Ja&,” and any
is a great wondsr to me that the agricul- pitch player who hat traveled in the
tural department ha* not taken this mat- smoker on the Mt. Desert branch ol the
Maine CentralAMr. Qnely, by the way,
ter up and experimented with sorghum in
this section of the country. Perhaps it is doe* not smoke—has at one time or annot generally known that in the South other “sat in” with him in hia daily game.
they get two crops of sorghum in a season
and for three successive seasons without
A Thought For Every Day.
replanting it.
Thursday.
However, as to this being done in Maine,
Best Is not quitting
I am unable as yet t\> state, a* the severe
The busy career;
winters here may kill the roots. By anBeet la tba fitting
other season I can give more information.
Of self to one’s sphere.
Farmers having silos and using ensilage
'Tie loving and serving
will find it to their great advantage to
The highest and best,
mix with their corn fodder the sorghum
’Tie strength that’s unswerving,
cane and It will help to fatten their cattle
And this la true rest.
in the winter.

and enact-

If “no” wins, will be see to it that
his ante-election promises are carried

Ellsworth’s Veteran Horseman.

know

Cordially yours,
E. J. Bbooks.

“Going Dp? How High?’’
Wasr Bbooksviixb, Mb., Sept. 8,1911.

To the Editor of The American:
prohibitory laws enI notice in THB American of Sept. 6 an
forced?
article nnder the heading of “Going UpT
If he docs the first he rnns the big- How
HighT’’ by M. S. Smith, that cloeee
gest kind of a risk of being tamed with the following question:
down by the legislature; if he does
"If, by chance, it should have been that inthe second he runs the same kind of nocent gasoline, and a small tank on a motora risk in being defeated at the next cycle could blow a man fifteen feet, how far
could a tank holding 5,200 gallons, located on
•lection.
Bigh street, blow its citisens. with taxable
Whioh horn of the dilemma will he property, living less than 100 feet from this
take?
tank, shonld the same explode?"
Now, while we cannot answer this quesCOUNTY GOSSIP.
tion definitely in feet and inches, we feel
Hancock county had its first glimpse ol confident that it would blow them just as
far if they did not possess one dollar of
an
at Bar Harbor last

ont, and the

Friday.
Those who labor with their minds govern others.
Those who labor with their
strength are governed by others.

Fmlai With Dynamite.
An interesting demonstration of tbs
practical on of dynamite on tba term wee
given at tba Black term on High street,
now owned by A. E. Clement, of Beal Barbar, on Monday and Toeaday.
Experiments were made on tba stamps
of two large pine trees. Tba comparative
ease with which then tronblcaomc obstructions to land-oiearing can be removed
wee a revelation to the
group of some
seventy-five interested spectators.
Afterwards soma
unsightly granite
boulders ware tackled end broken op in a
surprisingly short tlma.
On Tuesday about a dozen holes about
ten feet apart were bored in a Held the
subsoil of which was blue day. A stick
ot dynamite was placed in each hole, and
the whole lot nt off by electricity. The
opening up of the soil over the entire plot
was done batter and quicker and at len
expenn than could be done by ordinary
plowing in several daya.
As a ditch dlggar. or for excavating port
holes or for digging holes for tree planting, dynamite at used by the methods of
the demonstrators would stem to be far
mors economical and effective than by the
ordinary methods.
Tbs demonstrations were conducted by
J. E. Linns and Jos. H. Peck ham, ot Haw
York, sent hen by the DuPont Powder
Co., whose representatives an Morrison,
Joy A Co., Ellsworth.
It is a miataks to imagine that tha peothe loudest in having the

laugh
ple who
time.
best

lew's Thief
We oger On* Hundred Dollars Be ward for
any ease of Catarrh that esuuot be cared by
Heirs'Catarrh Cun.
F. J. CHBNBY b OO., Toledo, O.
We, the eadentgaed. have huown F. J.
Cheney tor the last IS yean, end believe him
perfectly hosoreble to ell basiaeee Irene actions end ■naectally able to carry oal say
obligations made by hie fra.
WaLOiae, Dries A Miami.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Can ie tehee Internally, acting directly epos the blood aaS meconr surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent tne.
Price, 7» oasts per bottle. Bald by ell Drug-

gists.

Take Hall’t

venson.

Sunday.
To-day’s labor—does It seem pettyT Yon

know

and better. If on know it is
duty at the post ordained. You know it
is in life which Ood was pleased to give.
—Edvard Everett Bale.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

6.00 A. M.

Pair

Special

CALAIS
Wednesday, Sept. 27
day of date

Round Trip
Fare from Ellsworth

Observe what direction your thoughts
and feelings most readily take when you
are alone, and then you will form a tolerably correct opinion of yourself.—Senyel,

$1.00

aeroplane
week.
Tuesday.
Successful flights were nude Thursday, taxable property, nor even a good moral
Returning, special leaves Calais
After all, the kind of world one carries
Yours truly,
Friday and Saturday by Nels Nelson, in a character.
about one’s self is the important thing, at 6.00 p. nk, due Ellsworth at
O. L. Tapley.
and the world outside takes its grace, color
biplane.
tO.OO p. m.
and value from that.—/. B. Lovell.
_

miles.

morning.

H. D. WALDRON.
Qen’l Pm. A(t.

Wednesday.
It

good faoe is a letter of recommendation, a good heart is a letter of credit.—
Lord Lytton.
a

G. A. PARCHER SUCCESSFUL.
Induced Dr.

COUNTY NEAVS.

Howard Co.

to

Make

Afters great daal of effort and

corre-

Special Prleee.

spondenoe, G. A. Parcher, the popular
druggist, has succeeded in getting the Dr.
Miss Alice Clough, of Ellsworth Falla,
Howard Co. to make a special half-price
is visiting relatives here.
introductory oiler on the regular flftyOrmand Haslem has gone to Pittsfield cent size ol their celebrated
specific for
to attend Maine Central institute.
the cure of constipation and dyspepsia.
Dr. Howard’s specific has been bo reMrs. Irving Thompson and children, of
markably successful in caring constipaBrewer, visited relatives here last week.
Mrs. Julia Kingman, of Ellsworth, is tion, dyspepsia and all liver troubles that
G. A. Parcher ia willing to retorn the
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ella Martin.
price paid in every case where it does not
Mrs. Lettie Willey, of Roxbury, Mass.,
give relief.
who have been visiting relatives here,
Headaches, coated tongue, dizziness, gas
has
to Ellsworth.
WALTHAM.

..

gone
Mrs. W. B. Hastings, Mrs. Wilard
Haslem and Mrs. Alvah Haslem attended
the campmeeting at Etna.

Howard Giles, who has been in town
several weeks, returned to his home in
Jamaica Plain, Mass., Monday.

Beckwith, of EUsworth, who
preaching here through the summer, closed his services here Sunday.
Milton

has been

The Hsslem reunion was held at the
hall Saturday. Although the day was
stormy, there was a large attendance.

on

stomach, specks before the eyes,

con-

stipation and all forms of liver aud stomach trouble, are soon cured by this scientific medicine.
So great ia the demand for this specific
that G. A. Parcher has been able to secure
only a limited eupply, and everyone who
is troubled with dyspepeia, constipation
or liver trouble should eall upon him at
once or send 26 cents and get sixty doe* ol
the beat medine ever nude, on thie special
half-price offer with his personal guarantee
to refund the money if it does not cure.

Sunday.
Miss Laura Jones, who has been with
her sister, Mrs. Milton Haslem, through
has returned
to
the
East
summer,
Orange, N. J.
Mrs. Mertie Rhodes and children, who
been visiting her parents, Wiillard
Haslem and wife, have returned to their
home in Somerville, Mass.
H.
Bept. 11.
hare

_

JL( at^Y

* tons of Hungarian bay. Addrma -A", ooro Aaaaioaa ofdoo, BUsworth.
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harbor chairs. Inquire
8. Donnau, Ellsworth.

moo ad-hand
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Moore's drug store. Just raB. T. Boole; hot water heat aud
of B. Q. Moose, Ellsworth.

orsr

SaFFICHB
Inquire
f

cated
let.

by

left

DOBY—IP

BHantrt.
sound yoaag bone to
work oa deltrery team, at onos. F. H.
osaaa, Beal Harbor, Ms
nice

SOB8B-A

ThiM or t second-hand word
n storm; also 1 coal store. Address, Boa
Ellsworth.
lee,
OTOYE8

—

Special XiUu*
a

CABD OP TMAMKB.
TIT1 wish to esprCM our thanks to frleade
W
sad aelBbhors for hlndussms la oar
sorrow, sad for the beoaMtal Boral trlbatm
mat at the funeral of our husband and father.
Mas. Eli-ub M. BranLur,
Ooaa B. Kune,
Bataan C. Braaur,
Hubbub* A. Bvaata*.
Mascot, Ms- Bept- »■ 1BI.

Kitidtul Bank Atatiwnt.
BEPOBT OP THE

OOXDITIOX

Bichgirt National M
in tba State of Maine,
Bucksport,
at the close of business

Total.
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in.
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses
and taxes paid.
National bank notes outstanding..
Due to other national banks.
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check.
Demand certificates of deposit.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.

*«»pJtww
K‘.d
bate d*?j*rdi‘o«**h"
thereof, preaantod be u.„°

41

.ProHockluA the executrix therein nam‘J h *•
Maurice E. Blch, lata of Tremont i.
count/, deceaeed. A certain in.
J*14
porttag to be the laat will andUitm J,'!;
01 01
aald deoeaaad. together with
° petition !?.
Data thereof,
preeented
by- Amend^1!^
m
4 **.
Blch, the executrix therein named
John D. Whitaker, late of
Frenkiln, in ,.u
count/, daceaaed. Petition that G.?,..*1,4

910,469 O
04

80,009 00

1,800 09
114.797 80

447146

440 78

0.146 46
19,716 06
416 69
1900
OO

19,1010
1400 00

9971400
90.000 09
19.000 00

10,438 68
49400 00
179 80
18 00
28449 47
4411 7T
1478 6i

count j,

Tr«»ton. in
Petition that L. F ciiu-mm

dtcMMd.

luitnblc
•o-fothcr
minictrutnr of tbo
7

U

nppointid «Sr
nifd^'

pcrcon b«
cfetotn of
» creditor

ro,,M>

an®

ftr?1 ’A. Eamor, lata of Eden. 1D a.M
count/, daaaaaad. Pint account of k.J L
B«aor. edmlntatretrlx, died f“
George L. Weaoott, lata of Bden, in „u
p“.4

Flret account if E'
oouat/, decaaaad.
*•
Clark, aaooutor, died for aettleme.t
Joeoph Genoa, late of Trenton, |n

2Rs&«kl3«
dl“f.^

b°r*- »d-ol°'»rat,w
-"*r* a
Bageao d. Baakall, lata of Blieklll, in um
deoeaaad.
Flret
count/,
aocount of John i
Wabatar, admlalatreior. died lor •elil.m.nt8'

Beaalay,

Buckepo't. “n

William
lata of
coaat/, dacaaeod. Flret acconat of eh..,:
L. Baaatay and Ellea M. Bridge.,
1
eI,cu»n,
Sled for eottlemeat.
Carrol O. Homer, let. of Buckaport. in
mid
coaat/. daaaaaad. Plret and dual acconntof
Etta J. Bomer,
edmlnl.tralrli. m.d
MUlfUinle
Philip W- E. Sweat, a minor of Sedgwick, In
aald coaat/. Booond aooouat of Julia R
B'

exeeutaS

8waet.gaardlaa.dladforHtllem.nl
Frederick Arnold Sweet, a miaor of s»dr.
wleh, la aald count/. Second aecoum of Jail,
B. Sweet, guardian, Sled for tettlement
Chri.rie B. Powera, a minor of Doer I,:,.
ls
Petition
died by wtli’ui
county.
jald
Powe™. .nV41??' *?r ><•«“•• to mil cuin
real ornate of aald minor, aa deacribed in mid

petition.
■ngeaa». nassau, iat« Of Hlu«ht!l. in said
county, dsceessfi. Petition filed by Ella M
Haskell, widow, for an allowance oat of the
personal estate of said deceased.
William Beasley, late of Backsport. in said
cooaty, deceased. Petition filed by Edward
L. Beasley, one of the executors of tbe last
will and testament of said deceased, that the
amount of collateral inheritance tax upon
said estate be determined by the judge of probate.
Joseph Corson, late of Trenton, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Ansel L,
Manchester, administrator, that an order be
Issued to distribute among the heirs of said
deceased, the amouat remaining in the hands
of said administrator, upon tbe settlement of
his first account.
Elisa Ordway, late of Cambridge. Middlesex
county, Massachusetts, deceased
Petition
filed by Buna Louise Bridges and Eliza Kimball Bridges Delamater. both of Westfield,
state of New Jersey, praying for the appointment of Emma Louise Bridges or some other
suitable person as trustee, under a written
instrument to succeed Ellas A. Bridges, a former trustee, bow deceased.
Joshua M. Bears, late of Boston. Suffolk
county, Massachusetts, deceased. Petition
filed By Sarah C. Sears, of Southborough,
Worcester oouuty. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, that hsr appointment as trustee andsr the will of said deceased be confirmed by
aaid court and that Edward W. Hutchins, of
aaid Boston be appointed trustee under said
will to succeed Charles F. Cboate now deceased and Joseph H. Cboate. who declined to
act, tbe last two being named as trustees in
said last will.
Alberta G. Reynolds, a minor of Unity.
Waldo county, in the State of Maine. Petition filed for adoption of said minor by Henry
B. Trundy and Margaret C. Trundy. both of
Southwest Harbor, in said Hancock county.
Harley L. Corbett, alias Harold Lin wood
Corbett, a minor of Eastport, State of Maine.
Petition filed for adoption of said minor by
Rufus Nelsoa Trundy and Alice Janette
Trnndy. both of Southwest Harbor, in said

Iqpri Zfttios.

THE

WHEREAS,

THE

_

THE

Vers Bickford and Marie Simpson are
music lessons of Mrs. Hoes Colson.

taking

Mrs. Etta Dowe has returned to Fort

Kent, after spending two weeks visiting
relatives in Surry, Deer Isle, South Bluehill and at the Falls.

_Cbumbs.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
h« has been duly appointed admlnlsirator of the estate of
HANNAH M. SARGENT, late of GOULD8-

THE

“Men who marry their stenographers
make one fatal mistake.” “What is thatT”
“They think the force ot habit will make
their wives take dictation.”

BORO.
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the esIn

20 Post Cards for <f

IJC
SSnTrUVatii;1 uu

tate

of

said deceased are
desired
to
the same for settlement, and all inare requested to make paylately.
BEDponn B. Txact.
Winter Harbor, Sept. •, MU.

Sresent
ebted thereto
“S?,*

a

ssMsw&aar
FrudnHckJ. Alluy.lntoof

Total. 997149116
Hancock county.
8TATE OF MAINE.
Maria F. Wood, late of Bluehill, in said
Corner or Hancock as.:—I, Harold O.
county, deceased. First account of Abhy E.
Hussey, cashier of the shore*named hank, do Wood, administratrix, filed for settlement.
swear that the shore statement Is
Abble J. Buoy, a person of unsound mind, of
solemnly
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Ellsworth, In said oonnty. Fourth account of
Hauold O. Hussar, Cashier.
Albert F. Burnham, guardian, filed for settle*
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9th ment.
dsy of Sept. 1911.
Helen R. F. Davis, a person of unsound
T. B. Smith,
mind, of Ellsworth, in said county. First acCorrect—Attest:
count of Irving Osgood, guardian, filed for
Notary Public.
settlement.
Pascal P. Gilmobu,
Pabebb Snfpoid,
Ieephine Grace, late of Eden, in aaid county,
J Directors.
deceased. First account of Zena Grace GupH. B. Qoooma.|
till and Henrietta Grace, executrices, filed for
settlement.
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of said Court
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mabonby. Register.
subscriber hereby gires notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
DANIEL or DANIEL F. DAVIS, late of
Abble G. Graves, of Hancock,
Hancock county, Maine, by her mortBUCKSPORT,
of
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given gage deed dated the twenty-eighth day
Hancock
bonds as the law directs. All persons having August, 1806. and recorded In the
conof
deed*
b-'ti,
in
vol.
436,
page
demands against the estate of said deceased registry
are desired to present the same for settlement,
veyed to nie, the undersigned, a certain parand
and all Indebted thereto are requested to cel Of land sitnated in said Hancock
bounded
to wit:
and
described
aa
follows,
make payment immediately.
Bounded on the sooth by the Black lot, soTasoDona H. Smith.
called; on tbe east by tbe Heath lot. soBucksport, Sept. 6,1911.
called; on the north by tbe Means McFarland
lot, so-called, now in occupation of Alfred
subscriber hereby gives notice that Tracy and on tbe west
by land formerly
he has been duly appointed adminis- owned
by James Brown, Excepting tbe lot
trator of the estate of
heretofore to R. A. Heath and containing
WALTER P. ROBINSON, late of MOUNT' forty-six acres, more or leas, together with
the bniidings thereon.
It being the Jacob
DESERT,
Onrtis homestead lot and tbe same inscribed
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and as
in deed of Geo. A. Phi lips to
conveyed
given bonds as the law directs. All persons me, tbe said Abbie G. Graves, dated June 29, a.
having demands against the estate of said d. 1887, and recorded in Hancock county
deceased are desired to present the same for
of deeds in book SI5, page 3, to which
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re- registry
reference is hereby made.
quested to make payment immediately.
Also anotner lot situated m said naiuu«
Jambs E. Robinson.
and bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Hall Quarry, Sept. 6, 1911.
Bounded on the east by the road leading
from the county road near the late James
subscriber hereby glees notice that Brown homestead lot to James H. Metarland
be has been duly appointed adminis- homestead lot; on the aouth by land of
A
trator of the estate of
George Young; on the west by land of James
Monroe McFarland and on the north by the
KATIE A. ECKSTROM, late of MOUNT
county road leading from Hancock to EllsDESERT,
worth and containing eleven acres, more or
and
In the county of Hanoock, deceased, and Isas, together with the buildings therco
given bonds as the law directs. All per- being the same premises described as consons having
demands against the eslats veyed in deed of Isetta 8. Urann, dated May
of said deceased are desired to present 13, a. d. 1897 and recorded in said Hancock
the .same for settlement, and all indebted county registry of deeds in book 318, page 17®.
thereto are requested to make payment lm- and
Whereas, the conditions of said mortgage
latelyJanas B. Kobiksok.
Hall Quarry, Sept.«, MU.
have been broken,
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach or
---foreclosure or
subscriber hereby gives notice that the condition thereof 1 claim a
said mortgage.
Charles H. Wooster.
he has been
appointed executor
duly
A
Knowlton,
Peters
By
of the last will and testament of
His attorneys*
ELIJAH P. EMERSON, late of BUCK8PORT,
Ellsworth, Maine, Sept. 11,1911.
in the county of Hanoock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
Hancock s».—At a probate court held M
persons having demands against the estate of Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
said deceased are desired to present the same on the fifth day of September, in the
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are of our Lord one thousand nine bundreu ana
requested to make payment Immediately.
eleven.
„.
Puame 8 Pianos.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to M
or
Bucksport, Sept, t, MU.
a copy of the last will and testament
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed exeoutor
or the last will and testament of
LEWIS F. GRAY, late of
BROOKSVILLE,
in the oounty of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
Vermont having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are
requested to make payment Immediately.
ALViBAB0
*ET‘
Harborside, Sept. «, MU.

Miss Dunn, of Fort Kent, left for Boston Friday on business.

!

mttl.m.”4,

^ca»d

ov numu.
Till wish to eatead oar staeere thaaks to
W our friends, who M kladly showed
their sympothy for as la oar recent berearement; to the members of Halcyon Templo
and Wlanetko Council for their MSiataam
sad feral tributes.
Mae. Ears Yaaroa,
Mb. ana Mas. Banner Maasiata.
Prospect Harbor, Bept. S, Mil.

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured,
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation.
Premiums on U 8 Bonds.
Bonds, securities, etc.
Banking house, furniture and fixtures
Other real estate owned..
Due from State and Private Banks
and Bankers, Trust Companies
and Savings Banks.
Due from approved reserve agents,
Checks and other cash items.
Notes of other Nations.' Banks....
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and oente...,».
Lawful money reserve in hank. vU.:
Specie.9U497 10
Legal-tender notes. 1,225 00
fund with U. S. TreasRedemption
urer (9 per cent, of circulation)..

.1]

T. Hook la., lata of
Lamolne |„
count/, deoeaaad. A certain In.tnimJm “w
porting to be tke laet will and te.mml ?"'•

“uSent

dory from Pleasant Beach.
kindly return to OanraaiA

foot

Finder
Cocsiue, Ellsworth.

,,

*

“What is the hardest thing to learn
abont farming?” inquired the summer
boarder. Getting np at 6 o’clock in the
morning,” replied Farmer Corntossel.

-|

a

yejj

Bert Chndage returned to Massachusetts
Sept. 7.
Grace Uandage spent last week with her

11.

At

0* KAMI CABDB la parplo ease, lataat
* ooata, Isenaruaa Oo., Bay 1m-

THE

BLUEH11.L PALLS.

Sept.

'‘Booer'’,

T^HE

Walter Colby, who is employed by t he
New England telephone oompany, visited
his parents, Asa Colby and wife, over

mother.

AMiat

o.

Sept. 1, 1911.

_

William Jennings Bryan dropped in unPORGIK8 RETURN.
-Lexpectedly on Bar Harbor Sunday. Arin
on
his
to
W
Bangor
doomed
on Maine Coast Alter a
riving
Sunday
way
New Brunswick, Mr. Bryan found he
Dong Absence.
could not make connection through on
A news dispatch from Booth bay Harbor
Sunday and ran down to Bar Harbor to Sunday says:
spend the day with Congressman Francis
“Twenty-five years ago the porgy busiBarton Harrison, returning to Bangor on ness in Booth bay Harbor and vicinity was
the night train.
considered dead. Many said the porgies
would never return, and in fact they have
seldom been seen from that period until
There is another bine Angora cat in
this summer. Daring the past few weeks
a
record
that
excels
Maine with
“Helen’s”, the water has been
teeming with them,
of Camden. This one’s name is “Otha”
and it is said they are more plentiful than
Warren, of Otis, aged twelve. This old ever. What has
brought them back nopussy had access to her mistress’ sleeping
body knows.
apartments this summer, and her habits
“Years ago the porgy baBiness was the
were very pronounced and wise to awaken
ot Boothbay and viher mistress when she arrived with game. principal industry
There were many porgy factories
From midnight until 7 o’clock one morn- cinity.
along these shores and up Linekin bay and
ing she brought in two rabbits, one night- over
toward Pemaquid, but none are left
hawk, one squiriel, three mice and one
standing. The last one was demolished a
sparrow. The blue angoras are diliyear ago. Now those who used to engage
gent hunters.
in the business would pay well if they
could have a factory bandy for the enorDr. B. L. Noyes, of Stonington, writes: mous catches
being made. Instead the
“On Jane 4, 1909, s black hen in onr Hock fish have to be
shipped to factories in
laid an egg which is yet in my possession Rhode
Island, and the fishermen are getshell
and
withered
inner
(the
egg) and ting Uttle benefit from the industry.
has been seen by dozens of our neighbors.
“About three weeks ago the little fish
Its dimensions were: Weight, 7 ounces were
reported around Halfway rock, at
and 2 drams; narrow diameter, 2% inches; the mouth of the Kennebec river. Then
long diameter, 3% inches; short circum- they began to work their way to the eastference, 8 inches; long circumference, 9% ward until they are now about Monhegan
Inches. The white and yolk blowed out island.
They are of good size, and are beweighed 4 ounces. There was left within ing caught by great cargo lota at a time.
this shell another egg (soft shelled) that
Porgy steamers have been in here thiB
was about normal size and with normal
week and also in Johns bay and have taken
contents. On the whole I claim this speci- on great loads for factories at
Tiverton, R.
a
freak
of nature tor embryolo- l. or Promised Land. As soon as one vessel
_£t>en good
gji ts to ponder over. Others saw these leaves another comes.
nat ures and weights taken as 1 noted
“During the past week the fish have been
these dimensions, etc., in the drag store swarming off Pemaquid point. Other
In Stoning*011' Who is next?”
schools have been caught in Muscongus
bay and taken to Round Pond, where
there is talk of opening a factory.
Hove Yon Man the Comet?
“All kinds ot steam and sailing craft
Bidding fair to rival Halley’s comet in
have been engaging in the porgy business
popular interest, the latest sky wanderer
above New England, Brook’s comet, has during the past week, those who are in it
temporarily selling to the large steamers.
swung into reach of the naked eye.
At any time now, nntil Oct. 7, at least, The new floating factory steamer Mills is
the comet should be visible on a clear expected along soon, which will save the
down to Rhode Island. Should these
night, high in the western heavens. The tripe
astronomers locate it in the constellation fish be found here again next year it is
of Druso. This, at the present time of quite likely several factories will be built.
“It is figured that ten barrels of the fish
year, is almost directly overhead, so that
barrel of oil,
the oomet may be seen without the aid of are necessary to produce one
and that from what is left thirty bara telescope by e*cing the west and by gazrels are required to produce one ton of
ing almost directly overhead.
fertilizer. Both these products are in conIt is now a luminous body, but the tail stant demand, bo there is always a good
will market for the Ash.’’
U not plainly visible, as the oomet
until
not reach its greatest brilliancy
Eastern Steamship Co.
Sept. 17. H is clearly distinguishable,
its light
The following changes, which differ
however, from the stars about it,
from the time-table printed on page 2 of
seeming murky to the eye.
Its return can only be expected after this issue, are in effect: The Morse leaves
have Bar
Harbor daily, except Sunday, at 2 p.
seven years and twenty-seven days
will have m. instead of 2 jO; the Sunday service of
elapsed. On Sept. 17, when it
the
disBoothbay from Bluehill and of the
attained to its greatest brilliancy, iu
Catherine from Hedgwick is discontinued;
will be Jnst half that
the
from
<*rth
tance
no boat leaves Boston for Rockland on
of the son, or approximately 48,400,000 Sunday; no boat leaves Rockland Monday

phaeton top huffy;

MB

p.

at

TO

more

Monday.

gsoondaaud

la poo* condition.
BPOQT
boa
Ellsworth.

-OF THE-

Saturday.
To be truly happy is a question of how
we begin, and not of how we end; of what
we want and not of what we have.—Ste-

Family Pills for constipation.

Jn mm.

A

ELIZA ORDWAY, late of CAMBRIDGE,
in the county of Middlesex, and Common!
ox
wealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and
ox
the probate thereof in said Commonwealth
having
Massachusetts, duly authenticated,
been presented to the Judge of probate for
our said oounty of HancoiHE for tbe purpose
***
of being allowed, Hied and recorded 1“
probate court of our said county of Btticoe**
and for the appointment of a trustee to sue
oeed a former trustee now deceased.
to
Ordered, That notice thereof be given
all persona interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspape
Han
printed at Ellsworth, In said countv of
cock, prior to the third day of October,
a. d. 1911, that they may »PPe»*
bate court then to be held at Eliswort
1
in and for said county of Hancock, «
o’clock In the forenoon, hnd show cause,
same.
the
any they have, against
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of Probate.
..

A

true

copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahonht,

Register.

Subscribe for Thb American.

1

1

I

{

j

j

!

BAPTISTS AT BLUBHILL.

SPECIAL ELECTION

I

STILL
VOTB ON PROHIBITION

Annul

IN

DOUBT.
CLAMING

VK7TOEY

BY

J0TH SIDES
SMALL MABGIN8—OFFIOIAL COUNT
necrssaby to dbtbbminn
RESULT.

election MonThe result of the special
whether or not
on the principal iesue,
amendment In the State
the prohibition
constitution should be annulled, is still in
nre now claiming the
doubt. Both sides
victory by small margins.
The official count will be necessary to
determine the result, and a recount and
examination of the ballots will even then
demanded by the tide which
probably be
Buds itself with the minority of votes on
the first count.
On the other three questions submitted
the Yet vote had liberal mato tbe voters,
!
jorities. The four questions submitted
were es follows:
Question No. 1.—Shell the constitution he
emended so as to abrogate and annul the
twenty-sixth amendment adapted on the
eighth day of September, la the year of om
Lord one thoueand eight hundred and eightyloar, relating to tbs maaafaetara bad tala of

Intoxicating llqnorat

Question No. A—Shall tbs coostltatlon be
emended e« proposed by leeolation of tbe legislature providing that "Augusta ia bsreby
declared to he the eestt of government of tble
State?"
Question No. A—Shull the eonetltatioa bo
amended ss propound by reeoiulioa of tbe
legislature providing that the towaa having a
population of forty thousand lahabiteate or
more, according to tha lbat census taken by
the United Statee, be permitted to create a
debt or liability which elagle or la tbe aggregate equals seven aad one-half per centum of
Ita lest regular valuation aad that tha increase In amount of debt bo ao greater then
one-quarter of one per centum over tha pretest rate of five per cent in any ona yuar?
question No. A—“An act to provide for
nomination of candidates of political parties
by primary elections," whereby "all nominations of caodidatea for nnj State or county
office. Including United Staler senator, member of Congreea and member of the State legislature, shall hereafter be made at and by
primary elections bald la accordance with tbe

provisions

of tble act."
HANCOCK COUNTY.

MARINE LIST.

ol Ha acock Baptist

ttCtattSMUBtf.

KUs worth Port.

Association.

At Sept 9, sch Ann 0 Stuart, Soars
Th® •*»*ntjr-seTenth annual
port
meeting ol
Hancock Ooutr Ports.
th« Hancock Baptiat association
opened
Franklin—Ar Sept 6, sch Franconia from
yesterday at tbs Pint Baptiat church in Boston
Went Sail Iran-Ar Sept «, Mh Lizzie Lee
Bluehill, and will continue through to- from
Boston
day. The program la aa follows:
Sid Sept», sch Charlie and Willie for Boston
Sid Sept 7, (oh QeorftletU for Boston
Tuesday Afternoon.
Praise and prayer.Led
by Moderator
BORN.
Organisation; reading ol constitution:
the Bloehill Letter.
I,leA?1lI8r4t
D,Mrtwin Sept 10, to Mr and Mr.
Women's missionary meeting,
John 8 Annis,
daughters.
Mrs. H. 8. Dority, presiding BLACK-At Sedgwick. Aug 81, to Mr and Mrs
Valorlous V Black, a son. I Robert EdWomen's foreign missionary
society,
ward. 1
Mrs. J. E. Case, Burma
BUTLER-At Franklin, Sept 9, to Mr and Mrs
Women’s Home Mission society,
Walter Butler, a son.
Miss Anna M. Barkley, Cuba CARTER—At Sedgwick, Aug
80, to Mr and Mrs
Offering for women’s societies.
Llewellyn Carter, a son.
Zion’s Advocate.
Franklin,
to Mr and Mrs
Aug
29,
DXB,?~^
Bailey H Dyer, a son. [Henry Bailey, j
Appointment of committees.
Mr an<1 Mrs
Adjournment.
DJBJBT’Afc£ni,,klin»
AuFMCalvin A Dyer, a daughter. iVida Blaine.J
EATON—At Deer Isle, Sept 8, to Mr and Mrs
Tuesday Evening.
Asa C Eaton, a daughter.
Service of song.Rev. e. A. Trite*
GRAVA-At Stonington, Septa, to Mr and
Address on the convention work,
Mre Guialppi Grava, a daughter.
[Velma
By the Secretary, Dr. Mower
Emma.]
Offering for State oonvention.
MITCHELL—At Verona, Aug 21, to Mr and
Mrs Albion Mitchell, a daughter.
Associational sermon..Rev. G. F. McCoy
MOORE—At Lakewood, Sept 10, to Mr and
Adjournment.
Mrs Norris Moore, a son.
Wednesday Morning.
OLDS—At Blnshill, Sept 6, to Mr and Mrs
K 0W>* • daughter.
Sunrise prayer meeting.Dea. W. N. Means
[Igargaret
Devotional
service. “Love-texts from
PICKERING—At
Deer Isle, Sept 8, to Mr and
Father's Letters,”.Rev. O. F. Jenkins
Mrs George H Pickering, a daughter.
Education society.Rev. Elieha Sanderson SCOTT—At Deer
Isle, Sept 9, to Mr and Mrs
Annual Sermon.Rev. E. B. Small
John G Scott, a daughter.
Reading of church letters..
BHEPARD-At Deer Isle, Sept 6, to Mr and
Mrs William Shepard, a son.
Adjournment and social hour.
WILT—At Orland, 8ept, 6, to Mr and Mrs
Wedneeday Afternoon.
William A Wilt, a daughter.
Praise Ye the Lord.Rev. J. B. Whitmore
Reports of committees.
MARRIED.
Report of treasurer.Rev. A. W. Lorlmer
WORCESTER
At
Report of auditor.Dea. Wm. N. Meaas CO WPERTH WAITE
Birch Harbor, Sept 6. by Rev E 8 Drew.
Appointment of executive committeeman.
Miss Queenie Cowperthwaits, of Birch HarMissionary offering.
bor, to Frank Worcester, of Harrington.
Symposium: "The Church’s Fourfold
DOW
HOOPER
At Dedham, Sept 8, by
of
Hadley P Bur rill esq, Miss Adella Ida Dow
Service.”
Sphere
to Vondel L Hooper, both of Dedham.
(a) Her Duty to Herself, Cultivation,
JUDSON-HAWLEV—At Orland, Sept 9, by
Rev. Chae. Hargrove
Rev L W Lott, Miss Leulsh Jeannette Jua(b) To the Community, Illumination,
son, of Dobbe Ferry, N Y, to Edward Wells
Hawley, of Minneapolis, Minn.
Rev. N. B. Rogers
RU8SELL—BRIDGES—At Bangor. Sept 6, by
(c) To ths Denomination, Affiliation,
Rev A B Lorimer, Miss Gertrude M Russell
Rev. J. E. Whitmore
to Raymond V Bridges, both of Buoksport.
(d) To the World, Evangelisation,
Rav. E. 8. Drew
DIED.
Four ten-minute talks followed by discussion.
Adjournment.
BROOKS
At New Bedford, Mass, Aug 11,
Mrs Lydia J Brooks, formerly of Verona,
Wedneeday Evening.
aged 96 years, 8 months, 8 days.
Young people’s rally,
COOMBS-At Sedgwick. Sept 6, Mre Ethallnda
N Coombs, aged 74 years, 6 months, 10
Pres. A. B. Leach, presiding
days.
Sing Unto the Lord.F. L. Colby
The Word and the Throne.A. B. Rush DAVIS—At Otter Creek, Sept 6,'infant son of
Mr and Mre Pearl Davis, aged 4 months.
Business; election of officers; reports
DONNELL
At Bar Harbor, Sept 6, Mies
from societies.
Hattie Donnell, of Seal Harbor.
Address.State President Rev. W. L. Pratt, GRAY—At Stonington, Sept 6, Mre Lizzie C
Gray, aged 89 years, 6 months.
Brewer
GRAY—At South Brooksville, Sept 7, Mabel
Offering for Young People’s society.
daughter of Mr and Mrs Leonard Gray, aged
The Northern Baptist Convention,

Erskfne*]

—

—

No. 2.
No. 8.
No. 4.
No. 1.
Question.
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No
28
12
23
18 24
27
88
16
Amherst,
6
8
6
8
2
14
9
10
Aurora.
68
76
121
94 160 128
78
67
Bluehill.
36928848184860
27
Brookltn,
Bucksport, 168 111 182 61 87 84 188 45
5
Brooksvle, 39 81 61 » 26 S3 68
90
88
29
91
88
96
18
78
Castine,
6
6
18
18
7
Cranberry 1,18 18 21
8
26
20
12
9
16
16
10
Dedham,
62
28
Deer Isle,
87
96
26
40
61
27
East brook,
4
86
601 221
Eden,
61
487
147
890 126 261 207 442
Ellsworth,
88
22
42 US 107
21
43
40
Franklin,
Gouldsnoro, 79 91 78 47 89 62 72 84
81
26
60
90
88
89
49
98
Hancock,
8
19
8
Isle an Haul, 18
8
12
18
19
29
18
19
29
57
47
Lamoine,
84
17.
8
10
0
6
7
Uariaville, 26 11 16
Mt. Desert, 81 162 190
64
87 116 48
69
20
61
81
21
22
67
79
Orland,
79
18
Otis,
5
46
21
42
89
82
74
97
84
Penobscot,
39
64
20
20
49
25
22
97
Sedgwick,
21
298862
7
626070
Surry,
Stonington, 69 78 78 87 66 34 78 26
20
42
83
108
84
99
21
48
Sullivan,
1
5
611
18
8
4
8
Sorrento,
8 W Har.
87
61
22
39
68
24
34
70
Swan’s Isl
18
61
20
28
45
58
66
11
18
Tremont,
48
11
21
28
28
12
13
Trenton,
22
80
16
6
28
8
24
4
18
7
Verona,
8
5
10
11
22
0
Waltham,
26
8
Winter Har, 40
27
38
17
40
29
20
60
No. 33 PI,
10
2
0
9
1
8
12
4
Long 1*1 PI,.
No. 8 PI,
8
0
0
0
8
8
8
0
No. 21 PI,
0*11
1
0
2
6
18
9
...

858 1169 1260 2080

628

—

Rev. J. E.
Reading of minutes.
Benediction.

Question.
Wsrd 1
2
3
4

6

ELLSWORTH BY WARDS.

No. 1.
Yes No
1S8 46
184 60
61
17
42
6
112
28
687

No. 4.
No. 2. No. 8.
Yet No Yei No Yes No
18
4* 118
84
78
108
22
88
76 129
118
88
8
49
28
68
8
88
4
39
90
21
10
80
11
68
41 109
83
84

147 890

126 261

207

442

Norcross, Boston

the chicken and pour the gravy over while
both are hot.
To prepare jellied chicken, boil in a very
little water a chicken until it is so tender
that the meat will fall from the bones.
Chop or break the meat into rather flue
bits and season it well. Fill a mould with
the chioken and with sliced, hard-boiled
®8gs, in alternate layers. Boil down the
broth until it measures about one pint,
then add to it a scant tablespoon of gelatine. When the gelatine is thoroughly
dissolved, pour over the chicken in the
mould and set away to harden.

Actor—There

thunder of applause
when 1 left the stage. Bored FriendServes you right! You shouldn’t stay on
■o

long!

was

a

Ginger Snaps.
4

A

Sunday School Institute.
Sunday school institute was held at
the Ellsworth Methodist church Sunday,
under the direction of Rev. C. J. Brown,
Sunday school missionary ot the East
A

Maino Methodist conference.

There

were

interesting and inspiring sessions forenoon, afternoon and evening.
There were interesting talks and discussions during the day by Revs. C. J.
Brown, Bangor, B. P. Judd, Bar Harbor,
E. D. Kizer and H. B. Haskell, Ellsworth j
E. L Sawyer, Surry, and C. E. Cook, Sullivan.
In the evening there were addresses
by Rev. H. A. Sherman and F. Palladino,
of Bangor.
_

abbtrttanhmtfl.

25c

Superba Cheese.

The world’s standard remedy for

and

NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Harold Maddocks is working for Bishop
Bros., in Fort Fairfield.
Mrs. H. F. Maddocks and son Chester
a few days at Bar Harbor last week.

pie.
Per pound,

18-lb boxes,
Per box,-§1.35

Mrs. Louise Moore and daughter, Mrs.
Hiram Danlco, visited friends in Waltham
last week.

Per

Mrs. Minnie Higgins, of West Ellsworth, Is with her sister, Mrs. Arrie Hig-

gins,

for

a

few

days.

James Piper, wife and infant son, of
Eastbrook, were guests of their sister,
Mrs. Arthur Nason, last week.
Mrs. Inez Smith and two children,
Corice and Eugene, left for Machias Friday, where the children will Bpend the
winter.

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

a

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth.

Main Street,

DOLLARDTOWN.

Persis Meader has gone to Hancock, N.
H., where she is employed as nurse.
Mrs. Emery Bonsey went to New
Hampshire Thursday to visit her father.

OTIS.

Trapping

Also Mink, Goon and other
animias taken with success
Methods.
with the Page
Fully warranted; land, snow
water sets. Stamp foi testimonials and terms. Bait for
tale in pint, quart and twoquart jars; fox scent in pint
fars. EDGAR R. PAGE,
Orland, Maine.

ELECTRICAL

WIRING.
filled (or
The cottages
Pal Lines of
and
Boston
lrom
the week-end by parties
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.
Old Tcwn.
m Wlrlej ill Supplies Ckctriolly Otm.
Salutes
George Jordan and wite, o( Ellsworth.
M. MOOR.
ANDREW
Falls, were guests last Sunday of James
Estey Building, State St..Ellsworth
Jordan and wife.
ELLSWORTH
Elmer Carr, wile and children, ol East
Eddington, were here Sunday on their
way home lrom a visit in Ellsworth.
Davis.
“HO PAT. MO W AS H
Sept. 11.
All kinds ot laundry work done at short notloe.
the lake

were

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

'S&biitistttnnitfl.

Knees Became Stiff
Five Years of Severe Rheumatism
14
The cure of Henry J. Goldstein,
anothBarton Street, Boston. Mass., Is
victory by Hood's Sarsaparilla.
er
in
This great medicine has succeeded
have utterly
many cases where others
"I sufsays:
Goldstein
Mr.
(ailed.
it
fered from rheumatism five years,exand caused
kent me from business
would becruciating pain. My knees
I tried many
come as stiff as steel.
took
then
relief,
without
medicines
much
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, soon felt
enmyself
consider
now
and
better,
Hood s.
tirely cured. I recommend
or
form
usual
liquid
in
Get It today
chocolated tablets called S«r#ntaD».

Goods called

tor

and delivered.

H. B. E8TEY A CO.,
Ellsworth,!**
Estey Building, StateSt..

WALDO COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL
Training School for Nurses

Twenty-seven

Crackers,

.25

1

§5.25

Golden Rod Coffee.

popular
tins,

coffee in
in bulk.

4

.45

Rice,

Tea,

.40

choice),

28c

3

Butterine. Goldsmith & Wall’s
special. Highest quality, best

grade made.
Per pound,

.65

pkgs. Colburn’s Spices (your

never

Per can,

.10

gal. Porto Rican Molasses with jug, .50

1 lb. Formosa

pound

,25

...

Special Coffee,

The

one

.24

pkg. W’h’gton Corn Crisps,

5 lbs. Carolina

wheat.

Per bbl.

pkgs.

.36

Eastern Star

Macaroni,

1 lb. S. & P. Cream of

23c

.25

Tartar,

.35

All for

95.00

FEED MOLASSES
To

rapid growth and to fatten quickly, your hog must have
Many of the farm schools use and recommend molasses to
condition hogs for the market. The best
feeding molasses procurable
has arrived to be sold at 20c.
gal.
secure

molasses.

Haynes, Cash Grocer
“Where your friends trade."

(» 9 HAIR
d"'}
|» 1
Udl
1STORE
a

a

518 Congress St., Portland, Me.

Commission jjHtrrijants.

“It is

good

to be sure; it is better to be
it is best to be insured” with

insured;

C. W. & F. L. MASON
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS.

REAL ESTATE DEALERS
Two-story house, shed and large stable, all connected with city
lights, and about 1 acre of land. A bargain on easy terms.

water and electric

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE

We make a specialty of them.
SHIP US YOURS

We guarantee highest prices and

prompt

returns.

We also handle produce of all kinds
Market quotations and shipping
cards sent upon request.
References—Any firm in our line in Boston, also the Beacon Trust Co,

Shippers. SEND US
APPLES
POTATOES,
FANCY HENNERY EGOS.
Top Market Price*.
Prompt Returns.
DEAL WITH AN APPROVED HOUSE.
CHAPIN BROS.,
107-109 So. Market St., Boston.
To Ellsworth

-—--

at

.20

gal. pure Cider Vinegar,

2 lbs.

For bread that’s light,
biscuits white, cakes alright, use
Harter’s A No. 1 Flour, old

BERRIES

day.

1

Flour.

Commission Merchants and Receivers
of General Produce.
Fanecil Hall Market
MASS.
BOSTON,

WEST KLLSWORTH.

Fox

Cocoa,

of

6 lbs. Bulk Starch,

12 l-2c

BRYANT & ORDWAY Co.

Mrs. Lois Treworthy visited her daughter, Mrs. Airy Uiggins, one day last week.
Miss Julia H. Barron spent a few days
at home last week. She left Saturday for
West Tremont, where she will teach.

91.00

HENNERY EGGS

Whether it’s a range or a fur

naoe—if it is

1

potatoes.

pound,

readers will doubtless find them of value.

CLARION.

can

3 lbs. Soda

dish—boiled shoulder and

ern

sweet

The advertisements below represent some of
Our
the leading houses of New England.

THE—

X lb.

Sugar,

_

ARTISTIC HUMAK HAIR GOODS
of every description.
Goods sent on approval to responsible parties

FOR SALE BY

20 lbs.

Molasses Cookies. 20-lb boxes,
Per box,
§1.45
Medium smoked,
Shoulders.
small shoulders. Try the South-

and rheumatism
ing
PRICE. $i.oo PER BOTTLE

FRED P. BROWN. Ellsworth, Me.

Order

Sugar Cookies.

Manufacturer of

cancer

wedge of
apple
18c

and for all diseases of the blood includ-

spent

Frank Moore is at home from Northeast
Harbor, where he has been driving for Mr.
Burr.

Dyspepsia,

A

this cheese goes well with

Herb Extract
Asthma, Constipation

Special Combination

at your

pounds,

J. A.

Dr. Groves’

crisp, spicy

cookie that will take
house. A snap!

8 years.
GRAY—At South BrooksviUe, Sept 9, Melissa,
infant daughter of Mr and Mrs Leonard
Gray, aged 3 months.
HODGKINS
At Marlboro, Sept 6, Mrs
Dlemma G Hodgkins, aged 86 years, 7
months.
NORWOOD—At West Tremont, 8ept 6, Capt
Willard S Norwood.
PERKINS-At Bucksport, Sept 7, Mrs Ruth J
Perkins, aged 60 years.
SOPER—At Castine, Sept 5, Mrs Lois Perkins
Soper, aged 41 years, 4 months, 9 days.

Percy and Robert McMaster, who have
been visiting their grandfather, returned
61
to their home in Lowell, Mass., Wednes-

Ways of Preparing Chicken.
Chicken is by far the best meat for summer eating.
Chicken shortcakes are much
better than chicken pie, and very much
more simple
in the making. Cut the
chicken up, put it in a pan and cover it
with water, or with water and milk. Let
it stew gently until the chicken is tender
and the liquor well cooked down. Make
the gravy of milk, thicken with flour; add
a piece of butter and
pepper and salt.
Have ready a pair of shortcakes made of
biscuit crnst rather short. Cut into
squares and lay them on a warm dish; add

Saturday

—

IN E LIAI WORTH.

VOTE or

The many people that have taken advantage of our Special Combination Order,
leads us to offer it still another week. Owing to the unprecedent rise in the Sugar
market, we reserve the right to withdraw this offer
night, September 16.

—

_

In Ellsworth the vote was light and
there was little excitement. There were no
indications about the polling places of
an
attempt to get out the vote by either
Bide. The vote of Ellsworth by wards follows.

SUCCESS!!

—

—

The vote of Hancock county was one of
the surprises in the State. The county,
which it was thought would be close, with
estimates generally favoring the No vote,
gave a substantial Yea majority, while in
other counties, where a big Yes vote was
looked for, that vote fell far short of expectations. The vote of Hancock county
in detail follows.

2602 2864 2198

Meeting

months’ course; sur-

medical and obstetrical classes.
Tactical experience in all branches.
Probationers wanted. Apply to Supt.
Waldo Co. Gen. Hospital, Belfast, Me.

flcal,

POST CARDS4A.

and 2 ot stamp to pay postage. Assorted. Big value.
Send now. Address n« Cal*
Cs.. P. 0. ta 119. Bhvertk, Mailt

■ ■ ■n
■ ■ ■■

|

—

We will send market

Ask for free stencil.

quotations

on

TME

BEAL School of
BANGOR,
"THE

FOR

RESULTS”

Thorough and individual instruction. Graduates assisted to positions.
Send for catalog and testimonials.
Mary E. Beal, Principal.

RIGHT EDUCATION for BUSINESS SUCCESS
You WANT

it;

formation and terms on

request

LAWRENCE & CO.

SCHOOL

Shorthand,

MAINE.

H. N. Doe,

we

request

Principal,

TEACH it;

our

graduates HAVE

it.

DOE BUSINESS COLLEGE

Y. M. C. A.

Building.

Bangor, Maine.

Established 1863

Commission Merchants
oultry. eaas, fruit, produce
apples a specialty
Boston, Maes
Fsneull hell Market,
Stencils, etc., furnished on application.

Wholesale

Hay Wanted
W. J. PHELPS,

Chamber of Commerce, Boston, Mass.
Beacon Trust Co.

Reference:

$taf»afanal

Carta.

jJr.-crSTBOLn,Dentist,

Bangor, Maine.
OFFICE :
23 Hammond St.

Office hours

:

RESIDENCE:
25 Fourteenth 81.
9 to 12.15 ; 1 to 5.

Evenings by appointment

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY BLADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.

Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Portland, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
The mare eyes an advertisement oatehes Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore's Drug
Store), Ellsworth, Me.
the more dollars it it worth.

Always in the Lead, Our 10c CIGARS
Assuming that you do enjoy smoking a good cigar, we make
offer to you that will appeal to the majority of smokers.

an

For $3.40 we will send you, carriage
free in the U. S., a box of fifty cigars
These cigars are made by hand of a rich quality tobacco, long
Havana filler, broad leaf binder and wrapper. They may be had
in either Londre or Perfecto shape and in light, dark or medium shades.

Wichman

&

Welcome

Co.,

SPRINQFIELD, MASS.

Hebron Academy
1804-1911

Prepares thoroughly

for all colleges
and scientific schools. College, Classical and English courses. Location
ideal for high mountain air, pure
A
water and quiet environment.
teacher to every twenty pupils.

Fall term opens Tuesday, Sept. 12,
1011.
Catalog on request. Address
the principal, W. E. Sargent, Litt.

D., Hebron, Me.

COUNTY NEWS.

months. She is survived by her has bend,
who is ninety-one yeers of age. They
Nine
were married sixty-six years ago.
FRANKLIN.
children were born to them, of whom four
Miss Rena Donnell returned from Man- girls and three boys are living—Mrs. Ella
set Thursday*
Smith, of Pasadena, Cal.; Mrs. Jalia F.
John Abbott attended the Presque Isle Mansfield, of Natick, Mass.; Mrs. Augusta
Estey, of New York; Mrs. Agnes Stanley,
fair last week.
of Waltham, Mass.; Frank, of Bangor;
Miss Helene Phillips is visiting relatives
Alvah, of Canton, O., and Howard, of
at Cberrytield.
Hancock. Rev. A. B. Lorimer, of Bangor,
Miss Frieda Bragdon returned from conducted the funeral service
Friday.

COUNTY NEWS.

Bangor Saturday.

Earland Hardison was np from Hancock
Point to spend Sunday.
Miss Cassilena Perry left Wednesday for

Easton, to

teaching.
/
Mrs. Hattie Bragdon and daughter Geneva were in Bangor Thursday.
Mrs. Elizabeth Gates and daughter Edna
left Friday for their home at Castine.
Mrs. Elizabeth Dunn Bragdon, of Houlton, is with her niece, Mrs. H. P. Blaisdell.
Robert Phillips and wife are visiting
their sons George and Pearl in Concord,
resume

Sept.

11._

*

LAMOINE.
Miss Vera Berry has returned to her
school in Millinocket.
Miss Olive Coolidge has gone to Foxcioft, where she will teach.
Mrs. Marion Biggins, of Ellsworth, is
the guest of Miss Phosa Higgins.
Mrs. H. O. Hodgkins will leave Tuesday
with her family for their home in Waterville.

Abe.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Dr. C. E. Holt and Robert Lewis, of
Bangor, were week-end guests at Mrs.
Herbert Hodgkins’.

Johnnie Stinson has left for Waterville
Coburn classical institute.

to attend

Charlie Hodgkins and Mr. Fuller leave
to-day for Hebron, where they will attend
the academy.
Joseph Hodgkins will return next week.

Mrs. E. G. Abbott, of Portland, was a
guest of her sister, Mrs. E. S. Rice, last
week.
Wilbur V. Cole, of Waterville, make a
week-end visit to his parents, J. W. Cole

COUNTY NEWS.

house, (pent Labor day recess at the boms
grandmother, Mrs. C. H. Sawyer.

of ber

houj,.

The immediate cause of death
was heart failure. Oapt. Norwood had
been in command of a number of vessels,
being for many years a trusted employe
of the firm of Pendleton Bros., New York.
A kind husband and father, an estimable
citisen, he will be greatly missed. A
widow, son and three daughters survive.
Deep sympathy is felt for the bereaved
usual.

family.
Sept. 9.

N.
_

party of young men enjoyed a cruise
ISLES FORD.
last week in the yacht Awa. The party
and wife.
The Isleaford hotel Is still open.
Mrs. John B. Cole and daughter included Uapt. Charles Hodgkins, Joseph,
Charles and Harold Hodgkins, Ralph
Frank Crocker and family returned
Cathryn left Friday for their home in
Hoyt, of Waterville, and Mr. Fuller, of from Moose island Saturday.
; Waterville.
N. H.
Vermont.
R. K. Stanley commences his school at
Harvard Colwell and Norman Shaw left
Mrs. Cassie Bunker visited her brother,
The four-masted schooner Carrie A. Southwest Harbor Monday.
for Charleston to attend Higgins
i
Monday
and
Bar
at
Howard Murch,
wife,
Harbor,
Lane, commanded by Qapt. C. M. Stratton,
Prof, pies end family, who occupied the
last week.
| classical institue.
of this town, has been hauled off the sand
Sand beach house, returned home Sept. 8.
I
Coombs
for
Mrs.
E.
left
Saturday
Lucy
Edward Perkins, wife and three little
bar where she was stranded at Long
Dr. Ralph Seelye and family returned to
Ellsworth to visit ber daughter, Mrs.
sons left Saturday on their return to SomIsland. Capt. Stratton, who waa removed
their home in Springfield, Mass., Sept. 10.
George A. Dodge, before going to Portland to the marine
at
erville, Mass.
Staten
hospital
Island,
for the winter.
\
The Sawtelle family, who has occupied
and reported as suffering from typhoid
Rev. Gideon Mayo, Mrs. Mayo and
schools
6.
The
The
village
began
Sept.
is
much
better.*
Misses
and the Charles Jarvis cottage, left for home
Flora
fever,
daughter Mary returned from their vacagrammar school is taught by Miss Clara Grace Stratton, who were taken from the last week.
tion Monday.
•
Allen, of Sedgwick, and the primary by stranded vessel in the breeches buoy,
Prof. Clark Seelye and family, who have
Joseph H. Doyle; and wife, of Milford Miss Olive Gushee, of Union.
reached home Tuesday.
occupied the Walter Had lock cottage
Mass., are visiting their former home
The Methodist society served a conunH. R.
through August, left Sept. 7.
Sept. 11.
here aud at Hancock.
drum supper Thursday night, followed by
Mr. and Mrs. Small, of Everett, Mass.,
of
FrankAraminta
West
Mrs.
DeBeck,
NORTH SULUVAN.
an evening
entertainment.
Both were
who visited their daughter, Mrs. F. W.
lin, is ill. Her daughter, Mrs. Eddy, of well attended and much
Mrs.
Elsie
Petrie
was a recent guest of
enjoyed.
Tingley, a few days, left for their home
Seal Harbor, is with her.
Dr. C. C. Larrabee and wife have re- Mrs. George Orr.
Sept. 3.
Mrs. Lela Gordon Springer, who has
Mrs. John Mortimer, of Winterport, is
turned from their annual trip into AroosMix Carrie Grant, o( Cherryfleld, visited
spent the summer here, left on her return took county where
they visited their sons, visiting relatives here.
friends bere the last of the week. She
to Los Angeles, Wednesday.
L. L. Larrabee, of Van Buren, and F. F.
Peter Banker has recently had his house commences her school at Great Cranberry
Mrs. Susan Card, who spent last week Larrabee, of Washburn.
shingled and painted.
Sept. 21.
her
with
daughter, Mrs. Charlss Clark, of
C.
Sept. 11.
Simon Bunker and wife, of Tunk pond
The many friends of Mrs. Charles
Bangor, came home Saturday.
camp, called on relatives here Thursday.
ASH VII.IF.
Jarvis, who is in the Bar Harbor hospital
Miss Winifred Gott was here from
Cleveland Blaisdell, of Bar Harbor, re- for an abdominal operation, are glad to
Miss Charlene Folsom spent the weekKingman to spend Saturday and Sunday
cently visited his mother, Mrs. Jennie learn that she is getting along nicely.
end in Bangor.
with her parents, F. P. Gott and wife.
Blaisdell.
The Gilley houx closed Sept. 2. J. RayE. E. and W. H. Hammond spent the
Mrs. Marion Higgins, of Ellsworth, was
Schools commenced Sept. 5. Many of mond Dwelley, the proprietor, entertained
week-end
with
their
here.
here recently fb see her brother Charles,
family
the young people have gone away to relatives the latter part of the week. Mr.
whose many friends regret to learn is not
Teams are unloading the vessel containteach.
Dwelley expects to open the houx another
in his usual good health.
ing the lumber for the SchiefSien cottage.
Edwin Gordon, of Week’s Mills, who Beaaon.
Mrs. Julia Martin, of Hancock Point’
Mrs. John Carpenter has spent a few
The Christian Endeavor society is much
and George Martin and wife, of Hartford, days at her home here, preparing for win- has been a guest at Zemro Hall’s, left for
indebted to Rev. G. H. Bottome, who has
his home last week.
Conn., were up from the Point Thursday ter.
been so kind to speak xveral Sunday
G. G. Pettee and wife have been called
to attend the French reunion.
John U. Small is having a root cellar
eveninga during the season. The active
the
illness
of
Mr.
to
Unionville
serious
by
Mrs. Mary DuRoy and her daughter, built. William Martin, jr., is doing the
members are few in number and are
Pettee’s mother.
Mrs. Lula Peavy, and little child, of Ban- work.
greatly relieved dnring the busy season by
E.
Robertson
has
recently pur- his kindness.
Harvey
gor, were in town Tueaday. They were acThose from this vicinity who will enter
and
chased
a
new
Is
automobile,
taking
companied home by Mrs. Martha Havey.
Sullivan high school are Philip and Dora
8.
Hopt. 11.
out parties. George Abel is employed as
Mrs. Lucretia Downing, of Sullivan, Martin.
.chauffeur.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
with her son’s wife, Mrs. Harvey KeniaMiss Gertrude Martin, who has been in
M.
Sept. 11.
Martin Lurvey and daughter Gladys
ton, of South Boston, is visiting her BisBelfast a few months, will enter a hospital
have returned to their home in Dracut,
ters, Mrs. 9mith, Mrs.HBlaisdell and Mrs. in October.
OAK POINT.
Mass.
Dyer.
Eva
Ladd
Clark
and
Miss
Mrs. Charlotte
Mrs. William Martin, jr., is visiting in
B.
Sept. 11.
Freeman Lurvey and wife, of Medford,
in
Bar
Harbor
last
week.
Bar Harbor. Mr. Martin’s sister, MrB. visited
Max., who spent August with his sister
MARLBORO.
Noyes Haskell, is here with the family.
Mrs. Althea Reynolds, of Bar Harbor, is
here, have returned home.
Schools opened at Bridgham hill, Tues- visiting her parents, Fred S. Murch and
Miss Inez| Ford haa gone to Brewer to
Mrs. Alice Norwood has been in Cherrywife.
5.
Miss
Charlene
of
teach.
day, Sept.
Folsom,
fleld the past month. Her mother, Mrs.
Kent’s
teaches
the
and
Miss
grammar
Hill,
lias
been
emMrs. Flora Gray, who
Mildred Rodick spent last week in Bai
Brown, has been very ill.
Bertha McCourt, of Patten, the primary.
Harbor.
ployed with G. B. Murch a few weeks, has
Everett Tinker has returned to Boston,
11.
Pbcebe.
Sept.
returned home.
Mrs. Belle Googins, of East brook, is
after spending two weeks with his parand
MilHazel
Gordon
Mrs.
working for Mrs. Clara Ford.
daughter
NORTH FRANKLIN.
ents, John Tinker and wife.
dred have returned home, after a few days’
Miss Audrey Hodgkins is in Bar Harbor
Mrs. Archie McPhee and children have
Mrs. Emma Norwood and daughter
Bar
Harbor.
visit
in
visiting her sister, Mrs. Fred BTewer.
returned to their home in Waterville.
Hope have returned from Lamoine, where
Miss Ethel Wilson, who has been visitSchool began last Tuesday, with Mabelle
Everett Tracy and wife returned Monthey have been visitiDg Mrs. Norwood’s
ing Ralph Leland and wife, has returned
Bennett, of Mt. Desert Ferry, teacher.
parents.
day from a visit in Waterville and China. to her home in Boston.
Mrs. Moulden, of Southwest Harbor, is
Marion Sawyer, who has been a trip to
Miss Mamie Gray has returned to her
and
son
Mrs.
Alma
grandHarry
Alley,
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Pearl Stratton. home in Sullivan, after a week’s visit
sea with her father, is spending the rest
have returned home, after
Angie
daughter
of her vacation here with her mother,
W. O. Fogg and wife, of Salisbury Cove, here.
a three months’ visit in Junction City,
were guests Sunday of Osmond
Mrs. Mary Sawyer.
Emery
School began Tuesday, Sept. 5, with Kan.
and wife,
The summer boarders at M. C. Trundy's
Miss Daisy Gordon, of East Franklin,
Mrs. Howard Bartlett and two children, have
returned to their homes, with the
Joseph Doyle and wife, of Milford, teacher.
who have been
of Roslindale, Mass.,
Mass., spent a few days last week with
exception of Mr. Marshall, of Providence.
Hiram Scboppe and wife, of Cherryfield,
J. H. Galley several weeks, have
visiting
friends here.
He, being an artist, remains to see tbe
are visiting Mrs. Schoppe’s mother, Mrs.
home.
A

_

thepnm"“

Sept. tl.

Mrs. Tilden Fifleld, who has
been
ill, ia still In poor health.

Mrs. Helen Bridges and granddaughter
Alice have closed their home here, and
gone to Bucksport for the winter.

I

verv
rj

Henry Bailey and wife left Sunday (o,
Boeton, after spending the summer
here.
Hugh Barbour and wife, who have been
in BluehiU attending the
fair, are home.
Erneat Perry, wife and two
children

Amherst Maynard and wife have returned to their home in Lowell, Mass.,
after their vacation here.
Freeman Bowden and family spent last
at .Cranberry Isles, the guests of his
nephew, Ray Dwelley and wife.

X.Y.Z.
8TONINGTO.V

__

WEST

George O. Littlefield, U. 8. N., and wife
left to-day for Boston after a month's visit
at their home here.

week

*U

El'i„w I
gr.m*^

Oapt. Willard S. Norwood, of thie place,
PENOBSCOT.
one of the beet-known captains of this
Mrs. Lacy LUoombe, of Orono, la the
section, died at the home of his son-inlaw; Edwin Lope us, at West Tremont, guest of Mrs. C. M. Perkins.
Wednesday morning. Sept. 6. Oapt. NorMiss Emma Perkins visited her brother
wood had been in poor health several Blaine in Bangor last week.
years, bat was not thought to be seriously
Capt. William Sellers has purchased the
ill, as he had been around town and active old Varnum house of G. O. Littlefield.

as

comp^TTn,

ker-snew
When
be one of the finest hoaseein
towD
School, begin
to-day. Mis.
Farnsworth t.ache, th. Bernard
gr.de, and Mrs. Elsie Varney
M“rPhr ‘“8 lhe

have returned to their home in
Sorrento
after a few weeks with Mrs.
perry’s parents, J. W. Stinson and wife.

jtlt&crtiewntMS.

Mrs. Angelina Patten, Miss Nettle Patten, Master Kenneth Shaw, of Somerville,
Maas., and Mrs. Harriet Hill, of Boston,
left Wednesday for their homes, after
spending the summer here.
Woodlockk.
Sept. 11.

A Good
means

Digestion

man or

a

woman good for
work or pleasant
times.
Whoever has distress after
eating, sick headaches, nausea,
bad taste, unpleasant breath, cannot find good in anything, or he of
much use in the world.
But these symptoms are only
signs that the stomach needs a little
care and attention and the aid that

something—good

EABTBROOK.
Mrs. Cora Kingman is visiting in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Charles Dinsmore is visiting friends
in Princeton.
E. H. Libbey, State grange secretary, is
expected here Sept. 12, in place of the
State master.
Elwin Wilbur and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son—
Lawrenoe Carlton, born Sept. 9.

[

JBeecAamU

Bessie Wilbur and Miss Libbie ]
who have been working at Hancock Point this summer, are expected
home this week.
Mrs.

Wilbur,

Mrs. Sidney Jordan and little daughter
Dorothy, and Miss Inez Googins have returned to Jamaica Plain, Mass., after
spending the summer here.
Gem.
Sept. 11.

give. Safe, reliable, thoroughly
tried, this family remedy has wonderful reviving power. They tone
the stomach, liver and bowels—all
With these
organs of digestion.
organs in good order, the whole
system is better arid stronger.
e
Try a few doses am'
for yourself what a splendid
bodily condition Beechatu's Pills

can

SOUTH GOULD6BORO.
F. K. Haskins and wife visited at John
Fenton’s in Sorrento last week.
to

Mrs. Amy Pike has returned from
Woodland and Eastport.

a

visit

The fall term of school commenced Sept.
5, taught by Miss Nettie Pollard, of Richmond.

Can Create

Miss Flora E. Strout, of Baltimore, Md.,
recently gave an interesting talk on the
liquor question.
Mrs. Joan Sargent and Mias Jessie Bunker will attend the Baptist association in

la bo«M 10c. cod 25c.

Bluebill this week.

_

_

Miss Ethel McIntyre and brother Stanley, who have spent their vacation with
their grandmother, Mrs. Mary McIntyre,
"have returned to their home in Hopkinton, Mass.

returned
3ept. 11.

W. E. Giles.
0. Q. Butler, of Northeast Harbor, is
spending a week In this vicinity, calling
on relatives and friends.

M.
________

beauties of autumn.

Sept.

HANCOCK POINT.

Francis Wilbur, who has been employed

Selwyn Penney, of Bangor, spent Sunday with his parents.

BaDgor the past year, has returned
home. Mrs. Wilbur will come a week

Bernard Small and Andy Partridge have
gone to the Cherry field fair.

9.

Spec.
FRANK UN ROAD.

F. S. Graves and

son

Charles

The children of the Sunday school were
recently-invited to the church grounds to
play games and enjoy a picnic supper in
the,vestry.
H.
Sept. 11.
_

WEST EDEN.

gusta

to

resume

A

Thorough

Cores that last
Doan’s

are cores

that ooont.

Kidney Pills make thorough

SEAL COVE.
Mra. A. T. Norwood baa gone to Bockland.

Capt. George Nickerson and family, of
Hampden, are visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Mabel Bridges and two children, of
Ellsworth, are visiting Mrs. E. P. Lnnt.
Miss Marion Hodgdon, of Center, is in
charge of the pcatofBce in place of Miaa
Gladys Gray.
Miss Gladys and Grace Gray have
rented rooms at Boothwaat Harbor, and
will attend the fall term of the high

_

The following case is typical.
Ellsworth residents should

NORTH LAMOINE.
be

con-

Schools began last week. Miss Eunice
Coggins teaches in this precinct.

the

core

Lester Young will laava Tuesday for Waterville, to resume Us studies at Coburn
classical institute.

vinced.
The testimony is condrmed
lasted.

Master Paul Blaisdell who for some time
has been troubled with adenoids in his
throat, was operated upon Friday by Dr.
Hooper, of Waterville.
B.
Sept. 11.

Dr. R. L. Grindle gave an Acellent adon prohibition at Mountain Viewhall
grange
Saturday evening. Other
speakers were Rev. Mr. Walker, of Somesville, and Bloomfield Higgins, of Bar Harbor.

—

Proof like this cannot be ignored.
E. P. Lord, Ellsworth Falls, Me., says:
“Yon may add to the endorsement of
Doan’s Kidney Pills I gave in 1908 that 1
still consider them the best medicine to be
had for kidney trouble. The core they
elected has been permanent, and I am always glad to make the tact known”.
(Statement given August 5,1911.)
On July 8,1908. Mr. Lord said: “I had
acute attacks of backache and they were
especially severe when I stooped oss lifted.
When having one of these spells three
years ago I decided to try Doan’s Kidney
Pills, and got a supply at Moore's Drug
Store. They corrected my trouble in a
remarkably short time, and after taking
them I enjoyed much better health. 1
have never beard of an instance where
Doan’s Kidney Pills have failed to prove

satisfactory."
For sale by all dealers. PriofrSO cents.
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole'ngents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
other.

Mis. George Roberts and daughters
Hasel, Helena and Jessie, of Dorchester,
Maas., are visiting Mia. Roberts’ sister,
school there.
Mrs. Henry Linaoott.
Mrs. Matilds Bamfll snd son Will, of
Alfred Frye, of Leicester, Maas., has
Joined his family here. Owing to the ill- Ipswich, Maas., who ha vs bean visiting
Mrs. Bamfll’s mother, Mrs. M. J. Ober,
ness of their youngest daughter, Marjorie,
they were unable to go to Prospect last have returned home.
week, as they had planned.
Miss Luella Brown, who is employed in
Y.
Sept. 11.
'_
customthe Bockland poatoffloe and

a

W. O. Oroutt was in Ellsworth Sunday
to meet his delighter, Mrs. Charles Soper,
ot Bar Harbor.
Schools opan Sept. 11, with the same
teachers as last spring, with the exception ol district S, whan Mias Celia Silsby
wUl teach.
Sept. U.
O.
_

NORTH HANCOCK.

Myra Springer will leavi Tuesday tor
*
Oaatlne to attend school.

Csts

Hubbabd.

Don't use harsh physios.
The reaction
weakens the bowels, leads to chronic constipation. CJet Doan’s Begulets. They operate
easily, tone the stomach, cure constipation
—Adwt,

,

P. O. Silsby and wile and L. E. Crosby
and wife have returned from a short visit
at Bar Harbor.

use

Mrs. William Emery went to Bar Harbor Friday, returning with ME Emery

Saturday night.
Sept. 11.

Peter Sumner last

Howard Springer will leave to-day lor
Many requests from Catarrh sufferer* who Charleston to attend Higgins classical inatomisers have caused us to put up liquid stitute.
Cream Balm, a new and convenient form of
Elv's Cream Balm, the only remedy for CaMerle Googins, lies Joy and Hazel Buttarrh which can always be depended on. In
ler will attend the high echool in Ellspower to allay inflammation, to cleanse the
clogged air-passages, to promote free, natural worth this tail.
breathing, the two forme of Cream Balm are
alike. Liquid Cream Balm la sold by all drugJoseph Doyle end wile, of MUford,
for 75 cents, including spraying tube.
ailed by Ely Bros., 5S Warren Street, New Mess., ere visiting Mrs. Doyle’s parents,
York.
F. H. Stratton end wife.
Amok.
Sept. 11.

PARTRIDGE COVE.
R. R. McDonald and wife went to Bar
Harbor one day last week.
Jeeee Young and wife are spending
few days at the McFarland homestead.

itor at the home ol
week.

Before yon reach the Limit

___________

of physical endurance and while your condiPills.
tion is still curable, take Foley
Their quick action and positive results will
For backache, nervousness,
delight you.
rheumatism, and all kidney, bladder and
urinary troubles. For sal* by all druggists.

Hlvee. eczema, itch or salt rhenm sets you
crazy. Can't bear the touch of your clothing.
Doan’s Ointment cures the most obstinate
cases.
Why suffer? All druggists sell it.
—Adel.

Kidney

|

■

dress

Schools begin Monday. A fine annex
been added to the Town Hill
schoolhouse, making a very nice room for
tlto new school in which the seventh to
the eleventh grades will be placed. Mrs.
Lelia Tripp will
have charge of the
primary department.
M.
Sept. 11.

Tell

has

EDEN.

from

Spwell Nickerson has returned from Joe
Mary lake.
Emery Parsons, of Lewiston, was a vis-

|

hearty.

Philadelphia.

home

Test

cores.

no

in

#sugar ||
I

old-fashioned

delicacies that children love. It make9
them fat and keeps
them we Hand

teaching.

Mrs. Bessie T. Hamilton and children
Julia and Maurice, and Miss Helen
Crockett, who have spent the summer at
Mrs. B. _C. Thomas', have returned to

Bangor Sunday.
Edward CousinB is employed on Dr. C.
Granville Thurston, of Bar Harbor, was C. Morrison’s farm in Mariaville.
a guest at G. L. Stewart’s Sunday.
Harold Jellison, who is employed in
later.
Dannie Foss, of Boston, spent Sunday
Miss Effie McFarland, of Bar Harbor, is Bar Harbor, was home Labor day.
T.
Sept. 4.
with his parents, A. B. Foss and wife.
the guest of her Bister, Mrs. G. L. Stewart.
Mrs. Martha Leland, formerly of this
W. H. Phillips and wife have gone to
EAST FRANKLIN.
Miss Tillie Martin, of Bar Harbor, vis- place, was in town a few days last week.
fair. Mr. Phillips will act
the
Cherrytield
Mrs. G. W. Madison is visiting her
ited her mother, Mrs. Matilda Martin, over
Mrs. Alonzo HigginB, who has been in
Mrs. Diemma G. Hodgkins died Sept. 6, nephew, Ray Dwelley, at Cranberry Isles. as one of the judges.
Sunday.
town the past week, has returned to Inat the age of eighty-six years,
seven
Merchant lost his barn by fire
Everett
Rev. G. Mayo has returned from his vaAndrew Martin, or Bar Harbor, is at the dian Point.
Children and matches are
cation, and preached in the Free Baptist Friday night.
old homestead spending bis vacation
Mrs. Jobn Mitchell and daughter Doris,
the cause reported.
church Sunday afternoon.
with his mother and brother.
who has been visiting her tpother, Mrs.
who has been employed
Partridge,
Ray
Miss Hazel Blaisdell, who was graduated
MrB. Helen Morgan, ol Woodbury, N. O. B. Leland, have returned to her home
William Gallison, has returned to his
from Franklin high school last June, is by
and Mrs. E. N. Foss, ot Hancock, were in Northeast Harbor.
and will attend the J.,
at
home
Hancock,
teaching in the Tracey district.
the guests of Mrs. Wallace Foss last week.
The Eden Larkin club met with Mrs.
Sullivan high school.
Many of the girls from here who have
Mrs. John Oliver and daughter Ethel, ot Edward Cousins Sept. 5. After business
Friends of Howard Hodgkins symbeen doing table work at Northeast HarHolden, visited her siBter Mrs. J. W. Mc- a pleasant hour was spent. Refreshments
One That Will Convince the bor the past summer are home.
pathize with him in the death of his
and her brother, D. M. McFarland, were served. Mrs. Cousins is a delightful
Nahum Hodgkins. Her Kay,
Mrs.
mother,
hostess.
School is again in session, with Miss
at Washington Junction, last week.
Most Skeptical Ellsworth
health had been poor for some time, and
V.
Marcia Gordon, of Franklin, and Miss
Sept. 8.
M.
Sept.
was
her death
not unexpected.
11._
Reader.
Floris Clark, of Sullivan, as teachers.
E.
Sept. 11.
NORTH DEER ISLE.
AMHERST.

C. D. Dennett and wife, who'have been
boarding at F. T. Hodgkins’, returned to
their home in Bangor in their automobile
last Tuesday.
Mrs. Hatch and daughter
Helen, who have been tenting at the
chore, returned to their home in Bangor
with them.

are

Miss H. A. Thomas has returned to Au-

_

were

I

Flour

EWil am

Bread mad. from William
Tell Flour Is extra fine and
sxtra nutritious.
Milled from selected Ohio

Wheat—by our
special process—it is

Red Winter
jwn

richest

In

bread-making

qualities.

Goes farthest, too. More
loaves to the barrel. Order
'I3'

today.

WHITCOMH, HAVJil>
Kl iworih frallt

-V

|

ij
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Catarrh Sufferers

Know About Hyoniel,
Parcher s Itlsk.
Nearly every reader of the Ellsworth American has read about litOil EL but many of them continue w
suffer from catarrh just because they
do not exactly understand just what
HYOM El is.'
To these sufferers G. A. Parcher
says you don't have to-know anything
R. B. Staple* is home lor a short visit.
about 11YOMEI
except that you
F. E. Gray has sold his boat to U. C. breathe it and that it does not contain
cocaine or opium or any harmful drug.
Hardy, Jr.
You can find out all about HYOM hi
Capt. F. Collins Powers is here in his
without
taking any chances whatever.
yacht, bound lor New York.
Just get an outfit to-day, read the
Capt. F. A. Haskell, in the schooner simple instructions, give it a fair trial,
Susan N. Pickering, ia at home waiting and then if you are not willing to say
If

You

Don’t

Try It

at G. A.

that it is the best remedy for catarrh
have ever used, G. A. Parcher wui
Elwyn Hardy last Thursday you
return your money.
gladly
morning, while climbing a barbed-wire
A complete TTYOMEI outfit costs
tence, tore a deep gash ia hit leg, and ia but $1.00. Extra bottles 50 cents.
orders.

Master

confined to the houee.

Capt. Delmont Torrey ia home in the
schooner L. T. Whitmore. Capt. Torrey
is ill, baring been confined to his bed, but
is better now.
H.
Sept. 11.
___

BASS HARBOR.
Mr*. George Billing* and C. B. Stanley
epent last week in Bar Harbor.
W. C. Town and wile hare moved Into
Mrs. Bnmlord’s cottage lor the winter.
a

It cleanses, soothes.

Mrs. Mina Dyer, ol Cornish, is spending
lew weeks at her old home here.

Miss Edna Benson, a nurse at the Worcester, (Maas.) hospital, ia home on a
vacation.
Work is progressing rapidly on Qny PatFOLEY’S HONEY AND TAB COMPOUND
Still retains its high place as the best household remedy for all congbs and colds, either
for children or grown persons. Prevent* serious results from a cold. Take only the
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar Compound,
and refuse substitutes. Sold by all druggists.

1

Cream Balm for use in atomizers u »“•
Elv Brothers. 66 Warren Street, bew

j

TioUXTY

NEWS.

BLUE HILL.
Bettel hna gone to Deer
MiM Mildred
Isle to teach.
A. Orindle has returned to
Mia9 Jennie
jjMtport to teaoh.
after spending
Charles Tucker ie home,
weeks in Boeton.

t lew

E. Orindle was the guest of
Mi99 Jennie
A. Orindle last week.
J,;)9 Jennie
of Colchester,
Mi99 Lillian Harmon,
in town for a short stay.
i«
Conn.,
wife are receiving conM. K. Olds and
on the birth of a daughter.

gratulations

bis vacation
Harold Morse ie spending
A. Morse and
with Ins parents, George

wjfe-

|

and Ward Ralph spent
Isaac, William
with their parents, Oeorge Ralph
ta9t week
and wife.
%
of Boeton, is the
Henry A. Saunders,
of bis mother, Mrs. Mary E.

guest

gaunders.
Miss Annie L. Clough has returned to
the summer at
Hew York, after spending

“Halycon lodge”.

Miss Pearson has closed her cottage,
•‘Bowen Trees,” and left for tAc home in
Brookline, Maas.

i

Abram A Kane will give a “national
ball” in town hall Sept. 18. A prize will
be given for the best ooetnme.
Misses Lizzie and Lonlsa McIntyre left
last week for Everett and Cliftondale,
Mass-, where they are employed as
teachers.
Mrs. F. A. Merrill, Miss Ruth Merrill
and Arnold Merrill have returned to their
home in Dorcbester, Mass., after spending
the summer here.
Misses Charlotte, Isabel and Grace
have returned to their home in
>’ew Haven, Conn., after spending the
agminer at their home at Parker point.

Parker

Mrs. Maria T. Groaa

announces

the

en-

gagement of her daughter Belvidera
Maria, of Cambridge, Male., to Dr. Oliver
Kendall Durgln, of Winnebago, Minn.
Misses Marjorie and Clara McIntyre
have returned home from Seal Harbor,
where they have been for the summer.
They will attend the normal school at
Castine this faU.

H. H. McIntyre waa badly burned last
Mr. McIntyre waa melting
Thursday.
In trying to
some fat and it caught fire.
put it out, an explosion occurred, the hot
fat striking him on the taoe and arms.
H.
Sept. 9.
NORTH BLUEHI1X.
Miss Hazel L9ach ia visiting her brother
Orrin in Bangor.
Miss Eunice Dnnbar left to-day to teach

Morgan’s bay.
Jay Saunders and Marion Dunbar are
threshing in this vicinity.
W«Iter Cummings, of Ssrgentville, visat

ited JrriB Grindle last

week.

Jesse Stinson, of Stonington, has moved
Melvin Hntchins house.

into the

Mrs. Ida Clayter Page, of Camden, ia
spending the week at Edgewood.
Mrs. Cora Hill, of West boro, Mass., ia
visiting her mother, Mrs. Abbie Cushing.
P. and CarroU Dunbar are visiting friends in Proapeet and Winterport.
Miss Hazel Gillie baa returned from
South HrooksviUe, where she hae been emMrs. D.

ployed.
A.

T. Gillia and A. E. Weacott have imthe look* of their bouses by adding

united end open

to-daf, with Mias Verm
teacher.
Mre. Charles Alley and little
daughter
of
DEER ISLE.
Doris,
Prospect, visited Mrs. Alley's
Mrs.
A fine piece of State road is Jolt being
lister,
Unwood Leach, last week.
\ Mr*- A. B. Leach and son Earle left Sat- finished np by Road Commissioner Powers.
urday for Providence, R. I., for a few
Hoyt Foster will go to Jonesport this
weeks’ stay with her
sister, Mrs. Frank week ss principal of the high school tor
Mills.
his third year.
Sept. 11.
Harborview chapter, O. E. 8., will hold
its first stated meeting for the fall WedSURRY.
nesday evening.
Helen Clark is home from Bernard.
Mrs. H. W. Small left for Kent’s Hill
Leslie Witbee is visiting his brother and
Monday to aoeompany her daughter, who
sister in North Surry.
is a student there.
Mr. Stone, who has been at Mrs. h. J.
Miss Breta Haskell left Saturday for
Allen’s, has returned home.
Winter Harbor, to resume her work as
Mn. Angie Jewett has gone to
Augusta principal of the grammar school.
for a short visit.
Edith Merle Small left Monday for
Mn. Kate Horton and three
children, of Kent’s Hill seminary, to take a year’s
Bar Harbor, who have been at the home course in advanoed work and music.
of her father a few days, have returned
Austin Joyce, of Atlantic, has been the
home.
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Small. Mr. Joyce
The annual gnnge picnic was held at will return to Rhode Island as professor
Will Davis’ shom,Patten’s pond,
Saturday. in a school there.
Owing to the unsettled weather, there
Harold Greenlaw, who has spent bis
wen only a few in attendance.
vacation with relatives here, has returned
Archie Qnnt, who has spent several to Boston, where he resumes his work in
weeks with his mother, Mn. John Jelli- the telephone office.
eon, has returned to his work in WhitMost of the summer people, except a few
insviUe, Maas.
cottagers, have left for their homes. This
9ept. 11.
Anok.
has been a fairly prosperous year for the
hotel keepers of this town.
EAST SURRY.
John N. Ames, a veteran of the Civil
Mrs. Rose Steele, of Bluehill, is visiting
died Sunday, Aug. Sf7, at his home at
in this town, which was her home for war,
*
Mountalnvllle, aged seventy-eight years
yean.
He was a native of Bucluport, one of a
Mrs. Emily Pond and son
Harry, and family of eleven children. He learned the
Mrs. Lou Pond, of Dexter, are at one of trade of house
carpenter, working at it in
B. J. Treworgy’a cottages.
Maine and Massachusetts. After the Civil
Percy L. Sinclair wife and two tons war, he united with the Church of Latter
have returned to their home at Auburn, Day Saints, and was an elder in that deafter two weeks with Mr. Sinclair’s par- nomination. He leaves a widow and two
brothers—Isaiah B., of Dennisport, Maas.,
ents, Oapt. H. A Sinclair and wife.
Susie W. and Anna D. Stinson are visit- and George U., of Brockton, Mass.
Rex.
Sept. 11.
ing their father,
Stinson.
Miss
Philip

has been teaching at Aabury
Susie,
Park, N. J., several years, will enter
Columbia college, New York, this fall.
Miss Anna it a graduate nurse.
C.
Sept. 10.
who

WEST SURRY.
I. E. Lufkin is building a piazza on his
house, which will be a great improvement.
Rev. E. L. Sawyer and Mrs. J. A. Chatto
delivered an interesting lecture on prohibition at tbe chapel here Friday even-

ing.
Mrs. Hollis Willins left to-day for Lynn,
Mass., to visit her brother and sister, accompanied by her mother, Mrs. Lizzie
Trundy, of Orland.

goests of Mrs. Eagene W. Tharlow.
J. Martin Hayes, a former resident of
this place, now of Hew York, is in town.
John L. Goes and family leave this week
for their winter home in Dorchester, Mass.

George Harmon, of Southwest Harbor,
is a guest at J. C. Harmon’s, who is quite
ill.

_

HULL’S COVE.

W. T. Chandler and wife
port last week.

ance

were

in Bucks-

Mrs. Cora White, of Larrabee, is visiting
her sister, Mrs. S. L. Leland.
Miss

Georgia

spending

few

a

Pierce

The four-masted schooner Alioe Holbrook is loading stone at J. L. Goss’ quarry at Crotch island.

gone to her home

Marvin Salisbury
where

lecture at the Methodist church Sun-

day evening.

Mrs. Georgia McGuire, who has spent
Hamor, of Bangor, is
days with Mias Ella the summer with her parents here, has

Hamor.
be

has

Boston
with S. S.

has gone to

employment

& Co.

Chauncey Pieroe will leave to-day for
Porto Rico, where be has employment as a
teacher.
Sept. 11.

W.
_

v:

in New York.

Edith Silver, who have
spent their vacation at Hallowell, have returned for the opening of the high school.
Vernon

and

Mr. and Mra. Jardine, of New York, are
Hotel Stonington. Mr. Jardine takes
the place of J. P. Plunkett at the settle-

at

ment

quarry.

Bept. 11.

BEECH HILL.

Nihil.
_

CRANBERRY ISLES.
Miss Nellie Richardson, of Trenton, is
J. H. Pressey is at Dark Harbor as nurse.
visiting relatives here.
Miss Glayds Mayo is the guest of Lewis
Harry Latty, of Seal Cove, was a guest at
and wife.
Frank Lawrle and wife, of Eaetbrook, E. D. Richardson’s Monday and Tuesday. Ladd
Charles Trusseil and wife are guests of
Ruth Lanpher, who has 4=n in the Bar
spent'last week With Mrs. Lawrie’s paHarbor hospital the past month, came Mrs. Wilford Trusseil.
rents, A. P. Soper and wife.
much improved in health.
Miss Lena Wedge will attend the high
Mrs. Jennie Stover, of Hopedale, Maas., home Sunday,
and Mias Sarah Webster, of Nashua, N. H.,
Miss Flora Richardson went to the Port- school at Southwest Harbor.
land hospital Tuesday to undergo an
visited friends here recently.
Gil bert A. Rice, of Boston, has been visfor appendicitis. All hope tor iting relatives here the past two weeks.
Ivory Frazier and*wife, of Ellsworth, operation
her speedy recovery.
Edward Brewer, wife and daughter
receutly spent a few days with Mrs. FraH.
Sept. 7.
zier’s uncle, Charles Dahlqnist.
Alma returned home to Holbrook Thursday.
Miss Alice Wescott, of the MassachuGOTT’S ISLAND.
The Mieses Fobes, who have spent the
setts general hospital, is spending her vasummer people who have occupied
The
summer with Millard Spurling and wife,
cation with C. F. Wescott and wife.
have left lor their
Farm
Old
cottage
Dreturned to their home Friday.
Sept. 11.
homes in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Schools began Tuesday, Sept. 12. Misa
who
R.
MVs. Graham, of Pawtucket,
I.,
EAST BLUEHILL.
Carrie Urant teaches the grammar grade
a
short
has been at the “Crimson” tor
and Mrs. Fred Birlem the primary.
Miss Ethel Wight left Sunday for
stay, left for home Friday.
Waltham, Mass.
Capt. Fred Birlem returned from BockMUses Emily and Nellie Speringg who
land in the yacht Lorina Friday, and will
Earle Conary went to Kockland Saturhave been at Petit Plaisants, left Friday haul her
up at Islesford for the winter.
day to attend school.
for their home in Philadelphia, Pa.
Mrs. Charles Cook,, with young son, of
Miss Beulah Grindle came home from
of
Colchester,
Miss Lillian Harmon,
Berwick, who has been visiting her sister,
Vinalhaven last week.
Conn., who has been boarding at the Hill- Mrs. Edna Spurling, is at Southwest HarHarold Vinal, of Boston, is the guest of
her
on
side, left Friday, intending to visit
bor this week.
A. J. Grindle and family.
way home.
Malcolm Donald, of Mattapan, Mass.,
for
Chips.
Mrs. George Hosaey left Saturday
Sept. 8.
returned home Sunday. His family will
her home in Providence, U. I.
join him a week later, after a pleasant
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Mrs. Barron Haltkenny, of Boston, is
summer at the Moorfleld Storey cottage.
Clara L. Day has gone to Trenton to
visiting her mother, Mrs. Richard Grindle.
Mrs. Rowe and two daughters, and
Horace Weacott and wife, of Bangor,
spent a few days last week with their parentB here.

_

Mias Beulah Grindle and Walter K. Carter are attending the academy at Bluehill.

teach.

Mrs. G. Herrick, who visited friends in
in Sargentville last 4ceek, is home.
live
will
Hatchings
Evelyn
Mrs. Georgie Conary, of Bucksport, is
Bluehill while her daughter Dora attends
the academy there.
visiting her mother, Mrs. Sarah Eaton.
C.
Sept. 9. __
The grammar and primary schools are
Mrs.

NORTH ORLAND.
Mrs. Nancy Dodge is visiting at W. P.

Clean

Up

Your
Stomach

Dodge’s.

Alvertle Gray and wife went to Veazie
Saturday, for a few days.
Alton Houston, of Dedham, visited his
sister, Mrs. Bertha Johnson, last week.
BSept. 11. _And Gas, Sourness, Dizziness, Headaches and Bad Dreams Will Go.
If you really want a clean, sweet,
pure stomach, free from gas, sourness
aiicl distress, go to G. A. Parcher’s today and get a BO-ceut box of MI-O-NA

Stomach Tablets.

Take these little tablets according to
and If at the end of a week
you are not brighter, stronger and

direction,

more vigorous, just say
your money back.

so

and

get

For heaviness after eating,
tion, heartburn and that distressed
feeling, MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets
eructa-

will give relief in five minutes.
Large box of MI-O-NA STOMACH
TABLETS, BO cents at G. A. Parcher’s
and druggists everywhere.

BUCKSPORT.
Mrs. T. J. Perkins died Friday aftera
noon after a long illness, the effects of
shock, aged sixty years. Besides her husCharles
band she leaves four brothers
W., Richard E., John and Ernest CarpenMrs. Helen Stone,
ter, and two sisters
and MiBS Mary E. Carpenter, of Orland.

Bird

Neighbor*.

Under this head (he Amuicait will from
lime to time print short articles relating to
hlvds, and especially their relation to agricultural Interests. Most of these articles will be
reprinted from leaflets issued by the bureau of
biological survey, department of agriculture,
or by the National Association of Audubon
societies, and will be authoritative. They
hill be of interest not only to bird lovers, but
of educational value to farmers, to whom the
protection of many species of birds is of the

greatest importance.
The American Sparrow Hawk.
fBy William Dutcher, Chairman National
Committee of Audubon Societies.]
DBSCaiPTZOM.

Adult

Male—General aspect above bright
rufous; top of head bluish slate with rufous
crown patch, which varies very greatly in
size in different individuals; a series of large
black patches commences under eyes and extends to back of neck; back barred with
black, in some birds profusely, others very
slightly; sub-terminal broad band of black on
tail, followed by white tip; outer feathers of
tail and sometimes others marked with black
and white, showing conspicuously from below;

wing, upper part bluish, more or less spotted
or barred with
black, long quill feathers
blMk, liner web berred with white, ehowing conspicuously from underneath; under
parts varying from almost white to deep buff
more or less spotted with black on sides and
belly; throat white.
Adult Femais—General

appearance above

rufous, very heavily barred with black: head
like that of male, showing similar individual
variation; wing, long quill feathers, black
spotted on upper surface with rufous,* but
showing silvery, barred with black, from below; underneath* whitish, heavily streaked
with brown, varying in shade from pale to
very dark.
The variation in. the pattern of plumage of
the sparrow hawks is very remarkable, making it extremely difficult to accurately describe the species.
In a large series of

specimens, hardly any two birds are exactly
alike in detail.
Immature— PIumage very similar to adults,
8TONINGTON.
the sexes being distinguishable as soon as the
Fred A. Torrey end wife ere on a trip young are able to fty.
in Boston and vicinity.
Size—Male, from end of bill to end of tail
varies from 8.76 to 10AO inches; the female is
Miss Christy Webb is employed at the
larger, varying from 9.60 to 12 inches.
central telephone office.
in a cavity of some kind; a hole in
Roy E. Fifleld and wife, of Bar Harbor, a tree, either natural or the work of some
are visiting friends here.
woodpecker, and, where trees are not available, a hole in a sandstone cliff or in a clay
Mr. and Mrs. Williams, of Islesboro, are

One morning last week at about 7
Miss Clara Hamblen has returned from
o'clock, a partridge, in trying to avoid a a visit with Mrs. George Marks at Frankhawk, Sew against R. S. Leach’s house, fort.
killing itself. The hawk perched on tbe
H. Patten,
W.
superintendent of
chimney. No t)rearms being at hand,
schools, is in town for the opening of the
the hawk escaped.
schools.
L.
Sept. 11.
Rev. A. B. McAllister gave a temper-

proved

iazzas.

COUNTY NEWS.

Harding, of SargentvUle,

bank.

Eggs—Usually from three to five, which vary
in color from clear white to buff or cream;
spotted, blotched,, marble, or sprinkled with
shades of walnu thrown, chestnut, cinnamon,
rufous and ochraceous in varying patterns.
“Scarcely two seta are alike.” (Bendire.)
Distribution—The sparrow hawk is found in
all parts of North America, from Great Slave
lake southward to northern South America.
West of the Rocky mountains a
slightly
different species is recognized, known as the
desert sparrow hawk, and in lower California
is still another species, called St. Lucas
sparrow hawk. The actual difference between the three species is so very slight that
only the most expert and critical ornithologist can observe it; the layman can see no
difference in the plumages, and as the habits
of all are the same, and all deserve
protection,
consideration as separate subspecies is not
necessary at thia time.

hawk, and refrain bom killing it, for yon
may thus span a valuable bird, belonging to a species that daring every twelve
months renders sendee to the ngrioaltasal
industry of the country that is far bsyond
computation, bat if measured in dollars
and cents would reach to very high figures.
This appeal for protection of the
sparrow hawks, and the statements as to
their value, would be worthless if they
cculd not be supported by tacts.
In the exhaustive report on this spectra
made in UH by Dr. A. K- Fisher, of the
United Btates department of agriculture,
will be found indisputable facts that prove
the absolute value of this hawk ae a grasshopper and rodent-destroyer, and, on the
other hand, will show how little harm It
does.
Three hundred and twenty stomachs
were examined, which had been oollected
in widely-separated parts of the country
and in all seasons of the year. In only
che stomach was found remains of a gamebird; (it also contained twenty-nine Insects). This fact shows that the sportsmen have no excuse for killing a sparrow
hawk, as it certainly does not mol set
game-birds. Fifty-three stomachs contained remains of other birds, tbs species
being one that lived on or very near the
ground. In almost every instance the
stomachs of these fifty-three hawks contained, in addition, insecta or rodents of
some kind.
Eighty-nine birds bad been eating mice
of some species, while twenty-four hawks
had been eating other mammals, reptiles
or batrachians.
Two hundred and fifteen
birds had been eating insects of various

SEAL HARBOR
Mima Lana and Ina Jordan and Winifred Driaooll are attending high school at
Bar Bar bar.
Mao. Card, of Hew York, has recently
pniofeaaed a bones tot on the Baa Cliff
drive, and work on a eottage will be
riarted as soon aa possible.
Prof. Smith
baa also purchased a boose lot on the opland road.'

hawk

being

much

given

to

reach any

Customer giving order for funeral wreath
tot» florist’s German assistant: “One
wraeth with large white streamers on
which, please, have “Rest easy" on sach
side, sad, if there is room, “We will meet
in heaven." “The result: “Rest easy on
sach side, and if there is room, we will
meet in baavea.”
1.

Legal Notices.
~

other form of food until either

subscribers. Shirley P. Graves, of Boston, in the state of Massachusetts, and
by the advancing season or other natural THE
Frank E. Blaisdell, of Franklin, Hancock
causes the grasshopper crop is so lessened
county, Maine, hereby give notice that they
i
that their hunger cannot be appeased have been duly appointed executors of the
without undue exertion. Then other
kinds of insects and other forms of life
contribute to their fare; and beetles,
spiders, mice, shrewB, small snakes, lizards, or even birds, may be required to
bring up the balance.
“In some places in the West and South,
telegraph poles, pass for miles through
treeless plains and savannas. For lack of
better perches, the sparrow hawks often
use these poles for resting places, from
which they make Bbort trips to pick up a
grasshopper or mouse, which they carry
back to their perch. At times when grasshoppers are abundant, such a line of poles
is pretty well occupied by these hawks.
In the vicinity of Washington, D. C., remarkable as it may appear to those
themselves
who have not interested
specially in the matter, it is the exception
not to And grashoppers or crickets in the
stomachs of the sparrow hawks, even when
killed daring the months of January and
February, unless the ground is covered
with snow. It is wonderful how the birds
can discover the half-concealed, semi-dormant insects, which in color so closely resemble the ground or dry grass. Whethei

hovering sidering.

_

Sollivan for interment. She leaves several brothers and slaters and many friends.
R*X.
Sept. 11.

ra

in the open, when it will drop to the
“In the spring, wben new ground or
ground with a not very rapid motion and meadow is broken by the plow, they often
seize its humble game of a grasshopper
become very tame if not molested. They
and fly back to a perch and eat it.
fly down, even alighting under the very
The pigeon hawk and sharp-shinned
horses for an instant, in their endeavor to
hawk make a few rapid wing-strokes and
capture an unearthed mouse or insect.”
then sail for some distance. The sparrow
hawk.hunts and. perches in open places,
COREA.
while the sharp-shinned hawk confines itMrs. Hattie Lufkin, who has spent the
self to the woods and thickets, perching
in a tree where it may be hidden. The summer here, has gone to Eastport to
Master Carl and Edward Schriftguieeer,
note of the sparrow hawk is “ATiUee, kiUee, teach.
of Massachusetts, who have spent the
The children of the Baptist Sunday
killee," which, once heard, will always
summer at their cottage, returned to their
serve to distinguish this species from the
school gave a temperance concert Sunday
home on Friday.
two others with which it may be con- evening, which was much enjoyed.
Sept. 11.
founded.
Miss Alma Stewart is home from Seal
SEDGWICK.
Another very excellent means of identi- Harbor, where Bhe has been employed.
Columbia chapter, O. E. 8., opened for fication of the sparrow hawk, if seen at or She will spend a short vacation at home
near its nesting site, is the location of the
the tall sessions Sept. 6.
and then go to Higgins classical Institute,
School commenced to-day; Miss Ethel nest; if it is in a hole of any kind it is al- Charleston. Miss Geneva Young will atmost sure to belong to a sparrow hawk, tend the same school.
Stover, of Bluehill, teacher.
while if it is a nest built of sticks and
8.
Sept. 11. __
Miss Trull, of Boston, who has spent
other material in the branches of a tree, it
several weeks with Mrs. R. W. Dodge, left
is equally sure to be the nest of a pigeon
“Why,” writes one of these propouaders
Saturday.
or sharp-shinned hawk.
As the pigeon of unanswerable questions, “does a girl
Miss Alice Cain has returned home from hawk is not often found
a man kisses
breeding within always shut her eyes when
Burnt island to attend high school at the
limits of the United Btates, the tree her?” Send us your photograph and perBrooklin.
nest, it found south of the Canadian bor- haps we can tell you the reason.
Capt. William Lane, of this village, der, will very likely be that of the sharpTeacher—Now, Willie, where did you
made a flying trip home last week, arriv- shinned hawk.
get that chewing-gum? I wantjthe truth.
These several
marks are Willie—You don’t want the truth, teacher,
ing Thursday night and leaving Friday

__Rooney.

The death of Hattie Donnell occurred

Sept. S at the Bar Harbor hospital, where
she had undacgooe a surgical operation.
She was formerly of Sollivan, bot for
more than twenty
years had made her
home with her brother, Orrin Donnell, of
this place.
The remains were taken to

Monci or rosootoiDM.
-ITT HEBE AM «*dl< M. bn. of Ella worth.
Hanoock Bounty, Mains, by bar mortTT
kinds, largely graaahoppers, crickets,
dead dated tba alf btb day of An fa at, a.
beetles, caterpillars, etc. A stomach of a
ittt, and record ad In Hanoock county
hawk collected at Dookport, N. Y., in ratlatry of daada In book 4M, page 861, conveyed to me. tba unde reigned, a certain lot or
August, contained thirty crickets; an- pei cel of land together with the buildings
thereon, eltuated in tbo said city of Ellsworth,
in
Dakota
oollected
other,
county, in the said county of Hancock, and bounded
Nebraska, in July, contained a gopher and ss follows, to wit: Beginning on the southof Washington street at the northfrom
Cedar erly sidecorner
thirty-eight insects; another,
of the homestead of Henry W.
easterly
county, Nebraska, in August, contained Cook, formerly, now of George Weecott;
thence easterly on said Washington street to
thirty-five grasshoppers, twenty-four land of John H. Leland; thence at right
cricketB, one drsgon-fiy and two spiders; angles southerly three rods; thence westerly
and parallel tn said Washington street to the
a West Virginia bird had eaten twentysaid Henry W. Cook or George Wescott’s
five grasshoppers, ten katydids and ten southeasterly corner; thence northerly on
said Cook's or Weecott's line to the place of
late
in
an
Alabama
Novembird,
crickets;
beginning, and containing eighteen square
ber, had eaten twenty-five grasshoppers, rods, mors or less.
Also another lot or parcel of land situated
and
two
while
'ancrickets
five
larvm;
on tbs southerly side of said
Washington
other, in February, had eaten a cotton rat. street and bounded and described as follows,
bounded on the north by said WashDr. Fisher summarises as follows: “The to wit: street:
on the east by the homestead of
ington
subject of the food of the hawk is one of James Hutchins; on the south by land of
John Jordan or unknown and on the west by a
great interest, ana, consiaerea in its private
way leading south from said Washeconomic bearings, is one that should be ington street to the Moseley house, so-called,
this lot herein conveyed being the Jewett lot,
hawk
is
The
studied.
sparrow
carefully
so-called, containing one-half an acre, more
almost exclusively insectivorous, except or lose.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
when insect food is difficult to obtain. In has
been broken, now therefore, by reason of
localities where grasshoppers and crickets the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
are abundant, theBe hawks congregate, ofA. C. Hagbbthy,
ten in moderate-sized flocks, and gorge
by R. E. Mason, his att'y.
Ellsworth, Maine, August 28,1911.
themselves continuously. Rarely do they

The sparrow hawk is
tjie smallest of the
North American hawks, and is also onr
most beautiful species, as well as being one
of the most beneficial. Its name is
singularly inappropriate, as it in no way resembles a sparrow in form or habits, nor does
it eat them to any serious extent. If i^
could be renamed at the present time, it
might very properly be called the grasshopper hawk, because it destroys such
enormous quantities of these destructive
insects. The only species that the sparrow
hawk can be confused with is the pigeon
hawk or the sharp-shinned hawk. While
it is always somewhat difficult to recognize some birds while flying, or even while
at rest, yet it may be done by a careful observer, and it should be done in the case of
the sparrow hawk because of its great
worth and entire lack of harmful qualities.
The large amount of chestnut color on
the back and tail of both sexes of the
they are attracted Dy a eager movement
sparrow hawk is a strong distinguishing or
distinguish the form of their prey as it
mark, the pigeon hawk and sharp-shinned sits
motionless, is difficult to prove, but
hawk being much darker. Below, the
in any case the acuteness of their vision is
sparrow hawk presents a much lighter
of a character which we are unable to apeffect than ithe two other species, which
preciate.
are heavily barred or streaked underneath.
“Feeding on insects so exclusively as
The length o( the wings is another very
it is to be presumed that they
marked point ol difference in the sparrow they do,
destroy a consderable number of beneWhen the sparrow
hawks.
hawk is
ficial kinds, as well as spiders, which they
perched with wings folded, they reach find in the same localities pts the grassnearly to the end of the tail, while the
hoppers. However, examination of their
wings of the sharp-shinned hawk fall far stomach contents shows the number to be
short of it.' The flight of these smal
so small, compared with that of the noxhawks differs quite materially, the sparious species, that it iB hardly worth conrow

One of the moat prosperous seasons Seal
ev*r knew Is nearing its dose.
Cottages are daily being vacated. The
Oienoove hotel will does Sept. lfi. Seaaide ian and Jordan Pond house will remain open Into October,

| Harbor

last will and testament and codicil of
SARAH J. BRAGDON, late of MT. DESERT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by thelerms of said will.
The said Shirley P. Graves being resident
without the State of Maine has appointed A.
H. Lynam, of Eden, Hancock county, State of
Maiqe, whose address is Bar Harbor, Maine,
his agent for all purposes specified in revised
statutes of Maine, chap. 66, see. 48.
All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
August 32, 1911.
Shiblby P. Graves,
Blaisdell.

Feank^E.

Notice of First Meeting.
In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
1
J. Harvey Hammond,
No' *»***•
)

Bankrupt,

JIn 2Jn

To the creditors of J. Harvey Hammond, of
Gouldsboro, in the county of Hancock and
district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
•VrOTICE is hereby given that on the 2nd
dfty of Sept. a. d. 1911, the said
J. Harvey Hammond was duly adjudicated
bankrupt; and that the first meeting of his
creditors will be held at my office, in
Ellsworth, Me., on the 20th day of Sept. a. d.
1911, at two o’clock in the afternoon, at which
time the
said
creditors
attend,,
may
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt, and transact such other business as may properly come before said meetins.
William E. Whiting.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Dated Ellsworth, Me., Sept. 6,1911.
Notice of First Mooting.
In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
) r_
To the creditors of Chas. P. Lunt, of Trein
the
of
Han"tnont,
county
cock and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 2nd
day of Sept. a. d. 1911, the said
Chas.
P.
Lunt
was
duly
adjudicated
bankrupt: and that the first meeting of his
creditors will be held at my office, in Ellsworth, Me., on the 20th day of Sept. a. d. 1911,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at which time
the said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt and transact such other business as may
properly come before said meeting.
William E. Whiting,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Dated Ellsworth, Me.. Sept. 7,1911.

NOTICE

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Addie F.
of

Pierce,
Sedgwick,
Hancock county, State of Maine, by
WHEREAS
her mortgage deed dated March fourth, 1910,

recorded in the Hancock registry of deeds,
book 481, page 268, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot of real estate situated in
said Sedgwick, and bounded and described as
follows: Being the same fully described in
said mortgage deed, to which reference is
hereby made; and whereas the condition of
said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortOiua Alexander.
gage.
Castine, Me., August 24,1911.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
FRANK W. FRIEND, late of 8EDGWJOK,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all Indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imBlanche A. Friend.
mediately.
Sedgwick, Mb., Aug. 28,1911.

THE

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
MARY LYMBURNER, late of BROOKS-

THE

VILLE,
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same

in

distinguishing
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
given with the earnest hope that farmers, an’ I’d rather tell a lie. How dare you say requested to make payment immediately.
Holistbr Lymburnbr.
The boys and girls of the Baptist Sun- Bportsmen and others who, in the past, I don’t w ant the truth I Tell me at once
North Brooksville, Aug. 25,1911.
movehave killed all hawks, will in the future where you got that chewing-gum. Willie
observed
the
school
prohibition
day
subscriber hereby gives notice that
ment by marching into church Sunday spare the sparrow hawk, owing to its —Under your desk.
he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
When in
morning and evening, wearing their “Vote great value to agriculture.
trator of the estate of
doubt regarding the identity of a small
As usually treated, a sprained ankle will No” buttons and carrying banners.
Digestion and Assimilation.
LEWIS A. SUMNER, late of AMHERST,
It is not the quantity of food taken but in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
hawk, give the benefit of the doubt to the
disable a man for three orTtour weeks, but
Bept. 11.H.
and
that
assimilated
the amount digested
Liniment
given bonds as the law directs. All perby applying Chamberlain’s
demands against the estate
“1 have a world of confidence in Cham- gives strength and vitality to the system. sons having
received
FOLKS KIDNEY PILLS
soon as the injury is
as
of said deceased are desired to present
freely
1 have used it Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver TabletB the same for
with each Will reach your Individual case if you have berlain’s Cough Remedy, for
settlement, and all indebted
enand
liver
aDd
stomach
the
and observing the directions
invigorate
thereto are requested to make payment imform of kidney and bladder trouble or with perfect success,” writes Mrs. M. I.
in from two any
able them to perform their functions mediately.
Geo. B. Sumner,
»
bottle, a cure can be effected
urinary irregularities. Try them. For sale Basford, Poolesville, Md. For Bale by
all dealers.
naturally. For sale by all dealers.
Aug. 29, 1911.
by all druggists.
to four days. For sale by all dealers.
—

afternoon.

—

I

SMmtfsrausta.

tha grades la tha lower room In tha high
school bonding, and Mlaa Bernice Gray,
of Brooks rills, at Haven; Mlaa Hattie
Maunder*, of Brook trill*, at Naaksag;
Mia* Lana Cousins, at North Brooklln.

COUNTY NEWS.
WEST TBRMONT.
Theresa Lunt spent Friday sad Batarday
at Manset.

ROYAL

Mia. M. L. Oix Is visiting bat brotbar,
George W. Loot.
Hn. Zulme d. Clark Is visiting bar
daughter. Mrs. L. W. RamIU.
Fred Laity, who baa been visiting bis
grandparents, bss ratornad to Bockland

POWDER
BAKING
Absolutely Puro

to

The only Baking Powder made

from Royal Crape Cream ofTartar

Edna 3. Lent and brotbar Rodney, of
who bare spent their vacation
here and at Manaet, ratornad boas Son-

NO ALUM, NO LIMB PHOSPHATE

COUNTY NEWS.
HANCOCK POINT.
Jack Ropes has returned to Bangor.
Dudley Baldwin has returned to Boeton.
Miss Elizabeth Thelberg is visiting in
Bangor.
Mrs. E. Graves and son have returned to
Hancock.
The Crocker house has closed for the
Besson.

C
Mrs. Aldrich has
Hill, Maas.

returned to Winter

Mrs. Atteshian returned to Boeton last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Mercer have returned
home.
Frank Hodgkins
Bangor Friday.

*

and wife

returned to

Mr. Clifford and family returned home
to Bangor Monday.
The Nicholses are building a tennis court
at their cottage.
Mrs. Grace Baldwin returned from Bar
Harbor Wednesday.
Dr. and Mrs. Robinson returned to Ban-

Mr. Hammett, of Bangor, arrived at the
Bartlett cottage Thursday.
Miss Minnie Mager, of Bangor, arrived
the Point Thursday.
Mrs. Albert Haley and daughter
in Franklin.

are

vis-

iting

B. W. Blanchard and wife have returned
from a brief visit in Bangor.
Mrs. A. McFarland, of Livermore Fails,
arrived at her cottage Sunday.
Willard Phillips and wife left Monday
for a visit with friends in Cherryfleld.
Mr. and Mrs. Dugan have returned to
their heme in Princeton, N. J.

Miss Jean Kerr, Who ha* been visiting
Mrs. Allinson, returned home Monday.
Miss Lizzie Kleever and Miss Charlotte
Maxwell have returned to Saugerties, N.

V,
John Lathrop, wife and daughter Jane,
and Mrs. Schlessrager have returned to
New York.
Miss Kimball, who|has Bpent the sumat the Tarratine, returned to Salem,

mer

son

David

are

and

at Mrs. John Hale’s this

week.

gllrs. Carl Holmquist and daughter returned to their home in Albany, N. Y.,
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Irish, who have spent the
the Tarratine, have returned to

-Summer at

New York.
Miss Marion Moseley, who has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Haslam, baa returned
to Ellsworth Falls.

^HaertisrainttSc

FINE TONIC

FOR WOMEN.

I

Horace H. Allen lost

a

cently.
Roy Allen purchased
during the fair.

Harry Friend

valuable

a

horse

trotting

re-

horse

wife, of Etna, visited
their aunt, Mrs. David Allen, last week.
Harold Grindle, of Melrose, Mass., is
here to take charge of the canning factory.
R. G. Clapp and|family, who have been
with Mr. Clapp’s mother all summer, left
for Boston Monday.
Miss Blanche Staples left for Portland
Thursday to enter the children’s hospital
to be operated upon.
Mrs. It ben Mayo, of BiuehUl, was in
town one day last week calling on Mrs.
M. L. Swell, who has bean vary ill since
and

June.
Mrs. Owen

imr lost
MiflMVp IBB |flM |ooQBB|Mitd || IMS
at iv, Hf Ndr b» charged to Mfloot at tadievstina on the port of too
IndlvidaaL foal • little awn can la
mi.

maim

at dial and atUollfla to ztc*

olaritp at haMta will ebaago aoeb days
Into happy and profitable ooas. CHti
bead to Havre's first warnings of approaching trouble, kaap poor atcaueh
and digaattao right aad poor bowels
regular,—than everything will look
chaerfnl aad poor dap’a work will bo
tutor.
On the drat appears ore of add stowach, paoeea, headache v eonatlpatloa.
taka one or two taaspoonfnla of L. F.
Atwood's Medicine, and the fnnctlotis
will resame their normal activity, yon
will avoid the expense of aicknew, and
Get a bottle toearn poor nsnal pop.
day from poor dealer or write ns to
mall a free sample. The “I*. F.” MedIdna Co, Portland, Maine.

menace

in

the woods

1?

that to the real

Leroy Chatto la attending the academy sportsman the pleasure of the chase la
at Bluahill.
greatly marred. He doesn’t know as he
day.
Miss Ruth Kimball has returned to bar breasts tbe ridges or steals along among
have gone to work at the St. Croix hotel
Schools begin to-day. Tbs grammar Is
the small growths or treads the maxes of
school In Bangor.
in Calais for September.
again taught by Mlaa Sbsa, of Lisbon
tbe laurel swamps what moment he will
Mite Edith Eaton spent last weak with
Earland Hardison, who has been em- Falla, and the primary by Miss Barron, of
be bored through by a rifle bullet or
bar aunt la BlnahiU.
ployed at the Tarratine, has returned to Ellsworth.
lacerated with shot.
Franklin.
Mist
Lilia
to
of
Melntyrs,
Bloehill,
Nelson Thurston and family have gone
“It has got to.that guides are reluctant to
Madame Mottet, who has spent a month to thalr borne In Bangor, altar tba sum- teaching at district No. 8.
go out Into the woods with parties on acCamMrs. C. L. Baboon la visiting her daugh- count of the uncertainty of life in them
at the Tarratine, has returned to
mer bare.
Mlaa Josephine Thayor, of
bridge, Mass.
Portland, who baa been vial ling bar ter at North BrooksviH*.
daring the hunting season, In such uniE. F. Achorn has returned to Boston. grandmother, Mrs. Helen Thayor, reMiss Fidelia Dow has returned to bar versal evidence is the amateur hunter and
hie fool methods nowadays. There was
Mrs. Achorn is visiting her sister, Mrs. turned with them on bar way t9 Portland. horn* la North Brookavtlle.
faeetloosneea but at the same time a sugC. D. Lounder, for a few days.
The community was shocked by the I Ronald Gower left
Monday for Hebron,
gestion of serlouenees in the reply an
sudden death ol Capt. Willard B. Nor- 1 where he will attend school.
Mr. Fiske and family, who have been
Adirondack guide made last season to an
at the home ot bla eon-in-law,
Mr*. Augusta Tatntor has returned to
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Koas, returned wood, sr.,
inquiry as to what luck the party he had
Edwin Lopaus, Wednesday, Sept. 6.
His her home in
to Exeter, N. H., Thursday.
Clinton, Conn. •
been induced to take out one day had had.
wife was at Northeast Harbor with her
Mrs. Charles Mason, of Bridgeton, is
Mrs. Charles C. Knowlton and Miss daughter Annie, and Mrs.
‘Not. very good,’ aaid he, ‘but 1 had
Lopaus had
Jessie Morang, of Ellsworth, were guests been called away to Holden to her sister visiting A. C. Dodge and wife.
fine luck. None of ’em shot me.’
of the MisseB Young last week.
John A. Bridge* and wifa have returned
“Twenty-three persons shot, live of them
Lucy, and the sad news nearly prostrated
fatally, is the reooid, I believe, of the fool
His son Willard was in to lheir home to Watertown, Maas.
Oscar Pearson has returned to Cam- the family.
The funeral was held
Arthur Grind!* and son, of Penobeoot, hunters who turned themselves loose in
bridge, Mass. He will go to Pbillipe- Bridgeport, Ct.
tbe Adlrondacks alone last year—a small
Rev. Royal Brown spent Sunday with Mrs. Clara Bowden.
Friday afternoon.
Exeter as assistant physical instructor.
of winging, perhaps, when we
officiated.. His family were all here
Misses Una Gray and Cur* Herrick percentage
Mrs. Ryder and daughter Loraine, Mrs.
except his son, who was detained, reach- have returned to their home* in Brooklin. ooneider the big army of the wingers that
Wilbur and Mias Libby Wilbnr, who have
invaded those woods, but quite enough.
ing here Saturday. Oapt. Norwood leaves
Miss Agnes Kane left last week for East Tbe small area of Sullivan
been employed at the Tarratine, have re- a
county itself
Mrs. Mildred
wife, three daughters
Northfleld, Mass., to sntar tbe seminary. yielded live to the gunners who shoot
turned to Franklin.
Lopaus, of this place; Mrs. Lucy Burrill,
Miss Jennie E. Orindal has been the whenever they see anything move. As
David Hale, who haa spent the past of Holden; Mrs. Annie Ober, ot Northof Miss Jennie A. Grindle in Blue- near as can be estimated from tbe returns
week with his grandmother, Mrs. John east Harbor, and one son
Willard, of guest
hlll.
collected for last season the amateur
Hale, returned to Boston Tuesday. He Seal Cove; also a brother—Oapt. Thomas
Lawrence Baton and Ralph Harding are hunters throughout the country begged
Norwood, ot South west Harbor, and a halfwill attend Phillips-Andover this tall.
sister, Mrs. Maria Jordan, of Ellsworth.
attending the Maine Central institute at 301 persons, counting as persons those
Mrs. S. R. Smith, Miss Smith and Donfrom the ranks of those hunters who were
Pittsfield.
Tbxlma.
Sept. 11.
ald Smith, of Bangor, and Q. H. Southgate,
themselves winged. And yet, for they
Pitt
W
Den
forth
and
of
wife,
Melrose, learn
wife and son, of Chicago, who have spent
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
nothing by experience and example,
Maas., an spending a few weeks with
the past three weeks at the Crabtree cotThe swimming pool closes this week.
these bangers away at every leaf that stirs
Mn.
Gower.
Lydia
tage, returned to Bangor Friday.
will be on hand this season ss free-handed
Miss Agnes McKenney has gone to her
Mn. Bert L. Smith and Miaa Grace
as ever.
The ball game between Bar Harbor and home in Surry.
Wood left Monday for Usatlne to attend
“In no lnstanee is the killing or woundHancock Point, Friday, resulted in a vicThe fall term ot Gilman high school the normal achool.
ing of a person in the woods while hunttory for Bar Harbor; score, 8-1. The play- will begin Monday.
Parker
of
Hinckley,
Milton, Mas*., ing execusable or in anyway to be ooning of Gallison and Sheehan for Hanoock
Northeast Harbor defeated Seal Harbor ■pent part of last week with hia
pannts, doned unless it Is by accidental discharge
and Emery, of Bar Harbor, were the feaat baseball 11 to 8 at the athletic field Eben Hinckley and wife.
of a gun. And if men who go into the
tures.
Monday.
Mrs. E. F. Goaroy and son, and Mn. woods would but observa a very simple
The dance at town hall Monday night
Rev. N. B. Rogers and wife are attend- George W. Downing have ntnrned to rule tbs newspapers would never be called
was
attended by seventy couple.
Fred ing the Hancock
Baptist association at their borne in Brooklyn, N. Y.
upon to record tha killing or injury of a
Smith and partner, of Ellsworth, won the Blnehill.
1
8ep‘- U._BIX.
person by these accidental' mistaking* of
prize two-step, and Lewis Smith and parthim for game. That rule ir: ‘Never fir*
Edwin Tracy and Maynard Jordan have
ner, of Ellsworth, the prize waltz.
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
st anything presumably game until you
gone to Kent’s Hill to enter Maine WesSpec.
Sept. 11.
School
began
Monday, Miss Elisabeth can see enough of it to assure you beyond
leyan seminary.
Grindle teacher.
all question that it is the object you supGordon H. Graves, who has been tutorBIRCH HARBOR.
Robert Darter, of Ellsworth, is visiting pose it to be and not a human being other
School opened Tuesday; Mias Laura ing here during the summer, will leave for
than yourself being anywhere within gunat Charles Ferrin’a.
New York Saturday.
Stinson, of Deer Isle, teacher.
Miee Alice Eaton and niece Olive arc in shot rang* is of the remotest kind.
Harold
Reed
has
to
gone
Houlton,
Miss Flossie Hancock has gone to Win“This is a very simple rule and easy to
Elleworth for a few daya.
ter Harbor to resume her studies in the where he will enter the senior class at
follow, and the wise and experienced
Ricker
Mn.
W.
classical
institute.
C.
Conary and son spent the hunter will never fail to observe it strictly,
high school.
Charles E. Phillips, who has been work- past week at “The Willows”.
although he may have every reason to beWednesday evening there was a pretty
Mn. L. H. Sibley has returned from lieve that not another soul is in the wood*
ing at Kimball’s grocery store, left last
« edding at the home of B. F. Cowperthweek for Caribou, where be will teach.
Portland, w hen she has been for a few within miles of him. Forty years ago 1
waite and wife, when their daughter
Miss Rachel Manchester
will leave weeks.
got my lesson under that rule. 1 was huntQneenie became the wife of Frank WorWilliam Trask and family, of Baaa Har- ing in Maine. My companion was Nat
cester, of Harrington. The couple entered Thursday for Norton, Mass., where she
will enter the senior class at Wheaton bor, spent a few days last week at K. B. Moore, one of the most famous of the St.
the parlor to the strains of a
wedding
John river guides. We were after moose.
Eaton’s.
march played by Miss Flossie Hancock, seminary.
and took their places under an arch of
Mn. Harriet Cushing ntnrned to Au- We had stopped on the edge of a thick
The season is rapidly nearing its close.
as we sat there we
evergreens and sweet peas.
They were Many of the cottages have already closed, burn Thursday, after spending a few days spruoe swamp and
beard the sound of something coming
attended by Miss Qeorgie Worcester, sister and guests are daily departing. The hotels with relatives hen.
of the groom, and Everett Harvey, of Bar will close next week.
tearing through the bushes.
Mn. Ward and son, and the Bowens
“We listened to the sound. The guide
Harbor, a friend of the couple. The bride
Miss Alioe Lyons has charge of the tele- ntnrned to their homes in Boston Sept. 8,
was daintily gowned in white silk, and
whispered that it was being made by
phone exchange at Beal Harbor this week. after the summer at the Duffy house.
either a moose, a bear or a caribou, he
carried a shower bouquet of white sweet
Her place as night operator here ia being
Bert Henrikeon came from Vinalhaven, wasn’t sure
which, and we awaited it*
peas. Rev. E. S. Drew officiated, using taken
by Miss Dorothy Parker.
when he haa had employment the past
the single ring service. After congratulaspproach, our riflas ready and I so eager
Paul Harris, who has been employed at year, to visit his father and mother and that
tions delicious refreshments were served.
my heart thumped so I could hear it.
the Ht. Desert nurseries during the sum- attend the fair.
The bride received many pretty and usePresently w* saw the bushes moving with
11.
left Sunday for Pittsfield, where he
Sept.
H.
the approach of the creature and heard
ful presents.
Mrs. Worcester is one of mer,
will enter Maine Central institute.
the dead sticks breaking under its feet.
our popular young
ladies, and will be
NORTH BROOKUN.
Sept. 11. _Koto Lkab.
We oouldn’t get even a glimpse of it, and
Mr.
Worcester is a
greatly missed.
School begin* to-day at No. 8, taught by as it
paused a moment iu the brush within
BROOKSVILLE.
graduate of Bar Harbor high school, class
Miaa Lena Cousins, of Naskeag.
easy gunshot 1 became afraid that it had
of 1911, and plans to go to college next
F. M. Billings bu been ill the put
Floyd Hamilton will not be able to be- winded us and would be tearing away
year to fit himself for the ministry. He
sreek.
gin achool to-day at No. 7, on account of a back into the swamp and we would lose
has made many friends here, whose
good
Miss Marie Gott is working at F. H. very bad arm.
the prise, so I raised my rifle to fire st the
wishes follow him. They left Thursday
Billings’.
The Miases Staples, granddaughters of spot where the expected game had
for Harrington en route for Wesley, where
Mrs. Sarah Moore, of Surry, is working Abel Staples and wife, have returned to stopped, but Nat Moore restrained me.
he is engaged to teach.
for Sylvester Limeburner.
‘It's s bear,' he whispered, ‘but don’t
Massachusetts.
C.
Sept. 11.
Miss Beatrice Roberts leaves to-day for
C. E. Lovering and family, who have ever shoot till you see the nose or the ease
or the feet or something or other of an aniPortland to attend school.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
spent the summer with Mrs. Lorering’s

Mrs. Malcolm Allen has gone to Bangor.
She will teach near Bangor this fall.

Br ttkiMMi btnd Wmm.

nar^

SOUTH BROOKBVILLE.
The canning factory ie to
tions Bept. 30.

and

and

Mrs.
children,
Georgia Alynard, and children, all of
Rockland, are with Mrs. William Cloaaon
lor a shoes stay.

Mr. Gott and daughter, of Milo, are the
guests of their cousin, Charles Young.
School in district No. 3 opened Monday,
Sept. 11, taught by Mrs. Grace Condon, of
South Brooksville.
James L. Saunders, sr., of North Bluewas at J. B. Billings’ Sunday.
Miss
Villa returned home with him.

hill,

Miss Beulah Gray has returned to her
home in Cape Hozier, after spending some
time with her aunt, Olive Bowden.
Miss Lila Perkins, who hu been visiting
sister, May Roberts, hu gone to West
Brooksville to spend the remainder of her
vacation with her brother Fred.

her

Sept.

11._A.
BBOOKUN.

Bert Anderson’s baby is vary ill.
Mias Edith Kane hu gone to
Island to teach.

Long

Mbs Claris Freetbey hu returned to her
school in Providence, R. L
Will Herrick hu sold

his

hone

to

Joseph Morrill, of EluhiU.
George M. Allen and wife left for XanMisses Emma and Dorothy Tibbetts
eheeSse, M. I, Sept. T, to attend the fuhave returned to Wuhington.
neral at Mrs. Alien’s sister, Mrs. George
John Wells, of Melrose, Maas., is visitTUden, whojdied suddenly Sept. 5.
ing his sister, Mr*. F. B. Herrick.
HUM.
Bept.ll.
Chandler Carter, of Bangor, is visiting
BAST LAMOINB.
his parents, Lewis Carter and wile.
Mrs. HarrsyJLear, of Bar Harbor, is with
Alton Herrick is home from Massachuher mother, Mrs..Etta lance star.
setts, where he hu spent the simmer.
Holaie Pieros |and wife, who hare been
Mrs. Lettie Smith, of Provtdenoe, B. L,
employed at Westport, are at home.
is visiting her sister, Mrs. RoUnd Carter.
B. G. Benner and wife, of Portland, were
H. S. Kane and wife have returned from
guests of H. L. Smith and wife over Sun- Addison, where Mr. Kane hu bun operday.
ating his blueberry cannery.
Dr. T. J. Murphy and family, who hare
Mrs. Ella Wakeman and son, who have
passed the summer at W. F. Deaisles', re- spent the summer here, have gone to Chicturned to Bangor Monday.
ago, where Mr. Wakeman is employed.
Christian |Bors and family, who hare
Mr. Linaeott, of Bu Harbor, is the
occupied Agnes Boynton’s house during principal of the high school this year and
the summer,^returned to Bangor Monday
Mies Edith Skelton, of Belfast, assistant.
N.
Miss Sadie Billings, of Blnehill, teaches
Sept. U.
_

parents, C. 8. Hamilton and wife, have
turned to Somerville, Mass.

n-

The boldest case of breaking and entering and theft which has occurred in this

Then you won’t
woods.’

mal.

the

'But there unt

ever

a men

kill

s man

in

opera-

Lsaiie Black has resumed his studies at
Maine Central institute. Pittsfield.
Mrs. Lettie Gray ia at Cape Rozier attending her brother, Alfred Blake, who it
in.
The summer visitors have nearly all returned to their homes# It has been a

busy

season.

The Eastern Steamship Co. has a crew
at work putting extensive and muchneeded repairs on its wharf here.
Miss Alioe Mills, of West Brooksville, is
tbe grammar school, and Miss
Doris Condon the primary at Buck's Harbor.

teaching

Misses Hattie Orcutt, Lillian Black,
Leona Greene, Vena Haskell and Rebecca
Smith are attending normal school at Castine.
News was received to-day ot the death at
bis home in Tufts College, Mass., of Prof.
G. T. Knights, one ot oar oldest suuimer
residents. Prof. Knights had been failing
a long time.
C.
Bept. U.
_

AURORA.
Mrs. B. E. Crosby is ill.
School began Bept. 4,; Herbert Crosby,
teacher.
Mrs. Leo Jordan, who has been ill, is

improving.
Howard Giles, of Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
was the guest of William Crosby and wife
recently.
Mrs. Jacksoo and daughter, Mrs.

le

Mono, of Boston, were guests of George
and wife recently.
Crosby
!
Lewis Crosby, Fay B. Mills, Dons Mace
and Alioe Silsby went to Pittsfield Monday to attend Maiue Central institute.

within ten miles

1 whispered back.
said Nat, 'but it's always best
'No,'
town for some time took place Monday
to—1
while F. L. Cole was taking his dinner.
“That was as far as be got, for that inThe window was smashed in and somestant out of the bushes half sprang, half
thing over |S0 was taken. Thera is no
tumbled a man, a man that I would have
clew.
bored with a rifle bullet, aa sure aa fata, if
Bob.
Sept. U.
Nat Moore bad not lived up to the rule ha
himself had mads years baton and reSOUTH HANCOCK.
strained me. Whan 1 realised the full
Min Lottie Woaeter is employed el
horror of what ay eagerness would hare
Mrs. Mery Haynes’.
brought upon me 1 dropped to the ground
Mrs. Laura Vincent, ot Tacoma, Wash., aa llap aa a tag.
is visiting bar brother, A. S. Wooster.
“The man waa a laanary employes, who
Mrs. Higgins Gordon, ol Sullivan, hod loaf his way la the wilderness, sad
was ruahlag alnslaaaly a host aaatlag poevisited Mrs. Hiram Merchant last week.
F. M. Watson and grandson, Weteon eibls aid. Wa didst Ml him how sear to
McBea, left tor Brooklyn, K. Y„ Sunday. baiag part ell aid ha had soon, aad I gaaaa
ha aevwr kaew la. Mu* sever again, aad I
John Wilkin and wilt, ot Ylnaltavea,
were guests ot triends in town lest week.
than are woods asaas than, have I failed to
S. B. Merchant’s barn was burned Frifollow the rule as vet te Mn at anything la
The
Sin
was
started by a young the
day.
woods, no asnStar haw positive I aught
child playing with matches.
hsaf Its Identity, eaUI I had aaaa someBert Milts, who attends theM. C. L at thing tangible that would
pul that ManPittsfield, has been visiting hie mother, tUy toyoud all doubt.
Mrs. Kellie Miles, the peel week.
--T Mi— Inti
“It-‘—“-n
Arthur Bldridge, wile and sou, et Bich- tlou aad dMtaaasia the wands aad nhmond Hill, L. L, are guests at C. T. •aoas afall hamaa habltmloa an nets
Wooster’s. Mrs. Bldridge was formerly guarantee that aaa la lha anly psraou
abroad that lad Mat Manta la amts lha
Miss Clara Foes, ot this place.
row. Ms waa oat hasting moose la Jan8»Pt-U,
W.
__
uary. The enow was what mnnm haalasa
M’KIN LEY.
caU shoal aad light, a condition to unSchool commenced Monday, with Miss favorable that Nat believed no oas alas
Edna Day, ot Lisbon, as teacher.
would ban ventured out In ran down a
Miss Nellie Norwood, who has been moose In it.
“He started a moose and followed it
visiting in Stonington, is at home.
Grace Qott and Tena Robinson returned eight miles straight into the vary depth of
a wilderness that waa
enough for all
to Higgins classical institute,
Charleston, purposes at the start. daap
As the moons earns
Monday.
out of a thicket Nat taw u go up a little
Dr. and Mrs. Holden and son Wilson
rt»e of ground about twenty rods abend of
returned to their home in Brooklyn, N.
him. Ho triad to pull the ease of hie rifle
Y., last Monday.
off, but it was frosan on, aad by tbs time
Sept. 11.
p. m.
ha got it off the moose waa going over the

resume

Muw Mildred Pike, ot Beverly. Mass is
visiting relatives at Orcntt’s Harbor.

_

Miss Jennie Dazell and Miss Effle Moon

,

Bloehill.

^ o« lh.

moosehZ

“The time is near at band when the

Mr. Wilber and family, who have oc- woods will be fall o< hunting parties,’’
cupied tha Austin Freetbey farm on the aaid an old-time hunter to the New York
Naakeag road tha past two years, will reSun, “men and boyt with rifles and shotturn to Massaehuaatts this week.
and it won't be long after the inH. S. Kan* and wife, J. F. Staples and guns,
wit* aad Mias Ethel Baton were chosen vasion begins before the newspapers will
delegates to attend tha Baptist association give up their usual amount of space to
at Bluebill Tuesday and Wednesday.
announcing the killing of this, that and
Uhb Fbhmb.
Sept. 11.
the other guide, hunter or lnnooent outside by eager and inexperienced gunners.
8ARGENTVILLE.
“The amateur hunter baa become such a
Vera N. Harding it teaching at East

Portland,

harrt#d

“At tbe foot of it, on the
opposite
and about thirty rods away, was
e
•pence thicket into which the
gone not more than a minute .heed
of th
hunter, who hurried on to the thicket r
a clump of high bushes be
caught *
glimpse of the mooee, to him a. pl,in
day. It waa aa black aaa bear, he
and he put hla rifle to hi.
(.«, and
good aim.
‘I could hit a quarter
every time
good deal farther away then that natch
of mooee wu,’ said Nat
Moore. rel«i„.
the incident, ‘end to there
wasn’t
doubt bot that I'd hit tbe mark. 1
on tbe trigger two-thirds
bard enough to
drop the hammer, when 1 thought of
resolve I had mad# never to
shoot until r
knew beyond a doubt what I was
shootin.
at, although in this case I thought
them
waa about aa much
probability of another
man being anywhere in that
wiidernem
Jnat than aa there waa of the United States
army marching through It. But!
step»d
three steps to one side, which would
any
how give me a bettor and rarer shot
then
from where I stood, and there iu
pi,ce 0,
the mooee stood a men I
“Fifteen feet on the other aide of tbe
man
was a tote rood and this man
happened to
be ae oonrageons a woodsman ea Nat
himaelf, and he waa out looking after moose
He had come along them in the road
Just
after Net’s mooee had passed
through and
on and had stopped out of the road
to look
at the tracks the mooee had made in
the
•now.
Any one hot Net Moore, I guess
would Instantly have dropped in bis
tracks
overcome by the narrow
escape from killing n fellow-being he hsd had, but Nat
kept right on after the mooee and killed
it on the ridge 100 yards farther on.
Then
the relapse came, and so near to
collapse
did It bring tbe banter, nervy as he
was
that tbe man he had jnat missed
killing
for a mooee had to help him back to
his
cabin.
“Then Nat Moore took a vow never to
break tbe rale that would insure the life
and safety ol others in tbe woods against
his gun, and be never did, although he
lost the chance of bagging many a
moose,
caribou, deer and beer by adhering to it.
Every hunter who livee up to that rule has
had many similar and aggravating losses
of game, bat he hat never killed or wounded any person ot the presumption that
because he law a movement or heard a
noise in the woods it was made by a deer
or a bear or a rab bit or a bird

__

The ball game with Bar Harbor Wednesday was cancelled on account of rain.

Mass., Wednesday.
Mrs. David Hale, daughter Shirley

One Sere Way to Prevent “Mistaken
for Deer*’ Accidents.

—

Mrs. Robinson, of Bangor, is visiting at
the Jordan cottage.
Miss Burr, of Bangor, spent last week at
the Maxwell cottage.

at

"•*

—

Wednesday.

gor

attend school.

Robert Dig, who baa baaa at tba Ocean
bouse this snmtner, will go on tbs steamer
Mooaabead as deck band.

1

RULE OF SAFETY.

o! here!’

I

Dr. J. H. Patten, of Bar Harbor, was
bere last week by the illness of
Mrs. Walter Kichardaon and Maater William Silsby.
C.
Bept. 1L

called

_

MANSET.

_

Ambrose, youngest son of Peter and
Sarab Star ley, waa born in 'fremont sixty*
four years ago.

Ha married

Ellen

M.

Uott, daughter of Hobart and Lydia (Ober)
Uott. He was an upright, moral, conaoiantioua man; In religion a Methodist;
quiet, plaaaant and eordial in manner;
kind and helpful to hie neighbors in sickmm

sad

health.

His last illness came

luddanly. Ha itf* Aug. 36. His sorely
A. and

Iduf danghtsr—Mrs.

Cora 9.

Kant, hla hrothare lohn L. and Charles
the
Stanley have the sympathy of all

~vl'_

srnc.

wnrr bhookun
lagan to-day, with Boy Moody
and wlla are visiting Mrs,
John Walla, of Me!roes, Maas., is spendn tew days hme.
visitMia. L A. Bridges, who has been
ing la Melrose, Msas., la home.

ing

visiting
Mile Aline Daffy, who has been
friend* In Barry, came home SaturdayBroc“°“’
Percy Bridges and wifa, of
w*tn
Maes., are spending e few days
parents, D. A. Bridge* and wits.
Bept. U.

_-

“Mother, what la Alaska
it’s a polite name for a dead aknnki
Ma.” “And, mother, Is there any P°
name lot a Use skunkf”

